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EDITOR'S NOTE 

Offering this first issue of the newly born quarterly journal 
.. Manuscripta Orientalia'' its founders, members of the re
search-staff of the St. Petersburg branch of the Institute of 
Oriental studies, first of all keep in mind one of the most 
intriguing fields of Orientalistics, that is textology, the 
discipline dealing with the history of Oriental manuscripts. 

The role of manucripts in the development of human 
culture. as later the role of printed books, was immense. 
Manuscripts turned to be an extremely stimulating device 
of the ancients. For many centuries they served as the main 
depository of information, greatly contributing to the evo
lution of human culture by spreading knowledge and var
ied cultural experience. 

One can number dozens of Oriental languages and 
systems of writing supported by a solid heritage of manu
script tradition. The principal reiigious systems of the 
world owe their success and possibility to propagate their 
teaching to the existence of manuscripts. From Oriental 
manuscripts we receive much information on the history 
and the vast cultural achievements of Eastern civilizations. 

Oriental manuscripts present the most impressive re
sult of the creative genius of Eastern peoples. They are of 
great value to the whole mankind. even to those who are 
not well acquainted with the treasury of Oriental thought 
and spiritual experience. Orientalists can be proud of their 
role as the interpreters of this fruitful branch of world's 
culture. They often acted as the bold discoverers of its most 
intriguing secrets. It is true that Oriental manuscripts are 
still full of mysteries unsolved. 

Many thousands of these manuscripts are preserved in 
public and private collections all over the world. Often they 
are not available even to specialists, not speaking about 
ordinary readers interested in the literary tradition of the 
East. One of the primary aims of the editors of this jour
nal - professional orientalists - is to make these manu
scripts available to all who need them for their studies. 

The editors are well aware of the fact that there are al
ready many periodicals, both world-famous and obscure. 
dealing with the problem of Oriental manuscripts and 
manuscript collections. There arc even several journals en
tirely dedicated to the study of Oriental manuscripts. The 
frames of most of these, however. are limited to some par
ticular field, usually to some "national" manuscript heri
tage, which means that each of these periodicals deals only 
with manuscripts produced within corresponding geo
graphical and temporal limits. 

The editors of the present journal view their research 
program in a wider context. Its pages will be offered to all 
scholars who study all kinds of Oriental manuscripts. be 

they Arabic, Turkish and Persian, Chinese, Hebrew, etc . 
Articles on Oriental textology, palaeography, codicology as 
well as on philology, history and culture will be published 
here, provided that these studies are basing upon some 
Oriental manuscript. The editors believe that it will be 
useful to collect such articles within the framework of one 
special periodical. It would present to scholars a much 
broader view of what has been done in this very special 
field of research, and of what should be done. We hope that 
these works, being collected in one journal, will contribute 
to the comparative study of the phenomenon of Oriental 
manuscript tradition. 

When speaking about the aims of the journal, one can 
not omit to mention one more important point of the pro
gram. I mean the current problems of registration, cata
loguing as well as conservation and restoration of ancient 
manuscripts. It must be mentioned that the pages of our 
journal are at the disposal of those who specialize in con
servation of manuscripts. the priceless literary heritage of 
the Oriental peoples. Needless to say, all those acting al
ready as potential patrons. rendering their material and 
technical assistance in the field of restoration and conser
vation of ancient documents, are welcome to contribute to 
the journal. When it concerns the safety and the future 
destiny of Oriental manuscripts, the editors regard it as one 
of their most important tasks to provide the necessary in
formation on their keeping and restoration. 

When founding this new journal of Oriental studies, 
scholars from the St. Petersburg branch of the Institute of 
the Oriental Studies bear in mind the special position of 
the St. Petersburg school in Russian orientalistics. Its ori
gin and its traditions go back to the eighteenth century. 
The Institute. an immediate successor of the pre
revolutionarv Russian Asiatic Museum, inherited many 
thousands ~f Oriental manuscripts written in more tha~ 
sixty different lani,'llages, including dead ones. It is now 
settled down in the beautiful building of the Novo
Michailovsky palace on the Neva embankment. Its manu
script treasury is comparable only to the world-famous 
manuscript collections of the British Museum and Biblio
theque National de Paris. 

It is not just a mere coincidence that St. Petersburg 
branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, gradually col
lected within its walls scholars specializing in the prob
lems of Oriental culture. These scholars working in various 
fields of Oriental history, linguistics, literature and religion 
enjoy the privilege of using their own manuscript collec
tion. 
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Since the foundation of the St. Petersburg branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies its members regarded the 
description of the manuscripts from this collection. tex
tological studies as well as their translation and publishing 
as their primary task. By now they have acquired consider
able experience in this work. Manv books and articles on 
Oriental manuscripts have been ptiblished by them during 
last years. Unfortunately, since most of these publications 
are in Russian. thev arc not available in full measure to 
scholars from other ·countries. 

Starting the publication of the "Manuscripta Orien
talia" in English the editors mean. among their other aims, 
to introduce the results of the Russian scholars' research on 
Oriental manuscripts to a broader scholarly audience all 
over the world. Works by scholars from the St. Petersburg 
branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies will be given 
special attention. We also intend to reproduce in English. 
the language of our quarterly. the most important works on 
Oriental manuscripts previously published in Russian or in 
other languages. which may present problems to Western 
scholars. 

One more important point must be mentioned when 
speaking about the general program of the journal. The 
rapid progress of computers and their introduction into all 
spheres of modern life and science is. naturally, affecting 
the development of Oriental scholarship. New information 
technologies applied to the study of Oriental manuscripts 
open new perspectives in this traditional branch of lm
manitarian studies. One can expect really impressive re
sults from the use of computers, especially in the field of 
textology. Being very eager to support this new approach to 
Oriental studies. the editors would like to use the advan
tage presented by this new journal to spread more infor
mation on the new computer programs developed for the 
aims of textology and other disciplines connected with 
manuscripts. Articles written by specialists who apply re
cent information technologies to Oriental manuscripts are 
of particular interest to us. 

We are happy to inform the readers of the journal, that 
its every issue is expected to contain a publication dedi
cated to some manuscript of special artistic or scientific 
value belonging to the collection of the St. Petersburg 
branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. with some of its 
pages or miniatures reproduced in colour. Publications on 
rare and valuable manuscripts from other collections are 

also welcome. Such publications will ensure the distribu
tion of information about most valuable manuscripts pre
served in different museums and libraries. 

Aiming to achieve the highest professional level in 
presenting information about Oriental manuscripts, the 
editors do not want to neglect the needs of those readers 
who, not being professional scholars, are interested in this 
subject and wish to be acquainted with the achievements of 
the Eastern civilization. Reproductions from the master
pieces in the manuscript art published in our quarterly will 
serve to this purpose. 

There is no need to say that the editors will be happy 
to accept and publish articles submitted by those oriental
ists whose scholarly interests are focused on studying 
manuscripts. The only requirement is that the articles 
should be written in English. Respectfully inviting our 
colleagues to collaborate in the task of publishing their 
works dealing with a very special phenomenon, that is the 
Oriental manuscript. the founders of the "Manuscripta 
Orientalia" wish to express their highest estimation of the 
labors of those scholars, who chose the study of Oriental 
manuscripts their life-occupation. Any contribution made 
by them to our journal will be accepted as a great honour. 

Finally, the editors feel it their pleasant duty to express 
their gratitude to the Correspondent Member of the Rus
sian Academy of Sciences Boris V. Gidaspov and Profes
sor Boris I. Ionin, the founders of the "Thesa" publishing 
house and the sponsors of our newly born journal, for their 
financial support of the present project. One can not but 
feel deep respect towards them for all their efforts and for 
their profound concern about the state of Oriental studies 
in the present-day Russia. It is especially significant. that 
the journal is supported by the national benefactors, who 
are fully aware of the role of Oriental Studies in the devel
opment of science within the wide context of the world 
culture. 

We wish that the publications on Oriental manuscripts 
presented in this journal would contribute to mutual un
derstanding between different cultures and facilitate the 
everlasting cultural dialogue. We undertake this work with 
the feeling of admiration for the art of those who created 
the manuscripts, as if passing to us through the ages, their 
worship of the word written and their deep respect of its 
magic energy. 

Yuri A. Petro.'iyan, Etlitor-in-chief 



TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

0. Akimushkin (St. Petersburg) 

THE SOURCES OF "THE TREATISE ON CALLIGRAPHERS 
AND PAINTERS" BY QAzi AHMAD QUMi 

Almost 50 years ago the scholarly world was introduced to 
the outstanding document of the Persian literary culture 
"The Treatise on Calligraphers and Painters'' by Qa?l A\1-
mad Ibrahim Quml (born 17 rabl' I 953/Mav 18, 1546). 
which is a bibliographical dictionary of the "book art", that 
of calligraphers, painters, decorators and masters of orna
mentation [I). The appearance of such a document was a 
real sensation: for the first time scholars got an original 
work. where information on the Persian masters of qalam 
and brush was arranged chronologically up to the end of 
the 16th century. The material of the "Treatise" consid
erably expanded our knowledge about the book painting. 
the volume of book production, the prestige of this kind of 
labour as well as the popularity of illuminated manuscripts 
in Iran and among its neighbors in the Middle Ages. 

It should be noted, that the name of the author, Qa?l 
A\lmad, was well known to the specialists long before the 
publication of the Russian and English translations of the 
'Treatise". He and his two works ('Treatise" and the fifth 
volume of the chronicle "Khulasat al-tawarlkh'') were dis
cussed at lenghth in articles by W. Hintz, B. Zakhoder, 
C. Edwards, Zohreh Da'i-zadeh. Sh. Qadiri. Gh. Sarvar. 
H. Nakhchevani and A. Suhavli-Khwansari (2). The author 
of the present article has written already on the stages of 
the making of this work (3). which surviYed in two Ycr
sions (1004/1596 - "Treatise" and around 1016/1607-
8 - "Gulistan-i hunar"), which arc called conventionally 
"the Iranian" and "the Indian" (4). We should note that the 
first version is present in two variants: that of 1004/1596 
(the original) and of 1007I1598-99 (a considerably ex
panded original version) 151. At present we know three 
copies of the "Treatise". i. e. of the first version. in two 
variants (Museum Salar Jang. Haidarabad. India, call 
number T-K. I: the State museum of the Arts of the Peoples 
of the Orient (GMINV). Moscow. Russia. call number 
M.Or.156; the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies. call number B 4722. The last two copies 
present the expanded variant) and eight copies of 
''Gulistan-i hunar". i. e. of the second version (Museum 

Salar Jang. Haidarabad, India. call number T-K.2; the 
former Library of Saltanati, Teheran. Iran. call number 
2286 (6): six copies belonging to the private collections of 
Z. Da'i-zadeh (India), A. Iqbal, H. Nakhchevani, M. Baya
ni. A. Suhayli-Khansari and A. Gulchin-i Ma'ani (Iran). 
The last three are copies from H. Nakhchevani's manu
script) [7]. 

As it was mentioned above. the contents of the 
"Treatise" is a biographical dictionary of the masters of 
hand-written book (excluding binders) (8). According to 
the established professional tradition, Qa?l A\lmad in
cluded there the famous masters of previous generations 
adding to this pantheon some of his contemporaries. For 
this purpose he chose only those craftsmen whose work 
was highly appreciated during their lifetime by connois
seurs. professionals and the patrons of art. It should be 
noted that the composition of the "Treatise" is close to the 
prefaces of albums (muraqqa') - collections of works ar
ranged like concertina or made of separate folios (qi(eh). 
which had on one side artistically composed samples of 
writing by one or several calligraphers. on the other -
miniatures or examples of calligraphy. The borders of such 
a folio. as well as the space between the samples, were 
filled with the exquisite decorative ornamentation. It is 
well known that albums of this kind were widely spread 
among the author's contemporaries belonging to the elite 
circles. 

In other words, the accurate composition, structure and 
architectonics of the "Treatise" (masters of the classical 
"six" scripts. ta' liq, nasta' liq. painters, masters of the 
"book craft") obviously prove that Qa?l A\lmad was plan
ning his work within the limits of some well-established 
genre. Alongside with the fact that his work greatly re
minds of a verbose preface to an extensive never-to be
completed album overloaded with facts and details. Qa?l 
A\lmad became the founder a new trend of Persian bio
graphical literature - the biographical dictionary of the 
masters of manuscripts in a broad context (9]. It is already 
ascertained that evristics is one of the main components ~f 
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the source-analysis of written documents regardless of their 
genre. It is expected to reveal the sources of the document. 
its relation to earlier documents. the scale and volume of 
borrowed facts and materials. its influence on the later 
documents. etc. This is of special significance if applied. in 
particular. to the Persian medieval documents. since most 
of the medieval authors. following their specific idea on 
the authors' rights and intellectual property. often did not 
mention their predecessors. whose works and materials 
were borrowed by them. We have many examples of this in 
the history of Persian literature. Examples of the opposite 
are also present (the latter even grow in number in the 
course of time). Our author was not an exception. There 
arc no references to the sources he used; this research was 
left to the following generations. Still. he mentioned the 
poetic work on calligraphers by Sul)an-' Ali Mashhadi, ap
parently because it is included completely into his 
"Treatise" [ 10). Here we shall mention the manuscript 
sources which were used by Qazi Al.1mad. and which we 
managed to identi~·. 

I. "Risaleh" ("The Treatise-adress"). The composition 
does not have the author's title and is identified as 
"Risaleh-i Adab al-kha!)" or .. ~ira) al-su!f!r". "Risaleh" 
was written in 92011514 in Meshhed for Muhammad
Hashim J:lusaini. the nephew of the author, when Sul)an
' Ali Mashhadi was 84 vears old. The famous and outstand
ing Persian calligrapher in the nasta' liq style Sul)an-' Ali 
Mashhadi was born in Meshhed in 836/1432-33 [I I] and 
died there on 10 rabi' I 926/February 29, 1520. Later his 
name was used to indicate the real master of the artistic 
script. He left a great heritage of calligraphically written 
copies and individual samples (qit'eh). 

According to the manuscript from the National Li
brary. St. Petersburg. (call number: Dorn 454) the Sul)an
, Ali Mashhadi's autograph of "Risaleh" contains 273 baits 
and is divided into 34 chapters [ 12]. This text incorporated 
by Qii?:i Ahmad into his "Treatise". into its first version. 
contains 269 baits both in the copy of the GMINV 
(ff. 3 lb-42a) and of the SPb FIV RAN (ff. 36b-48b). In 
these copies of ''Risaleh" seven baits of the authograph are 
missing (81. 97, 104. 184, 188. 207, 212) and three baits 
are added after the I Ith. 33d and 137th baits. The text of 
the GMINV copy is divided into 30 chapters, while of the 
St.Petersberg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
(SPb FIV RAN) copy - into 28 chapters. The text of Sul
tan-' Ali Mashhadi's "Risaleh" in the second version of 
Qazi Ahmad's "Treatise", i. e. "Gulistan-i hunar", includes 
278 baits and is divided into 30 chapters. In comparison 
with the autograph it has 6 additional baits (according to 
the edition of Ahmad Suhaili Khwansari 34, 112-113, 
124-125. 143) (13] and the 8th bait is missing (accord
ing to the mentioned edition - between 2 !0th and 
21 lth bait) (14). At present it is difficult to state weather 
these interpolations and omissions appeared according to 
the author's will, or were they the result of bookowners' 
and copyists' work. It is also possible that the National Li
brary's copy is not the only existing autograph of Sul)an
' Ali Mashhadi. During six years after he had finished 
"Risalch" and till his death the author was returning to his 
work editing and polishing its contents, adding to the text 
or simply copying it. In this case textual differences be
tween the undated autograph of the "Risaleh" and the text 
used by Qazi Ahmad in the two versions of the "Treatise", 

as well as the text of other copies preserved in several 
world manuscript depositories, could be explained as the 
authors corrections. 

2. "Muqaddimeh-i muraqqa'-i Amir Ghaib-bik" ("An 
introduction to the album of Amir Ghaib-bik"). This title is 
conventional, and for the first time was suggested by the 
Iranian scholar and specialist on calligraphy Mahdi Bay
ani (15). Working in the Istambul libraries he found sepa
rate and mixed parts of this "Introduction" in two albums 
(muraqqa') kept in the depository of Top-Qapi-seray 
(Khazineh 2156 and Khazineh 2161). He has made a se
lective "exact" publication of some fragments from the 
"Introduction" and "Conclusion" (khiitimeh) [16]. Accord
ing to M. Bayani, the famous master of calligraphy mir 
Sayyid-A~mad (died in 986/1578-79) (17] from Meshhed 
was not only the compiler of the album, which took him 
three years (971-973/1563--06), but was responsible for 
its whole making: '"he added to it dihiicheh ("preface"), 
muqaddimeh ("introduction") and khiitimeh ("conclusion"), 
which he composed and copied in his elegant handwrit
ing" (18]. For certain formal reasons and contrary to 
M. Bayani's opinion, we can not identify mir Sayyid-A~
mad Mashhadi as the author of the "Introduction". Accord
ing to the published fragments, the samples of calligraphy 
and paintings were collected by Amir Ghaib-bik himself -
an influential person at the court of Tahmasb I (1524-
76) - with the help of a group of competent specialists 
and recognized masters (19). Moreover, the last paragraph 
of the "Introduction" (just before Sayyid-A~mad's remark 
in the colophon) (20) says that Ghaib-bik was the author of 
this "Introduction". It should be mentioned, however, that 
the calligrapher himself in his remarks [ 21] wrote that 
he only copied the text (katabahu), but not that he com
piled it. 

Mir Sayyid-Ahmad calls Amir Ghaib-bik "the inspirer 
and initiator" of the album. It is quite true, since Amir or
dered the calligrapher to create the album. 

He could, moreover, propose his terms concerning the 
contents and time limits. Then, after it had been com
pleted, he presented the album to Tahmasb I in whose 
presence the problems of the history of calligraphy and 
painting were often discussed. The process of its making 
could be seen as follows: 

year 971/1563--04 - the masters of decorative orna
mentation (naqqiishiin) and rcstorators-disigners (wa,~

·~iiliin) finished the decoration and composition of script 
and painting (qi(eh). They arranged everything according 
to the established order of composition. 

Year 972/1564--65 - Sayyid-A~mad finished writing 
the "Introduction". He mentioned it in his remark to the 
colophon. 

Year 973/1565--06 - he compiled and wrote the 
"Conclusion" (khiitimeh) to the whole album, putting into 
it a chronogramm (tiirikh): itmiim-i in zihll muraq
qa' (22) - date when the work was completed [23). There 
is no doubt that Qii?:i Al~mad had the opportunity to hold 
the album in his hands and to get acquainted with the 
"Introduction" which he later used in his work. But this 
time he distributed separate parts and fragments of the 
"Introduction" over different sections of his "Risaleh", 
mostly into dihiicheh, muqaddimeh, and khiitimeh (see the 
comparative table bellow) [24]. When doing this Qii?:i A~
mad made some editorial work, mostly stylistic changes, 
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compositional correspondence, but he had never mentioned 
the source from which he borrowed. 

It is most remarkable that neither Amir Ghaib-bik, nor 
Sayyid-Al)mad worked on the "Introduction'', and none of 
them was the author. One of them commited, as we may 
say now, "literary robbery". It seams that this was done by 
Amir Ghaib-bik, since he is mentioned as the author of the 
"Introduction" copied by Sayyid-Al)mad. 

It appears that in 964/I557 in Qazwin the court dec
lamator or reciter of epic and heroic stories (qi,~,~ehkhwiin) 
Qu!b al-Din Mul)ammad finished an introduction [25) to 
his album. He compiled it on his own initiative for shah 
Tahmasb I. Qu!b al-Din arranged the samples of artistic 
script and miniatures by his contemporaries, masters of 
qalam and brush, in chronological order [26). We know 
nothing about what happened to the album. The introduc
tion by Qu!b al-Din Muhammad-qi,~,~ehkhwiin came sur
vived in three copies [27), one of which (from the Milli li
brary in Teheran) [28) was published by H.Khadivdjam in 
Iran in 1967 [29). This work is not directly indicated in the 
text, but before basmala it is called "Risaleh-i khatt va 
kha!!ii!iin va naqqashan'' ("'The treatise about script, cailig
raphers and painters"). where Qu!b al-Din mentions 
60 masters of calligraphy and painting without giving any 
biographical data. The comparison of the fragments of the 
"Introduction" published by M. Bayani and the "Risaleh" 
text (according to Milli 691) shows that they are almost 
identical [30) and differ only in three important points. 
First, Bayani's text is missing the Qu!b al-Din's remark 
about his meeting with Bihzad (died in 942/1535-36). 
Second, the name of Qu!b al-Din in the author's colophon 
is substituted there for the name of Amir Ghaib-bik. Third, 
the last qi( eh of the "Treatise" is omitted in the text, 
which contains the chronogramm (liirikh) with the final 
datefarkhandagi - the date it gives is 964 [31). Naturally, 
we do not find the latter in the text of Qii?'.i Al)mad, who 
did not use the work of Qu!b al-Din, but only Amir Ghaib
bik's "Introduction". 

Another curious detail. It is difficult to say if Qii?'.i Al)
mad knew that with the "Introduction" he had included 
into his "Treatise" the fragments of two other compositions 
about which nothing is said in his work, and which we 
managed to identify. The first one presents 33 baits from 
'Abdi-bik Shirazi's poem (921-988/1515-1580) "Ayin-i 
lskandari'', which was finished in 950/1543-44 [32). The 
second is a folklore story, originally coming from India, 
about the treachery of a goldsmith (zargar) towards his 
friend, a painter (naqqiish), and how the latter was 
avenged. This story became popular through the work of 
'Imiid Na'ari "Djawahir al-asmar" [33) and especially due 
to its stylistic and "elite" edition made by Dhiya al-Din 
Nakhshabi, which appeared under the title "Tii!i-nameh" 
(730/1329) (34]. 

3. "Djawahir al-akhbar" ("The pearls of news") by 
Biidaq-bik munshi Qazwini [35). Biidaq-bik (born in 
91611510-11) was neither a professional historian or a 
man of letters, nor was he a court secretary-chronicler who 
could have access to the state and official documents. Be
ing a secretary-clerk (munshi) and an official of the Tax 
office, he had knowledge and practice necessary for his 
rank and position. All this enabled him to work as a mun
shi either in the state offices or in the Sefevid administra
tion. In other words. Biidaq-bik was a typical representa-

tive of the middle-class official bureaucracy. Biidaq-bik be
gan to write his work during the lifetime of Tahmasb I 
(1524-1576) and, possibly, finished the draft in 
982/1574-75 [36). He was busy with the proof copy, 
when the monarch died (16 ,mfar 984/May 15, 1576) (37]. 
Because of the assesion of the new shah - Isma'il II 
(1576-77), he re-adressed his work (ff. 2b-3a) to the 
latter. At the same time he made some corrections and 
additions on the margins to those passages of his work 
which he did not want to rewrite (there are more than 
20 additions of this kind, some of them rather volumi
nous). He described the events that followed the death of 
Tahmasb I as an eye-witness (ff. 136b, 335a-336a). The 
revised "Djawahir al-akhbar" ends with a small chapter 
specially dedicated to shah lsma'il II (ff. 336b-339b). 
Isma'il II assended to the throne on the 27th of djumiidii I 
984/August 22, 1576 (f. 339b), while the manuscript is 
dated by the end of that month. Hence, the autograph was 
completed not later than the 30th of djumiidii/August 25 of 
the year mentioned (38]. "Djawahir al-akhbar" is a concise 
compendium on general history, 90% of it based on the 
materials of previous and contemporary authors. As a his
torical document it left almost no trace in the Sefevid his
toriography of the 16th century. At the same time, the 
compendium by Biidaq Qazwini contains some original, 
fresh and interesting material - his personal observations 
as an eye-witness, as well as the stories of the participants 
of the events described. Unfortunately, such passages are 
not numerous, among them are: 

a) Biidaq munshi's ideas about personality and charac
ter of shah Tahmiisb I (ff. 296a-297b) influenced, by the 
way, by the opinion of 'Abdi-bik Shiriizi in his "Takmilat 
al-akhbiir" [39]; 

b) the story about the situation at the court just after 
the death of Tahmiisb I and the following coup headed by 
Peri-khan-khanum (ff. 135b, 335a-336a); 

c) the story about Isma' ii II and his assesion to the 
throne (ff. 336a-339b); 

d) Biidiiq Qazwini's autobiographical sketch about his 
career as an official (ff. 315a-316a, 317a); 

e) marginal remarks on the state finance, income of 
the officials, amount of financial grants, price of manu
scripts, etc. (ff. 284b, 296a-297a, 315a-316a, 3 l 7a-
334a-b, 109b-l 13b); 

f) notes on the masters of "book craft" (ff. 106a-
113b). 

Of special interest to us is the last passage, where 
57 masters of calligraphy and 14 painters are mentioned. 

These notes were finished by Biidaq munshi in 
980/1572-73 (f. l 13b). They are written by a professional 
scribe. who loved and knew the fine points of calligraphy, 
the art so much admired in Iran. Inspite of the fact, that 
some of his judgments are rather doubtful and bear per
sonal colour, we can not but appreciate his independent 
and ingenuous opinions about his contemporary masters of 
brush and qalam. Under his pen these artists appear as or
dinary people with all their faults and merits, not as some 
authorised and canonised characters. Iskandar-bik munshi 
was the only Persian medieval author who wrote about the 
craftsmen of the book in the same independent man
ner [40]. Qii?'.i Al)mad used the notes of Biidiiq Qazwini in 
both versions of his work, but he did not sav a word about 
the source from which he borrowed over thirty percent of 
his composition. Qii?'.i Al)mad was sometimes retelling or 
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editing the notes, but in some cases copied them word to 
word. 

It is known that Budaq Qazwini presented his work to 
Isma'il II in 984-985/1576-77 in the only existing auto
graph copy, which till 1017/1608---09 was kept in the 
court library. We are aware that Qa~i AJ:tmad completed 
his extended variant of the first version of the "Treatise" 
around 1007/1598-99. Due to his father's official position 
he had access to the court library, so he definitely could 
have time and possibility to work over the notes of Budaq 
munshi or simply to copy them [41). 

4. "l:labib al-siyyar fi akhbar afrad al-bashar" ("The 
friend of the life stories about the data on the reprsentatives 
of mankind") by Ghiyath al-Din b. Humam al-Din 
Khwandamir [42). This is a well known historical and bio
graphical work; its third version appeared in India around 
936/1530. Qa~i AJ:tmad borrowed a historical anecdote 
about the claims of Timur's grandson Baysunghur-mirza 
(799-837/1397-1433) on the poetic name (takhallu~) of 
Shahi, which had been already used by his famous con
temporary poet Amir Aq-Malik Sabzavari (died in 
857/1453) (43). The author of the "Treatise" also borrowed 
the stories about Ma' rUf Khat!a! Baghdad!, an outstanding 
calligrapher in thulth and naskh scripts who was famous 
for the speed of coping and who originally worked in 
Shiraz under Iskandar-sul!an (killed in 818/1415), then in 
Hara/ as a personal calligrapfer of Shahrukh (807-
850/1405-1447) and who could not establish good rela
tions with the mighty Baysunghur-mirza in Harat [44]. 

These passages were partly shortened and stylistically 
changed by Qa~i AJ:tmad. 

5. "TuJ:tfeh-i Sarni" ("The gift of Sam") - a well 
known anthology (tadhkireh) of Persian poetry composed 
by Sam-mirza ~afavi (21 sha'ban 923 - djumada II 
975/September 10, 1517 - December 1567) [45), the 
brother of shah Tahmasb I. Qa~i AJ:tmad studied this text 
collecting materials for his own anthology of poets. From 
the same work he took notes on calligraphers of the nas
ta' /iq script style such as Shah-MaJ:tmud Nishapuri, 'Abdi 
Nishapuri, 'Abd al-Karim Khwarazmi, l:lafiz Baba-Djan, 
Dust-MuJ:tammad Harawi and Majnun chapnavis-"left
hander" [46). It is obvious, that working for fifteen years 
on his text (1002-1016/1593-1608) Qa~i AJ:tmad could 
not but use the information on the masters of the "book 
craft" collected by his predecessors. It seems, that he used 
everything he could get. He was not an exception in not 
making references to the sources he used, since he followed 
the tradition of his literary colleagues, both previous and 
contemporary. 

The practice of direct borrowing of "anonymous" in
formation and materials, in other words "privatization", 
especially of prosaic works, not speaking about the works 
of authors already gone, was not criticized by the contem
porary public opinion and was not going beyond the ethic 
frames of literary circles. The mediaeval Muslim society 
never formed any common attitude either to this phenome
non, or to the legal mechanism protecting one's intellectual 
property (47). 

Notes 

I. Kazi Aluned Kumi, "Traktat o kalligrafakh i hudozhnikakh. /596-159711005''. (Qazi Alunad Qumi, The Treatise 011 Calligra
phers a11d Painters.) Introduction, Russian translation and commentary by Prof. B. N. Zakhoder (Moscow-Leningrad, lsskustvo, 1947). 
TI1e translation is not complete. Seven pages from "Dibacheh" and "Muqaddimch" are omitted, as well as two pages between folios 71 b 
and 72a. It should be noted that as early as 1919 the late Prof. A A. Semenov began to work on his article under titled "The Persian 
Vasari of the l 6th centurv" devoted to the "Treatise'" from the collection of the "Ars Asiatica" museum (now - GMINV) in Moscow. 
The copy of the manuscript was acquired along with the collection of K. F. Nekrasov, who had purchased it in Iran. TI1e article has not 
been finished by A. A. Semenov; it contains an introduction and some six lines dedicated to the manuscript. I have got acquainted with 
this article through the research follow of the Tadzhik Academy of Sciences Malohat Azamova to whom I express my gratitude. Sec also: 
B. A. Litvinskij, M. Akramov, Aleksa11dr Aleksandrovich Seme11ov (Moscow, Nauka, pp. 70-1) where the article is mentioned as an 
accomplished work. 

The tirst complete English translation of the "Treatise" with additions and corrections according to "Gulistiin-i hunar", i. e. the sec
ond version, was published 12 years later in the USA. The translation done by Prof. V. F. Minorsky also includes his English translation 
of the "Introduction" by Prof. B. N. Zakhoder. 

2. W. Hintz, "Ei11e 11e11entdeckte Quelle zur Geschichte Iran• in 16Jahrh1111dert", ZDMG, XIV, 3/4 (1935), S. 315-328; 
B. N. Zahoder, "/z istorii khudozhestvemwj kul'tury /rana 16 veka. (From the history of the art culture of Iran in the l 6th century)", 
/skusstvo, 5 (1935), pp. 121-36; C. Edwards, "Calligraphers and Artists: A Persian Work of the late 16th Century", BSOS, X, 1 
(1940), pp. 199-212; Da'i-zadeh, "Tadhkireh-i khuslmavisan va naqqashan", Amwghan, XIX, 5-6 (1317/1938), pp. 344-5; see 
also: "'Ali-Riza va Riza-yi 'Abbasi", Ruzgar-i 11aw, IV, 5 (1324/1945), pp. 68-71; A. Khwansari Suhayli, "Maktub ba Banu-yifazileh-i 
Zuhreh Da'i-zadeh", Annaghan, XIX, 5-6 ( 1317/1938), pp. 437-40; Gh. Sarwar, "History of the Shah /sma'i/ Safavi", (Aligarh, 
1939), pp. 11-2; Shamsallah Qadiri, "Khulasat al-tawarikh-i Qazi mir Ahmad b.mir Muhammad Qumi", OCM, XIX, 3 (1943), 
pp. 43-4; H. Nakhchevani, "Mu 'arrafi-yi kitab-i "Gulistan-i hunar"", Nashriya-yi da11ishkadeh-i adabiyat-i da11ishgah-i Tabriz, IX, 1 
(1336/1957), pp. 1-12; 'Tak 1111skheh-i khatti-yi qadimi-yi ira11i (Risaleh-i 'ilmi dar bareh-i khuslmavisan va 11aqqashan-i Qazi Ah
mad)", Payam-i naw, 4, pp. 32-6. 

3. O. F. Akimushkin, "Traktat o kalligrafakh i hudozlmikakh Kazi Ahmada Kumi. Pervaya redaktsiia. (The treatise on calligra
phers and painters by Qazi Ahmad Kumi. The first version.)'', Pis'mennye pamyatniki i problemy istorii kul'tury narodov vostoka 
(PPiPIKNV) 17, 1 (1983), pp. 63-8; "/laidarabadskij "avtograf' Traktata o kalligrafakh Kazi Ahmada Kumi. (The Haidarabad 
"autograph" of the "Treatise on calligraphers and painters" by Qazi Ahmad Qumi}", PP i PIKNV20, 1, 1986, pp. 98-102. 

4. See our article "The Haidarabad "Autograph"" p. 98. Here under "version" we mean a deliberate interforence into tbe text of the 
monument done by the author himself or by other person (persons) in order I. to change its ideological or aesthetic orientation; 2. to 
modernize its lexicon (or to make look more archaic), if it bears not an occasional, but deliberate character and is done on a large scale 
(sometimes from the very beginning to the end) in order to satisfy the literary taste of the epoch; 3. to expand the composition with a 
considerable number of new data not included into author's original version, which considerably changes or extends the subject, topic or 
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plot of the work. See: D. S. Likhachev, "Tekstologiia. Na materia/e russkoi literatury 10-18 vv. (Textology. On the materials of the 
Russian literature of the 10th-/8th centuries)", (Moscow-Leningrad, 1962), pp. 116-7. 

5. See our article: "Traktat ... Pervaia redaktsiia", p. 66. See also: Y. Porter, "Notes sur le "Go/estan-e honar" de Qazi Ahmad 
Qomi", Studia lranica, 17, 2 (1988), pp. 207-23. The author of this article came to the same conclusions as we had done earlier. 

6. B. Atabay, "Fihrist-i nuskhaha-yi khatti-yi kitabkhaneh-i sa/tanami. Athar-i adabiyaf' (Tehran, 1970), pp. 483, no. 170. The at
tribution of the fragment is not clear, and it is described under the title "Sharh-i hal-i khattatan" (Biographies of the calligraphers). This 
fragment dealing with 40 masters of calligraphy (the last one mentioned is Mul).ammad-Sharif) corresponds to pp. 59-61, 84-121, 
132-3 of the Teheran edition of"Gulistiin-i hunar" (1973). Besides, the manuscript from the Central Library of the Teheran University, 
inventory number 4283:2 (see: M. T. Danish-Pazhuh, "Fihrist-i nuskhaha-yi khatti-yi kitabkhaneh-i markazi-yi danishgah-i Tihran" 
(Tehran, 1961), xiii, pp. 3252-3), includes two notes from "Gulistan-i hunar": fragment "Risaleh" by Sultiin-'Ali Mashhadi and 
"Khiitimeh" ("Conclusion") of Qa~ Al,lmad's work. Compare also ff 45a-55a of the mentioned copy and pp. 68-72, 161-70 of the 
published edition of 1973. 

7. 111e second version, i. e. "Gulistan-i hunar", was published on the basis of the manuscript from H. Nakhchevani's collection. 
See: Gulistiin-i hunar. Ta' /if-i Qii?i mir A~mad munshi Qumi. Ba Tashih va ihtimam-i Alunad Suhayli Khwansari (Tehran, 1352/1973), 
p. LXI. The first variant of the first version (Haidarabad, T-K. l) contains information on 144 calligraphers and 40 painters and masters 
of ornament; the expanded variant of this version (GMINV, SPb Branch of the Institute of Oriental studies) - on 153 and 42 respec
tively. The second version covers 168 masters of qalam and 39 masters of brush and book decoration. Compare with Y. Porter. Ibid., 
pp. 216-21. 

8. Obviously, the albums (muraqqa') presented no samples of artistic binding, hence the lack of data on the binders. 
9. Strangely enough, the first work in the same genre giving great attention to the Persian masters of the "book craft" (mentioning 

130 calligraphers of whom 26 were masters of "the six" scripts, 89 in nasta' liq style and 15 in ta' liq style, as well as 43 masters of 
miniature, ornament, decoration and binding, - alltogether 173 masters) appeared on the Ottoman ground. The Turkish writer, poet, bi
ographer and historian Mu~!afa-'Ali Chelebi efendi (948-1008/1541-1600) produced his work "Manaqib-i hunarvaran" ("The Deeds 
of the Talanted") in 995/1586-87, i. e. ten years earlier than Q~ Al,lmad. This work was inspired by the treatise on 52 calligraphers 
"Risaleh-i qutbiya" written in 994/1585-86. Its author was a well known calligrapher mawlana Qu!b al-Din MuI:iammad Yazdi, Persian 
by origin, who lived in Baghdad in 974/1566-67. Sultan Murad ill (982-1003/1579-95) came across that book and decided to have 
it translated into Turkish. Mustala-'Ali realised the wish of the sultan, added and considerably extended the Qutb al- Din's treatise, not 
avoiding serious mistakes and blemishes. See: Cl. Huart, "Les Calligraphes et /es Miniaturistes de /'Orient musulman" (Paris, 1908), 
pp. 6-7, 86-7, 235; Mu~!ala-'Ali, Maniiqib-i hunarvaran. Edition of Mahmud Kamal-bik (Stambul, 1926), pp. 12, 53. 

10. Q~ Al.unad completely incorporated the work of Sul!iin-'Ali Mashhadi into the expanded variant of the first version of his 
"Treatise" of 1007/1598-99. It is missing in the first version of the Haidarabad copy. 

11. For details see: Mahdi Bayani, "Ahwal va athar-i khushhavisan. Nasta' liqnavisan. (Bakhsh-i avval)" (Tehran, 1345/1966), 
pp. 241-66. 

12. G. I. Kostygova, "Traktat po kalligrafii Sultan-Ali Meshhedi (The Treatise 011 calligraphy by Sultan- 'Ali Mashhedi)", Fasc., 
Russian translation, Trudy GPb im. M. E. Saltykova-Shchedrina, 2 (5), Vostoclmyj sbomik (Leningrad, 1957), pp. 112-63. 

13. "Gulis1a11-i hunal', 66, 70, 71, 73. 
14. Ibid., 75. 
15. Bayani, i, p. XV, no. 26; p. 49. 
16. Ibid, i, pp. 50-4. 
17. See: 0. F. Akimushkin, "Kazi Ahmad o spiske sochineniia Abd ar-Rahmana Djami "Lava'ijh" (Qazi Ahmad about the copy of 

-Abd al-Rahman Djami. "Lawa 'ih'T, Strany Perednego i Srednego Vostoka (Moscow, 1968), ed. Yu. A. Petrosian, pp. 23-4; Bayani, 
i, pp. 44-9. 

18. Bayani, i, p. 49. 
19. Ibid, p. 54. 
20. Ibid., p. 54. 
21. Ibid., p. 53-4. 
22. 111e letters in this phrase correspond to numerals, the sum of which is 973 (482+61 +20+410). 
23. Bayani, i, p. 54. 
24. Compare the relation of Amir Ghaib-bik's "Introduction" to the Qutb al-Din's "Introduction" (first comes a page from M.Bayani's 

edition, then a page from the manuscript of Milli 691 ): p. 50: 395, 396; p. 51: 396, 397; p. 52: 397, 401, 402, 403; p. 53: 402, 404, 
405, 406. 

25. The "Introduction" was definitely written by Qu!b al-Din aller the album had been finished. This is proved by his phrase: 
"yadgar-i ishan dar in muraqqa'st" - ''The memory about them is in this muraqqa"'. 

26. The total number (without repetitions) is 60 persons: 20 calligraphers - masters of the classical "six" scripts, 18 masters of 
nasta' liq style, 7 masters of ta' liq style and 15 painters. 

27. On these copies see: M. T. Danish-Padzuh, "Sarg11zasht-i 11amaha-yi khuslmavisan va hu11am1a11dan", "H1111ar va mardum", 
86-87 ( 1348/1960), pp. 38-9. 

28. Manuscript of Kitabkhaneh-i Milli no. 691, pp. 393-506. Copyist - MuI:iammad-Ri~a b. J:lajji Tahmasb-Quli-bik, date of 
copyng- 8 m11~arram 1057/February 13,1647 (p. 406). See: A. Anvar, "Fihrist-i 11usakh-i khatti-yi kitabkha11eh-i Mi/Ii" (1347/1968), 
ii, pp. 196-7. 

29. Sukhan XVII, 6-7, (1346/1967), pp. 667-76. See also: The Ho11ghto11 Shalmameh. Introduced and described by Martin B. 
Dickson and Stuart C. Welch. (Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1981 ), i, p. 242, note 3, p. 245, note 3. We could not find the publication 
of H. Khadivdjam, so we used a xerox-copy of the manuscript no. 691 from the Milli library (pp. 393-406). 

30. Here we give a correspondancc table between Qutb al-Din's "Introduction" and Q~ Al.unad's ''Treatise" and "Gulistan-i hunar", 
i. e. his first and second versions: 
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"Introduction" GMINV manuscript Salar Djang manuscript Khwansari edition 

I 2 3 4 

p. 393 f. lb:4-7, II; f. lb: 4-7, 9-11, 13-IS, la- p. 3:4-S, 12-14; 
f. 2a: I, 4-S. cuna. p. 4: 2-3, IS; 

p. S: 12-IS. 

p. 393 f. 2b: 2; f. Sb: 9-14; p. 9: 1-S. 
f. 6a: 1-S. 

p. 394 f. 6a: 6-14; lacuna p. 9: 9-23; 
f. 6b: 1-S p.10: 3-S 

p. 39S f. 6b: 9-12; f. 2a: I, 3-6. p. 10: S-14; 
f. 7b: 10-l l,13-14; f. Sa: 1-2; p. 12: 20-21; 
f. 9a: 1-2. p. 13: 3-6; 

D. 16: 3-7. 

f. 29a: 4-S. f. !Sa: 1-2. p. S9: 16-17. 

p. 397 f. 2la: 11-12; f. !Sb: 9-10, 13-19; p.42: 3--4,9-12; 
f.2lb: 1-7. f. 16a: 1-3. p. 43: 1--4; 

p. 12S: 4-11. 

p. 39S f. 6Sa: S-14; f. 36b: 1-19 and 7 lines on the p. 12S: 14-16; 
f. 6Sb: 1-14; borders; p. 129: 1-16. 
f. 66a: 1-6. f. 37a: 1-S. 

p. 399 f. 66a: 7-14; f. 37a: S-19; p. 129: 17-22; 
f. 66b: 1-6. f. 37b: 1-S. p. 130: 1-9. 

p.400 f. 66b: 7-14; f. 37b: S-17; p. 130: 10-22; 
f. 67b: 1-7. f. 3Sa: 1-S. p. 131: 1-S. 

p.401 f. 67b: 7-14; f. 3Sa: S-16; p. 131: S-22; 
f. 6Sa: 1-7; f. 3Sb: 1-13. p. 132: 1-S. 
f. 6Sb: 1-2; 
f. 69a: 1-6. 

p.402 f. 69a: 6-9; f. 3Sb: 13-17 and 4 lines on the p. 132: S-12; 
f. 69b: 1-8; borders; p. 133: 1--4, 10; 
f. 70a: 4-6. f. 39a: 1-6, IS-17. p. 134: 12-14. 

p.403 f. 70b: 11-14; f. 40a: 10-16. p. 13S: 3-9. 
f. 7la: 1-3. 

p.40S lacuna. See SPb FIV RAN call number f. 40b: 12-17; p. 144; S-22; 
B4722 f.41a: 1-2. p. 14S: 1-2. 

ff Sb: 1-2; 9a: 1-12. 

31. See: Qutb al-Din's "Introduction" pp. 402 bottom of page, 40S bottom of page, 406 top of page and M. Bayani, i, pp. S2, S3. 
32. See: 'Abdi-bik Shiriizi, "Ayin-i Iskandari''. Compilation of the text and preface by A.G. Ragimov (Moscow, 1977). Qutb al-Din 

borrowed 34 baits from these work, Qazi Ahmad- 33. Compare: 'Abdi-bik p. 103, baits IS79, ISS3-6; ISS9, IS91-2, 1S9S; 
pp. 104-S, baits 1914-S, 1920, 1922-3, 192S, 1929; pp. 106-7, baits 194S-S9; p. 109, bait 2003 and correspondingly Qu!b al
Din's "Introduction" pp. 394, 39S, 402-3 and "Gulistiin-i hunar" (edition of A. Khwansari) pp. 9, 12S-9, 132, 134. 13S, 143. 

33. 'lmad al-Din Na'ali. "lhemchuzhiny besed (The pearls of the night talks)". Russian translation from Persian by M
N. 0. Osmanov (Moscow, l 9SS), pp. Si-S. 

34. Dhiya al- Din Nakhshabi, Kniga popugaia (Tuti-nameh) (The book of the parot (Tuti-name)). Russian translation from Persian 
by E. E. Bertel's (Moscow, 1979), p. 37--42. Nakhshabi, as well as Na' ali, substitutes a goldsmith for a carpenter (duriidgar). 

3S. B. Dom, Catalogue des manuscrits et xylographes orientaux de la Bibliotheque Imperial Publique de St. Petersbourg. (Spb., 
l SS2), pp. 28S-9, no. 2SS. See also: Ch. A. Storey, Persidskaia literatura. Bio-bibliograficheskii obzor. V trekh chastyah. (Persian lit
erature. Bio-bibliographical Su.vey. In three parts.) Translated from English, edited and completed by Yu. E. Bregel (Moscow, 1972), 
ii, p. 41 S-6. On Budaq munshl see: P. I. Petrov, "Ob odnom redkom istochnike po istorii sefevidov (About one rear source on the Sa
favids)'', SV, I (19S6), p. 111-20; R. Savory, "A secretarial career under Shah Tahmasb I (I524-I576)", Islamic studies, II, 3 
(Karachi, 1963), pp. 343-S2. The copy 'Dom 2SS' from the Russian National Library, St. Petersburg, is a complete autograph copy. 
The second, defective and incomplete copy was included into the reference literature as "Khula~at al-tawalikh" (now kept in Lahore, 
Pakistan), see our article: "Vtoroj spisok istoricheskogo truda Budaka munshi Kazvini "Djawahir al-akhbii.r" (The second copy of Budaq 
munshl Qazwini's historical work "Djawiihir al-akhbiir")"- PP i PIKNV,16, 2 (1982), pp. 90-S. 

36. Manuscript: Dom 28S, f. 296a. 
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37. Ibid., borders of f. 296a. 
38. Ibid., f. 339b. 
39. The composition was finished in 97811570. See: Storey-Bregel, i, p. 404--406; iii, p. 140a. 
40. See our articles: "lskandar-munshi o kalligrafakh shaha Tahmaspa I (Jskandar-munshi about the calligraphers of shah Tah

masb I)", KSINA, 39, (1963), pp. 20-32; "lskandar-munshi o hudozhnikah vremeni shaha Tahmaspa I Safavi. (Jlskanar-munshi about 
the painters of the shah Tahmasb I)", Trudy Tbil. GU, 241, (1983), pp. 259-73. 

41. Compare notes of Biidiiq munshi (Dorn 288, ff I 06a-1I3b) and corresponding passages from Q~ AJ:unad's "Treatise" 
(GMINV, Or. 156): ff 8a-b, 9a-12b, 13a, 14a-17a, 28b---29a, 29a-31b, 46a-53b, 54a-58ab, 61a, 70ab, 72a-73a, 13a, 21b, 
23ab, 24ab; see also the translation by Zakhoder: pp. 66-8, 68-9, 70, 71, 73, 74--6, 76-8, 74, 79, 104, 105, 106-10, 131-7, 
137-8, 144--6,143, 155, 139--40, 143, 155, 139--40, 140-3, 151, 151-2, 152-3, 153, 146-50, 168, 162-3, 182, 182-3, 185, 
185--6, 186, 186, 187, 82, 187, 89-90, 90, 91, 91-2, 94, 94. 

42. About the author and his works see: Storey-Bregel, i, pp. 379-93; iii, pp. 1398-9. 
43. Compare: Ghiyath al-Din b. Humiim al-Din Khwandarnir. lfabib al-siyyar fi akhbiir afriid al-bashar. Ba ihtirnarn-i Djalal 

Huma'i (Tehran, 1333/1954), iv, 18-19 and Q~ AJ:unad, ''Treatise", GMINV, f. 15a; translation by Zakhoder, pp. 75--6. 
44. J:Iabib al-siyyar, published by Huma'i, iii, 616-7 and Q~ AJ:unad, "Treatise", GMINV, ff 13a-14a; translation by Zakhoder, 

pp. 71-3. Khwiindarnir took the story about Ma'riifBaghdadi from 'Abd al-Razziiq Samarqandi. Compare: Ma/la' al-sa'dain va mad
jma' al-baJ:irain. Ta'lif-i mawlana Kamal ad-Din 'Abd al- Razziiq Sarnarqandi. Djild-i Duwwum. Ba Tashih-i Muhammad Shafi'. Chap
i Duwwum (Lahur, 1368/1949), pp. 589-90. Compare also a beautiful essay on this subject from Dawlatshiih Sarnarqandi: The Tadhki
ratu' sh-Shu'ara ("Memoirs of the poets'J by Dawlatshah bin 'Ala'u 'd-Dawla Bakhtishiih al-Ghiizi of Sarnarqand. Ed .... by 
E. G. Browne (London-Leide, 1901), p. 429. 

45. See: Ahmad Gulchin-i Ma'ani, "Tarikh-i tadhkiraha-yifarsi" (Tehran, 1348/1969), i, pp. 155-7; Ch. A. Storey, "Persian Lit
erature. A bio-bibliographical Survey", i, 2 (London, 1953), pp. 797-800, 1395. 

46. Compare: Tadhkireh-i Tuhfeh-i Siimi. Talif-i Siim-miirzii Safavl. Tashih va muqaddimeh az Rukn al-Din Hurnayunfarrukh 
(Tehran, 1976), pp. 133--4, 134, 135, 135--6, 137, 142 and, correspondingly, the "Treatise" (GMINV) ff 46a--48a, 45b--46a, 28b---
29a, 52b---53a, 52a, 45b. 

47. In poetry the public attitude to this question was completely different. See: G. E. von Grunebaum, "Kontseptsiia plagiata v 
arabo-musul'manskoi kul'ture. (The concept of plagiarism in the Arab-Muslim culture)", G. E. von Grunebaurn, "Osnovnye cherty 
arabo-musul'manskoi kul'tury. Stat'i raznyh let" (Moscow, 1981 ), pp. 127-56. 



M. I. Vorohyova-Desyatovskaya 

A UNIQUE MANUSCRIPT OF THE "KASY APAPARIVARTA-SUTRA" 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES, 
RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

There is a unique Sanskrit manuscript of the ··Kafya
paparivarta-siitra·· in the collection of the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies which continues 
to attract the attention of scholars since 1926 when A. von 
Stael-Holstein published its transliteration. The reason of 
this unusual interest becomes clear if we take into consid
eration that the oldest part of this siitra. that is its core. was 
formed at the earliest stage of development of the 
Mahayana literature (Conze. 1968. p. 302-5: Pasadika. 
1991. p. 59). and that the two most important philosophi
cal schools of Mahayana - Madhyamika and Y ogacara -
accepted it as the basic text of their doctrine. On the other 
hand. the siitra presents particular interest for the study of 
moral and ethical rules of Mahayana on account of the 
moral code of bodhisattva for first time worked out and 
formulated in its text. The code was quoted in many other 
Mahayana texts and held in high respect in Central Asia 
and the Far East. So far the Tibetan. Mongolian. Khotan
ese and five Chinese translations of the siitra were known. 
Recently one more translation has been found by scholars. 

The facsimile of the manuscript has not yet been pub
lished. Its text needs a new reading since it became more 
legible after the restoration of the manuscript. 

The task of describing and publishing this popular text 
caused us to use a great amount of literature. In this paper 
we trv to connect this text with the historv of Central Asi
atic Buddhism and Buddhist canon to find the link between 
the formation of the text and the inner processes in Bud
dhism in the first centuries A.O. when it overstepped the 
boundaries of India. The analysis of the Buddhist canonical 
texts written in different languages (Sanskrit. Tibetan. 
Chinese. Khotancsc) and discovered on the territory of 
Eastern Turkestan (Xinjiang) and Tun-huang (Gansu). en
ables us to find the quotations from the ··Kafyapaparivarta .. 
in several different texts. The character of these quotations 
seems to clarify the problem of how the main doctrines of 
Mahayana were comprehended in Eastern Turkestan and 
Tun-Huang as well as their further development. 

This paper represents our first attempt to introduce to 
scholars the facsimile of the manuscript of the .. Kasya
paparivarta-siitra" and to investigate it in terms of the 

above mentioned tasks as well. It should be taken into ac
count that those scholars who dealt with the text, were in
sisting on the necessity of publishing its facsimile. Some of 
them, like Dr. Daniel Boucher from the Indiana University 
(Bloomington). tic their further scholarly research with 
this publication. The facsimile edition has been prepared 
by me together with Prof. G. M. Bongard-Levin long time 
ago. We both hope to publish it in a series of books, at
tached to the Journal ··Manuscripta Orientalia'" as soon as 
possible. 

In the paper we confine ourselves to two problems 
only: the history of the study of the text and the question of 
its creation as reflected in the written sources. The solution 
of the problems seems to be possible due to a series of new 
studies on the history of Madhyamika school and 
Nagarjuna's works. We suppose to touch the problem of the 
role of the Buddhist teachers of Eastern Turkestan in the 
transformation of the former text of the siitra. It is known 
that there was the Central Asian version of the siitra which 
was used as a basis for the Tibetan and Chinese transla
tions. 

The ··Kasyapaparivarta-siitra" (abbreviated further as 
KP) belongs to a small group Mahayana's siitras the exis
tence of which before the second century A.O. is confirmed 
by a translation into Chinese made during the Han dynasty. 
Only one complete Sanskrit text of the siitra was known till 
now - a manuscript written in the Brahmi script. It dates 
back to the 7-8th centuries A.O. and was copied in Kho
tan. The inventory number of the manuscript is SI P/2, it is 
preserved in the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies. The manuscript was brought from East
ern Turkestan by the Russian Consul in Kashgar 
N. Th. Petrovsky at the end of the l 9th century. 

Comparison with some other fragments of the siitra 
belonging the Central Asiatic manuscript collections of 
Great Britain. Finland and Germany brings us to the con
clusion that two versions of the KP were current in Eastern 
Turkestan in the first centuries A.O.: the brief one and ap
parently the earlier, and extended one, formed later. 

Manuscript SI P/2 represents the extended version of 
the KP. Its text was published in transliteration as early as 
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1926 by A. von Staci-Holstein (StaCl-Holstein, 1926). In 
1954 V. S. Yorobyov-Desyatovsky, while sorting the Pet
rovsky collection, found folio No. 3 belonging to the same 
manuscript (Vorobyov-Desyatovsky, 1957, p. 491-5). At 
present we possess 75 folios of the po\hi type: No. 1-30: 
32. 33, 37 (between folios 33 and 37 only two folios are 
missing as a result of a mistake in pagi~ation); 40-50; 
52-81 (between folios 50 and 52 no missing - again the 
scribe's mistake). While publishing his Sanskrit translit
eration, A. von Staci-Holstein divided the text after the 
pattern of the Chinese translations, this is why the para
graphs arc present in the Sanskrit text as well. In fact, the 
Chinese translation of the Song dynasty was the largest 
among the four known in Stael-Holstein's time. It had 
166 paragraphs. The Sanskrit text numbers only 161 para
graphs because of some lacunae. The Sanskrit version was 
twice translated into European languages : by F. Weller 
(into German) and by Bhikkhu Pasadika (into English) (1). 
The popularity of the siitra in Eastern Turkcstan. its impor
tance for the Mahayana canon which, as it is known. was 
not codified in India in spite of the activities of such an 
eminent Buddhist scholar as Nagarjuna who contributed 
greatly to that codification, resulted in frequent quoting 
from the text in various inscriptions, siitras, shastras and 
Buddhist compositions ascribed to different scholars of the 
first millennium A.D. That is why the quotations were 
translated many times from Sanskrit as well as from Ti
betan, Mongolian and Chinese by European. Indian and 
Japanese scholars. By the way, there is also a translation of 
the siitra into Japanese. The bibliography of these transla
tions was made to be the subject of a special paper by 
Bhikkhu Pasadika (Pasadika. 1991 ). In our bibliography 
we concentrate on the works not mentioned by Bhikkhu 
Pasadika. There is something new in this sea of works de
voted to the KP. Two Khotanese Saka fragments of the KP 
have been recently discovered by Professor R. E. Emmcrick 
and myself among the manuscripts of the S. E. Malov col
lection in St. Petcrsburg. The preliminary dating of the 
fragments is the 8-9th centuries A.D. One fragment was 
identified by Dr. P. 0. Skja:rvo. It probably belongs to the 
brief version. Facsimile and interpretation of the fragments 
will be published by Prof. R. E. Emmerick and by the 
author of the present article in the "Corpus Inscriptionum 
Iranicarum'', - "Saka Documents VII", Text volume. 

The extended Sanskrit version is well known due 
to the publication of Staci-Holstein. It is supplemented 
with the Tibetan text from Bka'-'gyur (in transliteration) 
and with four Chinese translations. The comparison of all 
these versions show at once that they are differed from 
each other. 

The fact that the brief Sanskrit version has survived. 
became known as early as 1938 when Kuno Horyii pub
lished two fragments from the R. Hocrnle collection 
(No. 143, S.B.38, and No. 143. S.B.39. the India Office 
Library, see Kuno Horyii. 1938. p. 71-110). Later 
1. de Jong discovered that both fragments could be joined 
in one folio (de Jong. 1979. p. 247). He also established 
that the third fragment of the same folio had already been 
published by J. N. Reuter (Reuter. [1913-81. p. 1-37). It 
originates from the G. Mancrhcim collection (Finland). 
The first two fragments were found in Khotan, possibly in 
Khadaliq; the Manerheim fragment was brought by him 
from his expedition to Central Asia in 1906-1908. 
J. de Jong managed to reconstruct the complete text of the 

folio. It bears § § 128-13 5 of the KP (de Jong, I 979, 
p. 250-1). This is the folio of the po\hi type, 8 lines on 
each side. Unfortunately, Kuno Horyii could not see that 
the two fragments belonged to one and the same folio, but 
he showed that this Sanskrit version could be connected 
onlv with two of the Chinese versions, that is with the 
tra~slation of the period Western Qin and that of the Jin 
epoch. 

Y. S. Yorobyov-Desyatovsky was the next to find out 
that the fragment published by him also belonged to the 
brief version. He discovered this fragment (call num
ber SI P/85a) in the Petrovsky collection. This is a folio 
paginated as the 5th, of the po\hi type, 7 lines on each side 
(Vorobyov-Desyatovsky. 1957, p. 496-500). On the evi
dence of its palaeography, Yorobyov-Desyatovsky dated the 
manuscript to the 6-7th centuries A.D. It can be supposed 
that the manuscript from the R. Hoernle and the 
G. Mancrheim collections, as well as from the Petrovsky 
collection. belong to one and the same brief version. The 
main difference of this brief version from the extended one 
is the absence of gathas. Paragraphs 14-19 in the 
Petrovsky manuscript and paragraphs 128-135 in the Ho
ernle and Manerheim manuscript contain only prosaic 
texts. The extended version contains verse as well -
gathas following the prose text. The gathas contain a 
summary of every prosaic paragraph. There is one more 
difference. The prosaic parts of the brief version are more 
contracted than those of the extended one. It is especially 
evident in § 130 (the Hoernle fragment). It lacks the con
cluding line, published by StaCl-Holstein: "Whoever takes 
the medicines not suited [for him]. though[these medicines 
are) of help to a raja , [all the same] will suffer". This text 
is also missing in the Tibetan translation. 

Furthermore in § 131 the following passage containing 
an important comparison is omitted: "Thus, for example, 
Kasyapa. the same precious stone vaicfiirya, if it is taken 
out of the heap of sewage. carefully washed, cleaned and 
wiped [then]. it won't have lost its quality as a precious 
stone. In the same way, Kasyapa, if a man [even] the little 
efforts makes for purification from k/esas he won't have 
lost his qualities [keeping] his jewel-like great wisdom" 
(mahaprajiiii). The term 111ahii111a1Jiratna is used instead of 
vaicfiirya-111ahama1Jiratna in the remaining part of§ 131 of 
the brief version. The word vaicfiirya is also absent in the 
Tibetan translation. as well as the above mentioned pas
sage itself. 

Unfortunately, § 133 in the extended version is rather 
damaged. but one can also notice here some differences. 
The brief version mentions only "the son of the elder of 
merchants", while the extended one "son of the elder of the 
merchants or the raja's son". But there is no mention of the 
"raja's son" in the gathas of the extended version either. 
We have also one more discrepancy: the text of the exam
ple given in the extended version is closer to the version 
preserved in the Tibetan translation (gathas of the ex
tended version have "bahu.,'ruta .... masm!1panna", while 
the text of the brief version has "dulJiilavato bahu.\'ru
ta ... "). These examples are enough to show that the ex
tended version differs from the brief one not only in the ab
sence of gathas. J. de Jong noticed that the KP could repre
sent a rare case when the gathas were serving a core 
around which the text of the siitra had been formed 
(de Jong. 1979, p. 255). J. de Jong confirms this suggestion 
by the analysis of the grammatical forms used in the gathas 
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and in the prosaic parts. He points out that the latter have 
not so many errors from the point of view of the Sanskrit 
Grammar [2]. 

A fragment of one more manuscript of the KP was 
found in the German Turfan collection (Sander, 
Waldschmidt, 1980, No. 374). This is a damaged folio of 
the pothl type. 4 lines on each side. Its text contains 
§ 151-153; there are no gathas in these paragraphs. and it 
is difficult to decide which version this fragment belongs 
to. The text slightly differs from that of the Petrovsky 
manuscript. 

As for the Tibetan translation of the KP (see Tibetan 
Bka'-'gyur of Sde-dge edition, dkon-brtsegs, No. 87, vol. 
cha, ff l l 9b- l 51 b ), it was made at the beginning of the 
9th century A.O. by translators Jinamitra, Sllcndrabodhi 
and Ye-ses-sde. The Sanskrit title of the siitra was bor
rowed from the Tibetan translation. In Bka'-'gyur the siitra 
is called "Arya-Kasyapaparivarta-nama mahayana-siitra". 
But we are inclined to suggest that the Tibetan tradition 
reflects the later title of the siitra which was given to it not 
earlier than the 7th century A.O. There are the several 
variants of the title of the siitra in the Petrovsky manu
script: "Maharatnakiitadharmaparyaya" [f.28a (3), 75b(5)]. 
"Ratnakiita-dharmapal)·aya" [f.8la(2)] [3] and "Maharat
nakiita-siitrantaraja" [f79a (3)] or "Ratnakii!a-siitranta
raja" [f79a(5)J [4]. 

The earliest translation of the siitra into Chinese was 
made in the Han epoch. StaCl-Holstein gave the name of 
the translator as Zhi Lou jia chan. He thought that the 
translation had been made between years 178 and 184 
AD. The Chinese title of the siitra is "Yi ri mo ni bao 
jing". StaCl-Holstein rendered it as Sanskrit "[Buddha 
bhashita] vaipulyamaniratna-siitra" or, in the Sanskrit or
der of the words, "Mahamaniratnakiita-vaipulyasiitra" (sec 
Tripi!aka Taisho. No. 350; here abbreviated TT). The Han 
translation is very brief. the way it renders the philosophy 
of the teaching is rather simplified. It contains no gathas. 
The usual incipiency "eva111 111aya ·''ruta111 ,. is omitted 
as well. 

Two synologists - P. Pclliot (Pclliot, 1936. p. 68-
76) and Ono Hodo (Ono Hodo. 1954. p. 98, lO 1-2) called 
the date of the translation into question. The above men
tioned date was borrowed from the Chinese Catalogue of 
Tripi!aka, composed as early as 515 A.O. [sec TT, 
No. 2145, p.6b (17)]. but Pelliot still believed the language 
of the translation to be very archaic. He thought that the 
translation had been made within the Han period. Ono 
Hodo proposed another dating - the period of the Eastern 
Qin dynasty (317-420 AD.). but produced no arguments 
for it. Some Sanskrit terms. such as bhagavan, cakravar
tin, upaya-kaufo~va, abhiji'if1. arc rendered in this transla
tion in the same way, as in the Han translation of the 
"A~!asahasrika-praji'iaparamita-siitra". We have no suffi
cient proof, however, to connect this Han Chinese transla
tion with the brief Sanskrit version. 

The second Chinese translation was made in 265-420 
AD. (the Jin time) by an unknown translator (sec TT. 
No. 351). It consists of one juan and bears the name "Mo 
huo yan bao yan jing" which can be reconstructed as San
skrit "[Buddha bhashita] mahayana-ratnakiita-si"itra". The 
third Chinese translation dates back to almost the same 
period. In a preface to the s!1tra it is said that the transla
tion's title was registered in the Chinese Catalogue of the 
Western Qin dynasty (384-417 AD.), the name of trans-

lator unknown. The title of this translation differs from all 
the rest - "Pu ming pusa Imai". It corresponds to the 
Sanskrit title "Samantalokabodhisattva-pariprccha". This 
translation was included as chapter No. 112 in the collec
tion of siitras. titled "Da bao ji jing" - "Ratnakiita-siitra" 
(sec TT, No. 310). This collection of siitras was rendered 
completely by the Tibetan translators at the beginning of 
the 9th century AD. There is the afterword by the transla
tors (or editors?) at the end of the first volume of the Ti
betan section "dkon-drtscgs" of the Tibetan Bka'-'gvur [vol. 
ka, ff270a (6)-270b] where it is said that the translation 
was made from the Sanskrit original. The afterword con
tains some more information. There it is mentioned that 
the Tibetan translators saw several collections of Sanskrit 
siitras in Khotan in the 7th century A.O., such as 
"Mahasannipata". "Mahavatal)1saka", "Ratnakiita" etc. 

The latest translation of the KP into Chinese was made 
in the Song epoch, in the 9th century AD., by a translator 
named Shi hu (Skr. Danapala ?). Its title is "Da jia she zi 
da bao ji zheng fa jing" (Skr. "[Buddha bhashita] 
mahakafyapa-pariprcchii-maharatnakii!a saddharma-siit
ra"). It consists of 5 juans (see TT, No. 352). In this title 
two names are combined - "Kasyapapariprccha" and 
"Ratnakii!a''. apparently both were current in Eastern 
Turkcstan of that period. There is a Chinese preface to this 
translation where the translator says that as a pattern for 
his work he took the composition of the siitras "Da bao ji 
jing". He also adds that another Sanskrit copy was avail
able to him. more extensive but still not complete. StaCl
Holstcin noticed that the above mentioned translation had 
many mistakes. inaccuracies, and omissions in its text. Its 
main difference from the other translations may be defined 
as the extention of the text. The Tibetan translation follows 
this extended text. but since it was made a hundred years 
earlier, we can conclude that the extended Sanskrit version 
came into being already in the 7-8th centuries AD. 

All these four Chinese translations were investigated 
by F. Weller. He compared them with the Sanskrit version 
(sec: Weller, 1964; Weller, 1966-1; Weller. I 966-2; 
Weller, I 970). 

In the seventies of this century Japanese scholars found 
one more Chinese translation of the Kl', the fifth one. It 
happened to be included as chapter No. 7 in the Chinese 
translation of the "Ratnamcgha-s!1tra" (TT. No. 659. 
p. 276-83). Two Japanese scholars. Takasaki Jikido (Ta
kasaki Jikido. 1974, p. 449) and Nagao Gajin (Nagao 
Gajin, 1974, p. 13-25). discovered this text almost simul
taneously. Nagao Gajin established that this Chinese 
translation was close to the Qin version. He also improved 
the Catalogue of TT by emending the name of the transla
tor: the translation was made by Subodhi between 557 
and 589 A.O. 

One folio of the Sanskrit version of another siitra, that 
is the "Ratnarasi-s!1tra", was also found in Eastern Turkc
stan. It contains the discussion of Buddha with Kiisyapa 
concerning the ethics (manuscript from the India Office 
Library. the Hocrnle collection. sec "Manuscript remains". 
1916, pp. 116-21). Here the question about "astau .'ira111a
nadhar111avarana" is discussed, including the 12 points 
which permit to consider an arya to become a .'iramana. 
The "Ratnarasi-siitra'' is also a part of the "Ratnakiita" 
code. There exist its Tibetan (Bka'-'gyur, dkon-brtseg. 
vol. cha, No. 88. ff.152a-175b) and Chinese translations 
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('"Da bao ji jing'', TT, No. 310, siitra No. 44, the code 
composed by Bodhiruci). 

We can provide some evidence to prove that the name 
of the KP was attached to the siitra only after the "Ratna
kii!a" code had been composed. These are the following: 

I. eighty-six names of different Mahayana and 
Hinayana siitras and parts of the Buddhist canon are enu
merated in the Buddhist encyclopaedia "Mahavyutpatti" 
(Section ··saddharma-namani", § 65, No. 1325). The KP is 
not mentioned among them, but "Ratnakii!a-siitra" is pres
ent (No. 1364 ). The names of 13 other siitras are also 
mentioned in this list. All these were collected together in 
one codex "Ratnakiita" only after the 5th century A.D. 
This date is generally accepted as the time of the codifica
tion of "Mahavyutpatti". We can assume that at that time 
the KP was still known under the name of"Ratnakii!a". 

2. Ten quotations from the "Ratnakii!a" are mentioned 
in "Sik~a-samuccaya" by Santideva (see Bendall, 1901; 
Bendall and Rouse, 1922). All these are actually quotations 
from the KP. There are also some quotations from the 
"Ratnarasi-siitra" in the "Sik~a-samuccaya". Santideva 
obviously followed the Indian tradition and used the name 
"Ratnakii!a" for the KP. 

3. A.von Stael-Holstein published the commentaries on 
the KP ascribed to Sthiramati (Stael-Holstein, 1933). They 
were preserved only in the Tibetan and Chinese transla
tions. The Chinese translation of the commentaries can be 
reliably dated. This translation by Bodhiruci the younger 
was made between 508 and 535 (TT, No. 1523). Its title is 
"Da bao zangjing lun" (Skr. "Maharatnakii!a-sastra"). The 
Tibetan translation of the commentaries (the beginning of 
the 9th century A.D., the translators - Jinamitra and 
Silendrabodhi, see Bstan-'gyur of the Sde-dge edition, 
No. 4009, vol.ji, IT. l 99b-277a) begins with the words: 
"If [somebody] tells [ me]: you want to explain this 
"Ratnakii!a" text, so at first you have to explain. why this 
[composition], which represents [all] the dharmas, is called 
"The Collection of Jewels", [my] answer: that is because all 
the difTerent Jewels of the Mahayana are described there" 
(f.200). The text of the commentaries does not contain the 
name of the KP. It is especially interesting that many of the 
gathas present in the extended Sanskrit version, are omit
ted in the commentaries. For example, §128-35 of the 
text contain no gathas. There are also no gathas in the Ho
ernle and Manerheim manuscripts. 

4. 20 of 48 siitras which were included in the 
"Ratnakii!a" code (No. 1, 5, 6, 10, 13. 15, 19, 21, 27, 28, 
29, 30, 32, 33, 36-8, 41-3, 48) are present in early Chi
nese translations, made between the 2nd and 4th centuries 
A.D. Some of them are known in two or even three ver
sions (No. 5, 27, 43). Since these translations did not men
tion the "Ratnakii!a" code they were recognized as inde
pendent siitras. 

5. Some very important evidence is present in the 
works of Nagarjuna, the accepted founder of the 

Madhyamika school (150-250 A.D., see Nakamura, 
1980, p. 235). The celebrated anthology of the Mahayana 
scriptures "Siitra-samuccaya", ascribed to him, represents 
the first attempt to codify the Sanskrit Mahayana canon in 
the form of agamas. Unfortunately, it is preserved only in 
late Tibetan and Chinese translations [5]. Nagarjuna was 
the first who applied the term du!fkaracarya - "the course 
of difficult tasks [undertaken by Bodhisattva]" to 
Mahayana (see "Mahavyutpatti", No. 6679; Lindtner, 
1982, p. 72-178). To defend the Mahayana doctrines 
from the orthodox sravakas criticism Nagarjuna collected 
quotations from the most authoritative siitras available and 
divided them into 13 main topics. The siitras quoted by 
him can be recognized as the earliest siitras of Mahayana. 
He used 68 siitras and collections of siitras, among them 
"Buddhavatarµsaka-siitra" (No. 14) and "Mahiisamnipata
parivarta" (No. 29). The list of works in Sanskrit and Ti
betan quoted in the anthology was examined by Chr. 
Lindtner (Lindtner, 1982). "Ratnakii!a" is omitted there, 
while 13 other siitras of the "Ratnakiita" code , mentioned 
in "Mahavyutpatti", are present in N~garjuna's list. There 
are 36 quotations used in the "Siitra-samuccaya". While 
comparing the list of Nagarjuna with that of the 
"Mahiivyutpatti'', one can notice some differences. We 
suppose, that they appeared due to activities of Tibetan and 
Chinese editors who tried to identify the names listed by 
Nagarjuna with those current in Central Asia and China in 
the 9-1 lth centuries A.D. Meanwhile Nagarjuna's list 
must be considered as the source of the "Mahavyutpatti". 
While analysing Nagarjuna list, A. Banerjee reconstructed 
the Sanskrit names of the siitras with the help of their Ti
betan translations (Banerjee, 1941). Nagarjuna quoted the 
KP only once. under No. 43. A. Banerjee reconstructed its 
name basing on the later Tibetan "'Od-srungs-kyi le'u". In 
the same way the Tibetan and Chinese editors substituted 
the name of the "Ratnakii!a" of the "Mahavyutpatti" for 
another one. namely, for the KP. If we take into account 
the "Miilamadhyamakakarikas" by Nagarjuna, we shall see 
that he referred to three more siitras (see lnada, 1970; 
de Jong, 1977). The KP is among them - Nagarjuna is 
quoting it many times. always naming it "Ratnakii!a". 
Neither Nagarjuna himself, nor his commentators mention 
the name of the KP at all. 

To sum up, we can state with certainty that Nagarjuna 
called the work quoted by him, the very text which later 
got the name of the KP, "Ratnakii!a". He was not familiar 
with the "Ratnakii!a" code, and the siitras. included later in 
this code, were quoted by him as independent texts. We 
may presume that the code "Ratnakii!a" has not yet been 
codified in India in the first centuries A.D. It makes us 
suggest that Eastern Turkestan was the place where its 
codification occurred about the 7-8th centuries A.D. Of 
course, there is probably not enough evidence to prove it 
decisively. But this subject has much to ofTer and there is 
still much to be discovered. 

Notes 

I. We take into account only the translations of the whole text, see: Weller, 1965; Pasadika, 1977-9. Bhikkhu Pasadika has re
cently published the paper where the comparison of both translations is made, with special attention to "purely philological or 
Buddhological concern" (Piisadika, 1992, p. 145). 

2. Lin Li-Kouang views this problem differently. He believes that the prosaic part was specially improved and sanskritized later by 
some editors (or revisers, see Lin Li-Kouang, 1949, p. 167 ff.). 
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3. The term "dharmaparyaya" (Pali dhammaparyiiya, Tib. chos-kyi rnam-grangs) means "sf1tra" in the early Mahayana texts, cf. the 
name of the "Saddharmapur:i~arika-sfltra". 

4. The term "sfltranta", Tib."mdo-sde" means "sfltras as a special type of Buddhist literature". For the term "rajii." cf. the name of 
another sfltra - "Suvarr:iabhasa-uttamarii.jii.-sfltra" where it is also used. This is the name of the sfltras of the greatest authority. 

5. Tibetan translation: "Mdo kun-las bsdus-pa", Bstan-'gyur, section dbu-ma, vol. ki (31), II148b(l}-215a(6); the 9th century 
translation. The Chinese translation: "Da cheng bao yao yi Jun", TT, No. 1635, translator Fa hu (Skr. Dharmarak~a), the I Ith century 
AD. Both translations were used by Bhikkhu Pii.sii.dika to compose a critical text, see Pasii.dika, 1989. He is also the scholar to whom the 
"Sfltra-samuccaya" owes its translation into English: see Pasadika, 1978-1982. 
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I. E. Petrosyan 

ON THREE ANONYMOUS TURKISH MANUSCRIPTS 
FROM THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION. 
THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP* 

In the St. Petersburg branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies manuscript collection there are three Turkish 
manuscripts so far identified as works by anonymous 
authors. Two of them are of the same contents and, in the 
opinion of the authors of the catalogue of the Institute's 
Turkish manuscript collection, present the work translated 
into German by W. F. A. Behrnauer [I). This work con
tains a collection of counsels which seem to be addressed 
to a person of the highest rank, to the Sultan himself. One 
of these two manuscripts (call number C 2339), bears the 
title "Nasihat al-mi.iluk" (Counsels for Sultans). There is 
also a later note, most probably by the owner of the manu
script, - "Merhfim ve magfurla sultan saadetiyle tahta 
ge'<tikte i~bu kanfinnameyi verdiler" (When the late Sultan 
Ibrahim, whose sins are forgiven, luckily ascended the 
throne, he granted these state regulations) (2). 

This manuscript was described for the first time in 
1897 by Russian turcologist V. D. Smirnov (3). He thought 
that the manuscript from the National Library of Vienna 
translated by W. F. A. Behrnauer, and identical to MS 
C 2339, was a version of the same work. After studying the 
text of the St. Petersburg MS V. D. Smirnov came to the 
conclusion that the work was a collection of reports sub
mitted to Sultan Ibrahim I (1640-8). According to 
V. D. Smirnov, an unknown author ''taught the inexperi
enced Sultan the rules of governing the state" (4). The 
scholar stressed the fact that the work could be composed 
only by some person of a very high rank, standing very 
close to the Sultan; it is obvious from the very special 
manner the author is addressing his sovereign as well as 
from the way he is treating the subject (5). Nevertheless, 
V. D. Smirnov failed to identifV the name of the author, 
although he probably came very. close to the solution of the 
problem. 

While studying quite another work on the history of 
the janissary corps written at the very beginning of the sev-

enteenth century, I had a chance to compare it to MS 
C 2339, and was fortunate to notice that its text was almost 
completely similar to that known as the second treatise by 
Kochibey. It has been translated into Russian by the late 
A. S. Tveretinova (6). In her work she used the Turkish 
edition of the text made by A. K. Aksiit in 1939 (7), not 
even suspecting that the work she translated was present in 
the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies collection. 

The text of A. K. Aksiit's MS was published in Latin 
transliteration. It is almost identical to the text of MS 
C 2339 and MS A 319 from the Institute's collection. Cer
tainly, A. K. Aksiit was unaware that his manuscript was 
not unique. The publisher identified the work basing 
mainly on the marginal note in the manuscript where Ko
chibey was mentioned as its author. At the same time, he 
did not give much information on the manuscript which he 
considered to be unique. One can only learn that he found 
it in the library of Mehmed Fatih Djami. A. K. Aksiit 
probably thought that the information presented by the 
marginal note was sufficient to identify the author of the 
text. Indeed, there were some grounds for such a conclu
sion. I mean that the so-called second treatise by Kochibey 
in Aksiit's manuscript was attached as a supplement to the 
undoubtedly Kochibey's treatise on the government of the 
Ottoman state earlier submitted by him to Murad IV 
(1623-40). Moreover, it was known that Kochibey wrote 
another work. It was meant to be presented to Ibrahim I, 
according to the suggestion made by the nineteenth century 
Turkish scholar Ahmed Vefik. He thought Kochibey to be 
the author of the treatise submitted to Ibrahim I (8). His as
sumption did not remain unnoticed both by 
V. D. Smirnov (9) and A. K. Aksiit (10). For a long time it 
was believed that the work had been lost. When.publishing 
his manuscript, A. K. Aksiit considered".(he ~d'part of 
it to be the lost Kochibey's treatise. The published text in-

• This is a revised version of the author's article published in Russian in: Turcologica 1986. K vos'tn.idesiatileh·m akctelemika 
A. N. Kononova (Turcologica 1986. On the 80th Anniversary of the Academician AN. Kononov) (Leningrad, I ()&6,), pp. 211.....:..s. 

2 Manu~cnpta Oricntalia 
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eludes 19 reports (or rather epistles) submitted to Ibrahim 1 
and dealing with the ways of governing the state [ 11 ]. 

It is very likely that both works by Kochibey were 
copied by a scribe of the Aksiit's manuscript as one unit. If 
so, the marginal note might be an additional argument 
supporting the publisher's assumption. 

In his article in the "islam Ansiklopedisi", Turkish 
scholar <;agatay Uluc;ay was also inclined to consider the 
text of the manuscript published by A. K. Aksiit to be the 
work written by Kochibey. He remarks that although some 
doubts concerning the authorship of the work are still 
there. the comparison of the published text with that of the 
first treatise by Kochibey submitted to Murad IV, brings 
one to the conclusion that the author of both parts is one 
and the same person. According to Uluc;ay, the first work, 
as well as the second one have identical structure and are 
similar from the point of view of the subject. Both present 
a collection of counsels for Sultans and are marked by the 
same style of writing (12). 

However, this opinion can not be accepted as the final, 
because there is a publication of another manuscript made 
by F. R. Unat. its text almost completely identical to that of 
the Aksiit's manuscript. The former names quite a different 
person as the author of the work. that is Kemanke~ Kara 
Mustafa Pasha (13). It is true that F. R. Unat had certain 
doubts about the authorship, for he was well aware of Ak
siit's identification of the work. He admitted that Kochibey 
could also be the author of the work, but was more inclined 
to think that its author had been Kemanke~ Kara Mustafa 
Pasha. Asserting that, he was basing mainly on the infor
mation provided by the manuscript which gave the name of 
this Ottoman functionary. F. R. Unat's manuscript has the 
following note at the beginning: "Kara Mustafa Pa~anm 
sultan lbrahime yazd1g1 kanunlar" ([These] are the state 
regulations, written by Kara Mustafa Pasha for Sultan 
Ibrahim) [14). This note made F. R. Unat suggest that the 
grand vizier Kemanke~ Kara Mustafa Pasha, who was an 
illiterate man, could employ Kochibey to write the work. It 
is quite probable that he dictated the text to Kochibey (15), 
though in my opinion it is not the best solution of the 
problem. The problem of authorship is made even more 
difficult by the absence of any information on Kochibey's 
personality. Kochibey was only the pen-name of the 
author, not his real name. He was known as the author of 
the book of counsels submitted to Sultan Murad IV. This 
work is sometimes called "The First Treatise" by Kochi
bev. As Mehmed Tahir Brusali asserted on the evidence 
from a manuscript from the Khedive's Library in Cairo, 
Kochibey's real name was Mustafa [16). His nisba: Goriid
jeli (or Gomiirdjineli, as V. 0. Smirnov puts it) seems to 
originate from the name of the town of Goriidje (or 
Gomiildjina, according to V. 0. Smirnov), where Kochibey 
was presumably born. In one of the Turkish manuscripts he 
is called Kochibey Bosnavi. while in some other sources it 
is mentioned his wife and son were buried in Goriidje (or 
Goridje, that is Goritziya in the former Yugoslavia) [ 17) . 
V. 0. Smirnov seems to be incorrect when, after 
Behrnauer, he thought that Kochibey had been a native of 
Gomiirdjina and a Turk [18). Putting forward such an as
sumption, V. 0. Smirnov kept in mind Kochibey's hatred 
towards "foreigners" - that was his interpretation of the 
term ecnebi. It is true that Kochibey's first treatise is full of 
complains about the predominance of the ecnebis in the 
military and state system of the Ottoman Empire. But we 

know perfectly well now, that the term ecnebi has nothing 
to do with nationality. In the context of the Ottoman socio
political criticism of the time this term was applied to de
fine one's social position. The theme of many Ottoman 
writings of the first half of the seventeenth century was the 
wide penetration of the ecnebis into the social strata of the 
state; until that time, according to the traditional system of 
social stratification, certain ranks had not been available to 
them (19). 

Mehmed Tahir Brusali, who collected all the available 
information about Kochibey, considered him to be an Al
banian. He derived his name Kochi from the Albanian 
word koch, which means ·red', but this etymological inter
pretation seems unreliable. Mehmed Tahir thought, as 
well, that Kochibey had been a dev~irme system recruit, 
promoted to the rank of the Sultan's Palace agha. Kochibey 
was a member of the Ottoman bureaucratic staff from the 
time of Ahmed I (1603-17) till the reign of Ibrahim I. It 
is also known that his influence over state affairs was 
rather strong in the reign of Murad IV, for whom he wrote 
his famous work on the Ottoman state system suggesting 
some ways of its improvement. There was also, as men
tioned above, some rather vague information about his sec
ond work submitted to Ibrahim I. Kochibey died presuma
bly in 1650, at the very beginning of Mehmed IV reign 
(1648-87) [20). 

Returning to the MSS C 2339 and A 319, we can state 
with certainty that both reproduce the text of the so-called 
second treatise by Kochibey, published by A. K. Aksiit and 
later translated into Russian by A. S. Tveretinova. Both 
manuscripts were copied in the eighteenth century. The 
names of the copyists and the dates are missing. It should 
be noted that MS C 2339 is dated to A.H. 1059, which cor
responds to A.O. 1649. The date presents some problem. It 
cannot be taken as the date of copy, since it was undoubt
edly copied in the eighteenth century. It can be judged on 
the evidence of paper of the manuscript. I may suggest that 
the copyist could mechanically reproduce the date of the 
protograph. However, it was not customary to put down the 
date ofa copy in numerals, as we see it in MSC 2339. It is 
also possible that the date was written by a copyist by mis
take, though, it should be mentioned again, it seems rather 
strange that it was written in numerals. 

The St. Petersburg branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies collection contains one more Turkish manuscript 
(MS B 2422) described in the catalogue as an anonymous. 
Its title, written in gold, is "Kaniin-i Al-i Osman" [21). 
That is the general name of the work which was copied in 
divani in the eighteenth century. The text of the manu
script is rather richly decorated with headings and separate 
geographical, as well as administrative names written in 
red and gold. There are also little gold rosettes over the 
lines. Unfortunately, the manuscript lacks a colophon, so 
we do not know the exact time of copying and the copyist's 
name. The authors of the catalogue point out that the work 
deals with the administrative system of the Ottoman Em
pire in the reign of Ahmed I (1603-17). It contains much 
detailed information and a lot of figures being mentioned. 
They erroneously date the work (see below) to 
A.O. 1706/07 [22). 

The work consists of two parts. It is interesting that the 
first part's title, written in gold, - "Risd/e-i kavdnin-i Al-i 
Osman hu/dsa-i mazdmin-i defter-i divdn" - appears only 
in the preface to the second part (23), as well as the 
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author's name - Ayni Ali (24]. The work under this title 
is well known as one composed by Ayni Ali, a state func
tionary of the time of Ahmed I. After comparing the text of 
MS B 2422 with that of Ayni Ali's work, which was pub
lished by the Turkish scholar Ahmed Vefik in the nine
teenth century (25], one can easily guess that it is one and 
the same work. In the preface to the second part of the 
work in our MS, titled "Risti/e-i vazife-i horan ve mertitib-i 
bendegtin-i Al-i Osman", Ayni Ali informs that previously 
he held the office of the defter emini, while now he is a 
mukabe/eci, that is the state registers' controller. The 
author also adds that he has already composed a work on 
the timar system of the Ottoman Empire, which he submit
ted to the grand vizier Murad Pasha [26]. Ayni Ali surely 
means that "Risti/e-i kavtinin-i Al-i Osman hu/tisa-i 
maztimin-i defter-i divtin", which constitutes the first part 
of our MS was his own composition. It is apparent that the 
two works by Ayni Ali are joined together in MS B 2422. 
Further on the author says he undertook his task because 
no one was fully aware of the true conditions of the state 
treasury expenditures on the palace staff and the regular 
army salaries. The work, as the author says, was composed 
by the order of the grand vizier Murad Pasha (27]. 

This writing by Ayni Ali can be easily dated, since the 
author informs that he used the salary registers for the 
re~en term of A.H. 1018, that is for October, November 

and December of A.O. 1609 [28]. It is known that the 
grand vizier Murad Pasha went out to the Persian frontiers 
late in May 1610, as he was appointed a chief commander 
of the Ottoman army, quartered there. He died in August 
1611 in Diyarbekir when discussing peace terms with the 
representatives of Persia (29]. So, most probably the work 
was written by Ayni Ali in the period from January to May 
16 JO and submitted to Murad Pasha before his departure to 
the war. 

The mistake of the catalogue's authors who dated the 
work to A.O. 1706/07 can be explained by a mere over
sight. Evidently, they took the date A.H. 1018 for 
A.H. 1118, as it is evident from marginal note where the 
date A.H. 1118 is written in pencil just opposite the date 
A.H. 1018 of the text. 

To sum up, we know now, that the three Turkish 
manuscripts from the collection of the St. Petersburg 
branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, which are de
scribed in the catalogue of the Turkish manuscripts belong
ing to the collection as anonymous ones, are, in fact, the 
works written by quite famous authors of the first half of 
the seventeenth century. Moreover, the so-called second 
treatise by Kochibey cannot be considered an extremely 
rare Turkish manuscript. It seems to be a rather popular 
work of his, which was still being copied in the eighteenth 
century. 
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IBN ABi KHAZZAM AND HIS KITAB AL-MAKHZUN: 
THE MAMLUK MILITARY MANUAL 

The article is dedicated to the 15th-century Mamliik illus
trated manuscript on the art of war from the collection of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences in St.Petersburg. The manuscript is titled Kitiib 
al-makhziin fl djiimi' a/-funiin (Inv. No. C 686) and re
presents the work of the l 4th-century author lbn Abi 
Khazzam. 

The creation of the manuscript dates back to the 50s-
60s of the 9th/15th century, when Qjarbash al-Silahdar al
Maliki al-Ashrafi, a Mamliik military authority, ordered 
copies of several works on military art for his library. Fol
lowing the example of sultan Qa'it-Bey, he ordered also a 
copy of the Kitiib al-makhziin .. The years that have passed 
since then have scattered al-Ashrafi's library all over the 
world. Two manuscripts from that library - Kitiib al
mals!J.ziin by Ibn Abi Khazzam and al-Tadbiriit al-~ul

tiinzvya by MuJ:iammad b. al-Nasiri (Inv. No. C 726) have 
been again reunited in the Institute collection. 

A. P. Butenev (1787-1866), the Russian envoy to 
Turkey, bought this manuscript in Constantinople in 
April 1832; two years later he presented it to the Asiatic 
Museum of the Imperial Academy of Sciences (now the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies). 
According to the inscription on folio 107a of the manu
script, the MS was in Vienna in 1809 and was studied 
there by Count W. de Rzewusky. 

Thus Kitiib al-makhziin became the object of scholars' 
attention as early as the beginning of the J 9th century. The 
treatise was often quoted and referred to [I]. Two illustra
tions from the manuscript (fig. 50, 52) were reproduced in 
Gustave le Bon's book "La Civilisation des Arabes", in the 
chapter titled "Sciences physiques et leurs applications" in 
1884 [2]. In 1936 some other illustrations from the manu
script in photographs (fig. 3, 5, 15) and engravings 
(fig. 4 7, partially), as well as a photograph of a fragment of 
the text (page 80b), were reproduced in V. V. Arendt's ar
ticle dealing with the so-called "Greek fire" [3]. Two illus
trations (fig. 50, 52) were used by A. Y. Hassan and 
D. R. Hill in their "Muslim technology. An illustrated his
tory", Cambridge University Press (1986). 

The treatise represented by our manuscript was popu
lar enough in comparison with other works of the same 
genre. Its popularity is confirmed, in particular. by the ex-

istence of several copies dating back to the 9th/15th -
10th/16th centuries. The manuscripts mentioned below 
have different titles and are of different size. Unfortu
nately, up to now we have been unable to obtain the copies 
of all the manuscripts. The textological analysis, as well as 
our attempts to establish any correlationts between the ex
isting versions of the text and to find out the main sources 
of the text, its original title, etc. are basing mainly on the 
study of the manuscript fragments to which we have ac
cess. 

At present the following manuscripts are known: 

No. I. The St. Petersburg manuscript titled Kitiib al
mals!J.ziin fl djiimi' al-funiin It contains 108 folios (the 
pagination ofTts 216 pages is of recent origin). The general 
format of the codex: 30 x 20 cm (the format of the text 
within the frame is 25.5 x 14.8 cm, there are 15 lines per 
page) and 83 illustrations. The manuscript represents the 
whole text of the treatise. 

No. 2. The Paris manuscript Ar. 2824 (Biblioteque 
Nationale de Paris) titled Kitiib al-makhziin rjj_iimi' a/
funiin, copied in 875/1470, apparently for the Mamliik 
Sultan Qa'it Bey. The general format of the codex is 
30 x 20 centimeters. It has 90 folios with 15 lines per page, 
50 illustrations besides the diagrams of manoeuvres. The 
manuscript contains the whole text of the treatise. 11 folios 
of this manuscript were published by L. Mercier as a brief 
presentation of miniatures and text fragments. 

No. 3. According to de Slain catalogue, the combined 
manuscript (Inv. No. Ar. 2826) from Biblioteque Nationale 
copied in 986/1578-79 contains the same text. The 
manuscript contains 112 folios. The general format of the 
codex: 28 x 19 cm, 21 lines per page, 50 illustrations. The 
treatise has no title, and its incipit differs from the incipit 
of the previous one. 

No. 4. The so called Cairo-London manuscript. No ti
tle, dated to the end of the J 5th century (the dating is based 
on the analysis of its miniatures and paleography). The text 
is very close to the St. Petersburg version. This manuscript 
had a really dramatic fate. In 1928 ·Isa al-Ma'luf happened 
to see in Cairo 92 folios from this manuscript 
(16,5 x 24 cm, 15 lines per page, 46 color miniatures). The 
folios were bound in casual order. The same year the 
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manuscript was bought by the French antique dealer Jacob 
Asheroff. Later he sold three folios from the manuscript to 
the Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, and another three fo
lios - to a private collection (one of them was published 
by M. Mostafa in "Bustan"). Most of the remaining folios 
was sold by Asheroff to several collections in different 
countries. British collector Edmund de Ungern bought 
most of them in Switzerland. Paris (from Asheroff him
self), Cairo (from the collection of Sherif Sabrv Pasha) and 
in other places. Now he has the greater part of the manu
script (78 folios). 3 folios are still preserved in the Cairo 
Museum of Islamic Art (Inv. No. 18019. 18235, 18236). 
31 miniatures. 23 diagrams and 10 presentations of differ
ent types of weapons from this manuscript are available to
day. Most of the miniatures were published by 
M. Mostafa (4). 

No. 5. The Istanbul manuscript Ar. R. 1933 from the 
Topkapi-Saray library. It is titled Kitab madjmil 'fi 'l-ruml; 
wa-g!!.ayrihi The manuscript was copied in-871/1466, i. e. 
nearly at the same time as MSS No. I and No. 2. The text 
is also very close to the text of the St. Petersburg manu
script. It has 97 folios, 17 lines per page, 55 colored 
miniatures, including 22 diagrams and 10 presentations of 
different types of weapons. 

No. 6. According to C. Brockelmann (5), the catalogue 
of Nuri Osmanie kutubhane defleri mentions manuscript 
No. 3915 written by one Khazzam or lbn Abi Khazzam. At 
present, unfortunately, we have no other information on it. 

No. 7. D. Haldane mentions another manuscript which 
is close to the Paris MS Ar. 2824 and is preserved in the 
Chester Beatty Library in Dublin. The manuscript is not 
cataloged. We hope that in the nearest future we shall get 
access to this MS. 

The analysis of the available information enables us to 
come to the following hypothetical conclusions: 

As far as we know, M. Mostafa and E. J. Grube, who 
published the materials of MS No. 4, have never men
tioned the St. Petersburg copy. Yet, the comparison of the 
te~;ts and illustrations (several similar or close codicologi
cal features - size, number of lines per page, number of 
miniatures and their contents) definitely shows that these 
are parallel copies of the same work made nearly simulta
neously. Manuscript No. 4 was intended for, so to say, 
"utilitarian" use, while the St. Petersburg manuscript was 
copied for the library of a high Mamliik officer. This con
clusion is confirmed by the colophon, miniatures 
and calligraphy standards of the St. Petersburg manu
script which are more refined than those of the Cairo
London MS. 

The St. Petersburg version is also very close to the Is
tanbul MS (No. 5). The title of the Istanbul copy (Kitab 
macjjmu 'fi '/-rum/} wa-g!!.ayrihi) is much more in confor
mity with the contents of our treatise than its general title 
"Kitab al-makhzun". The texts of the manuscripts, how
ever, coinside very closely (though are not identical). 
Manuscripts No. I and No. 5 can represent a different ver
sion of the same treatise, distinct from the parallel copies 
represented by manuscripts No. I and No. 4. 

On the other hand the two Paris manuscripts (No. 2 
and No. 3) differ from the St. Petersburg MS in the manner 
of presenting the material. They have some discrepancies 
in terminoloh'Y and even in the way of describing military 
exercises. At the same time many passages arc almost 

identical. It is obvious that the St. Petersburg and the Paris 
MSS had the same prototype. Probably they are related not 
as copies or versions of the same treatise but as a prototype 
and the result of a thorough revision, and even could be 
treated as two different works by the same author. 

Basing on the preliminary analysis of the codicological 
information (the St. Pctersburg manuscript contains more 
folios than all the others and has almost the same number 
of lines per page and letters of the same size) and on the 
correlation of textual differences one can assume that 
manuscript No. I. as well as MS No. 2, represent a re
worked version of the text. 

The full title of the Istanbul manuscript (Kitiib madj
mu' fi '/-rum/} wa-g!!.ayrihi wa fihi kitiib wiidih fi-ramy 
li-1-Tabari) makes it possible to establish hypothetically 
one of the main sources of our treatise. It is Kitiib wiidih fi
ramy wa'-1-na~.'!lJab by AI:imad b. 'Abdallah Muhi al-Din 
al-Tabari (d. 694/ 1295). 

A thorough comparative critical and textological 
analysis of all known copies of the manuscript available is 
the subject of our future work. The authors of this article 
expect that further analysis can produce some interesting 
and unexpected results. 

One of the most interesting problems is that of the 
authorship. Like the problem of correlations between the 
existing versions of the text it could be the subject of fur
ther studies. We thought it useful, nevertheless, to present 
the results of our preliminary research in this paper. 

The text itself gives no clue to its author's identity. It 
can be presumably established on the basis of a compara
tive analysis of several manuscripts. 

Ms No. 2 is the only one which mentions the author: 
al-~ail:sJ:!. MuI:iammad lbn Khizam. Most studies devoted to 
our treatise follow de Slane's identifying him with Mu
I:iammad b. Ya'qiib lbn Akhi Khizam. The filulJra of lbn 
Akhi Khizam belongs to the dynasty of a/-furusiyya 
authors active in the 3/9th-4/10th centuries (6) As for 
MuI:iammad b. Ya· qiib Ibn Akhi Khizam himself, he was 
widely known as the author of furilsiyya treatises written 
by the order of Caliph al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61). 
Historical realities and terminology used in our treatise 
show that it was created in the 8th/14th century (during the 
so called late Circassian period), but not earlier [7]. No one 
of the dynasty mentioned could have written the Kitiib a/
mal:sJ:!.zun. 

The abovementioned Muhammad al-Nasiri, who was 
the officer of the IJalqa, the iuards of Sultan al-Malik al
Afil!raf Sha'ban, provided us with some indirect informa
tion on this matter [8). In his works he mentioned, among 
his contemporaries, another author of the work dealing 
with the art of war, titled al-Fawii'id a/-jalila fi 'ulum al
furusiyya wa-1-rimiiya wa amriid al-khail. His name was 
Muhammad b. Ya'qiib al-Khuttali, known as lbn Abi 
Khazzam, who died, according to MuI:iammad b. Mangly, 
before 782/1380 (9). The subject of our treatise is very 
close to that by Mu\iammad b. Ya'qiib al-Khuttali (JO). 
Another work by this author [ 11) gives his full name: al
~ail:sJ:!. a/-fiidil Mul.iammad b. Khazzam (or: Khizam). The 
latter variant of filulJra mentioned by the author's contem
porary Muhammad b. Mangly appears to be more reliable. 
As for the kunya "Abii" in the author's name, it is impor
tant to note that another author of an al-furusiyya work, 
'Ali b. 'Abd al-RaI:iman b. Khudhail (d. 782/1380), men
tioned the Kitiib by lbn Abi Khazzam in his work [12). 
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This mistake has occured, probably, because the origi
nal book by lbn Akhi Khizam entitled Kitah 'ilm al
furiis(yya wa'l-baytara had been used by lbn Abi Khazzam 
as one of his sources, especially when he described exer
cises with a lance. In this field Ibn Akhi Khizam was a 
great authority. 

Several other works by Mu~ammad b. Ya· qiib Ibn Abi 
Khazzam al-Khuttali, the possible author of our treatise, 
are mentioned in different sources [13]. 

As for the treatise itself, one of the problems is: if it is 
possible to consider this work as the original text written 
by lbn Abi Khazzam? Apart from the problem of the role 
and place of compilation in Muslim medieval literary tra
dition, we should say that the furusiyya genre itself was 
very specific. The furiisiyya works, being the manuals of 
the art of war and text-books for arranging military court 
festivals, constantly contain one and the same descriptions 
of nearly the same exercises and weapons. Authors
compilers, who widely used the works of their predeces
sors, might not regard their texts as their personal contri
bution. Like military manuals, these compositions were 
intended to preserve the experience and achievements of 
several generations of war-leaders. It is no mere chance 
that only one copy of Kitab a/-111akhzii11 mentions the 
author's name. On the other hand, the combined manu
script Ar. 2826 from Bibliotheque Nationale presents the 
work of a katib who copied and united under one cover the 
text of our treatise and that by Lajin al-Husami al-Tara-

bulusi (d. 738/1337-8), titled Kitab al-makhziin li-arbah 
al-funiin. Such a combination of two works in one volume 
can easily explain how the text of one MS could be taken 
for a single work under one title. 

H. Rabie shows that Lajin al-Tarabulusi's furusiyya 
treatise "was the original which later furiisiyya masters 
utilized with some variations". He points out also that we 
knew only one archery master who described the buttiyya, 
and it was A~mad b. 'Abdallah al-Tabari [14]. The latter is 
the author of one of the main sources of the Kitab al
malsf!.zim . It is obvious that Mamliik officer lbn Abi 
Khazzam al-Khuttali has written a manual meeting the 
practical needs of the Sultan guards and mamliiks. It was a 
kind of a manual for their training, and also for arranging 
furiisiyya festivals. He tried to borrow the best passages 
from the works of his predecessors, mostly from those by 
al-Tabari, al-Tarabulusi and Najm al-din al-A~dab (the 
last one was among the best authorities in funiin al-nafl). 
He used the name of one of his main sources (the work by 
al-Tabari) as the title of the manual. Al-Khuttali was the 
compiler and the editor of this manual. That is, probably, 
why his name is not mentioned in our manuscript. He 
surely added to the work some amount of new materials 
from his own experience. We hope that while prepearing 
the critical edition of the text we shall be able to find a 
more definite solution to some of the problems, including 
the problem of correlation between all the available manu
scripts of al-Khuttali's treatise. 
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E. N. Tyomkin 

UNIQUE SANSKRIT FRAGMENTS OF THE "SUTRA OF GOLDEN LIGHT" 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENT AL STUDIES 
(RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES) 

The unique fragments of the canonical text of the .. Siitra 
of Golden Light" (Skt. ··suvaq1abhasottama-siitra .. ) came 
along with the manuscripts collected in Kashgar by the 
secretary of the Russian consulate P. I. Lavrov (!). Now 
they are included in the Central Asiatic manuscript collec
tion - '"Ser India"' (SI). In 19 I 5-9 they were examined 
by N. D. Mironov, a member of the Asiatic Museum staff. 
At that period academician S. Th. Oldenburg invited 
N. D. Mironov to work on the manuscripts written in the 
Brahmi script. These were brought to St. Petersburg by 
Russian scholars from East Turkestan or sent from there by 
Russian diplomats. In 1919 Mironov left Soviet Russia and 
continued his work in India, China and Europe. Before his 
departure he only managed to publish his paper on a San
skrit-Tocharian bilingual fragment of the ··nharmapada .. 
from the M. M. Berezovsky collection (2). 

A number of manuscripts in Sanskrit - from the 
I. P. Lavrov collection, in Khotanese Saka - from the 
S. E. Malov collection, and in Tocharian - from the 
M. M. Berezovskv collection, were not available to schol
ars for a long tinie, because they were stored in Mironov's 
archives among his private documents. In 1930 these 
documents became a part of the ·Archives of Orientalists' 
established as one of the departments of the newly founded 
Institute of Oriental studies. the immediate successor of the 
Asiatic Museum. 

Only in 1961, when the archives of Mironov were 
sorted, ·the above mentioned manuscripts came to the 
Manuscript Department of the Institute. All the fragments, 
however, were in a verv bad condition. so the keepers were 
not actually able to touch them. Only in spring of 1994 the 
conservators of the Institute began to restore these frag
ments. In the course of restoration several unique manu
scripts have been discovered. We were fortunate to identify 
some of them preliminary before restoration. Among them 
there are fragments from the .. Saddharmapm.u;larika-siitra", 
the '·Pratimoksa-siitra" of the Mahasartghika school and 
the "Suvar\labhasa-siitra". Fragments from the latter were 
chosen to be published first. 

To estimate the significance of this find. it is enough to 
revue the history of the "Suvar\labhasa-siitra". Up to now 

only two Sanskrit fragments of the siitra in the Brahmi 
script have been published. They were found in East 
Turkestan and published by R. Hoernle in 1916 (3). 
P. 0. Skja:rvp, who spent much time working on the text, 
informs us that he has managed to find the fragments of at 
least 12 copies of the siitra written in the Brahmi script in 
different manuscript depositories. The fragments are scat
tered all over the world. Now we can add to them our three 
fragments belonging to two different copies. Like in many 
other cases, all European scholarly researches of the San
skrit version of the siitra were based on comparatively late 
manuscripts written in the Nepalese script, dating to the 
I Ith century A.D. J. Nobel included them in his publica
tion (see below). 

The original text of the siitra, now including 18 chap
ters, was created in India in the first centuries A.D. The 
German scholar J. Nobel (1887-960) indicated that the 
textual background of the siitra - its core - around 
which its whole text had been formed, was the idea of 
"confession" - "uposatha", considered in the third chap
ter of the Sanskrit text. The practice of the confession was 
one of the focal points of early Buddhism prior to its divi
sion into Hinayana and Mahayana. This practice was ac
cepted by Mahayana in the first centuries A.D., at the time 
when the formation of its independent philosophical, relig
ious and cultural tradition took place. At that time 
Mahayana overstepped the boundaries of India and ex
tended its influence on the countries of Central Asia and 
Far East. This process was connected with the increase of 
the number of its adepts, as well as with the appearance of 
new preachers. Popular siitras were widely used by them, 
so, step by step, stories about the early rebirths of Buddha 
Sakyamu~i - jatakas - were being added to the 
"confession" chapter of the "Suvarnabhasa-siitra". They 
were destined to become the basis of one of the most im
portant philosophical doctrines of Buddhism -
"Pratityasamutpada" - "the chain of causes and effects". 
This idea was developed in the sense of Mahayana in 
chapter 5 of the siitra, devoted to "siinyata". The jatakas, 
on the other hand, being stories connected with everyday 
life, were making the preacher's work much easier. One of 
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the most popular jatakas is about the bodhisattva who 
sacrificed his own body in order to feed a hungry tigress -
to prevent a terrible sin - the eating of her own newly 
born cubs. In the .. Suvan.1abhasa" this story has been in
cluded in its last. the l 8th chapter. 

After its penetration to Central Asia new stories were 
added to the Sanskrit text of the .. Suvaqi.abhasa". They 
were closely connected with the people's attempts to use 
the siitra to get immediate everyday help. Important was 
the role of the siitra in the making of Tantrism. The Ti
betan translation of the siitra gives some evidence on how 
it happened - in the 'Bka'-'gyur' its translation is included 
in the .. Rgyud-'bum" - .. Tantras" section (see Bka'-'gyur 
of Sde-dge edition. vol. pa. No. 556; vol. pha, No. 557, 
··Arya-Suvaqi.aprabhasottama-siitrendraraja-nama-mahaya
na-siitra". In Nepal the siitra is revered as one of the 
9 dharmas (4). Apart from the above mentioned Tibetan 
translation. the translations of the siitra into Chinese, 
Khotanese Saka. Old-Uighur, Mongolian. Sogdian and 
Tangut (Hsi-hsia) have survived - some completely, some 
in fragments. The Chinese translation by Yijing (703 
A.D.) and in the old-Uighur and Tangut translations, based 
on the Chinese one, have a preface, narrating how the 
siitra helped the region's ruler Zhang Judao (in Uighur 
text - Kuo tau) to escape from hell. His sin was in 
slaughtering much of cattle to arrange a big feast. This 
story is reflected in a Tangut woodcut of the 12th century, 
the copies of which are kept in St. Petersburg (call No. -
Tang. 376, No. 95) (5). 

Chapters 6-11 of the siitra offer the ways of immedi
ate salvation for believers. According to its text it was 
considered to be sacred by four maharajas (lokapala). god
dess Sarasvati, goddess Sri, goddess Drdha, the leader of 
the yak~as Saip.jfiaya. etc. All of them were said to wel
come the "Siitra of Golden Light" - .. The King of the 
siitras", and promise their protection to everybody "who 
will hear, reverence, honor this excellent Suvan:i.abhasa, 
the king of siitras". There is a special small chapter in the 
Nepalese version of the siitra (No. 9, .. Chapter on the 
Maintenance of the Names of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas", 
translation by R. E. Emmerick), where the 18 names of 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are numbered. They can provide 
the believers of the siitra with the best rebirth. There is also 
a special preface to the Khotanese translation added in or
der to explain why the siitra can give salvation to its be
lievers (6). 

We described in details this well known material to 
draw attention to main point we need to attend to: the most 
part of the text concerning immediate help of the siitra and 
its god-protectors to believers is omitted in our text. It 
makes us conclude that these parts of the text were in-

eluded later, and our manuscript SI L/11 appears to be the 
earliest Sanskrit wording of the siitra. 

According to the information received from 
P. 0. Skja:rvo (7), the fragments of a similar manuscript 
have been discovered by him at the British Library, but left 
unpublished till now. Before the text having been found, it 
was generally accepted that the earliest version of the siitra 
survived only in the Chinese translation by Dharmak~ema 
(see Tripi)aka Taisho, further abbreviated as TT, No. 664). 
Dharmaksema arrived in China in 414 A.D .. He could use 
for his tr~nslation the Sanskrit manuscript, brought by him 
from India, where a version similar to our one might well 
be contained. This Sanskrit wording was designated in the 
J. Nobel edition as the .. text A". During the 6-7th centu
ries several Chinese translators undertook the task, but 
none of their translations of the siitra came down to us. 
Judging by the number of the Chinese manuscripts of the 
siitra found in Tun-huang, the translation made by Yijing 
was much sought-after (TT, No. 665). It should be noted 
that Yijing and the translators of his school treated the 
Sanskrit original rather freely, interpreting and explaining 
the text in their own. 

The complete Sanskrit text came down to us in the 
Nepalese manuscripts of the I Ith century. It has not yet 
been published. One of the most authoritative Nepalese 
manuscripts is at present in holding of Japan and we know 
that P. 0. Skja:rvo is preparing its facsimile edition. As to 
J. Nobel's edition, he had used all of the Nepalese manu
scripts known to him, but had published them only in 
transliteration (8). There are a lot of obscure passages in 
the texts, and Nobel tried to make them clear using the Ti
betan translations. The earliest one (Nobel called it 
"Tib. I") seemed to follow the Sanskrit text of the Nepalese 
manuscripts almost completely. The later Tibetan transla
tion ('Tib.111") was closer to the Chinese translation by 
Yijing (9). 

The study of the Khotanese version of the siitra en
abled R. E. Emmerick and P. 0. Skja:rv!ll to offer a sug
gestion that Khotanese translators had not know the San
skrit "Text A" and used for their translation "Text B", 
more close to that of the Yijing translation. Most of the 
Khotanese fragments almost completely follow the Nepal
ese Sanskrit wording published by Nobel. 

The siitra is called "Suvan;1aprabhasa" in the Tibetan 
translation "Tib.I" and .. Mahavyutpatti" (10). The Nepal
ese manuscripts, Khotanese version [ 11) and our fragments 
contain the name "Suvan.1abhasa" (without -pra-), which 
must be evidently considered to be primary. 

Let us tum now to the description of the fragments 
from the I. P. Lavrov collection. There is an inscription on 
the envelope in which these fragments were enclosed, that 
they have been bought in Khotan. 

SI L/11 

Two fragments of the same manuscript of a big size, 
contain the different parts of the text. Both are related to 
the right part of folios, but the right edge itself is tom 
away. The traces of the patches can be noticed, the first 
fragment bears them on the left, the second one - on the 

right. 10 lines each side, the script can be determined 
as the Indian Brahmi. According to the criteria proposed 
by Lore Sander, palaeography permits to date the manu
script from the 5th century. The text is badly effaced and 
illegible. 
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FRAGMENT I (fig. 1, 2) 

Size - 14 x 11,5 cm. The text follows the Nobel edi
tion, pp. 116(1)-122(6) [12). It corresponds to the end of 
chapter 8, chapter 9 and the beginning of chapter 1 O of the 
Nepalese version. Incompleteness of the text preserved 
docs not allow us to determine the original division of the 
version into chapters. But it is evident that there is no 
colophon between chapter 9 and chapter 10. There are a lot 
of differences between our text and the Nepalese one. 
Comparison makes us conclude that our version is much 

shorter than the Nepalese one. Its relation to the Chinese 
translation by Dharmak~ema has not been determined at 
present, so it may be regarded as one of the future tasks. 

All the differences from the Nepalese version will be 
noted in the appropriate places. The translation into Eng
lish is not given because of incompleteness of the text. The 
complete context may be easily reconstructed with the help 
of the English translation of the Nepalese version made by 
R.E.Emmerick (see note 4). 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. ]X-odyanavare suvaqi.adhvajakapi namo sapta ratnamay[a ... 
No. (Nobel), 116(1-2): prabhodyiinavare Suvar1Jadhvajaniimni saptaratnamaya 

2. ]x tad-grha!Jl susodhita!Jl sodayitavya~ susnata ga[tr]e [ ... ratnaku]
No. 116(4): svagrhmrz susodhayilavym11 susniitavymrz 

3. ]suma-gu"i.asagara-vai~iirya-kanakagiri-suvan;1a[ka ... 
No. 116(5---6): Ratnakusumagu1Jasiigara vailfitryakanakagirisuvar1Jakiincana 

4. ] [ha]devataya hastena tasya tathagatasya piij[ 
No. 116(8): mahiidevyii hastena ta~ya tathiigata.~va pitja 

5. ]rajasya tr~krtva!Jl namadheya!Jlm ucarayitavyaM 
No. 116(10): sittrendrariijasya tri!fkrtvii niimadheyam uccarayilavymrz 

6. ]nanarasabhir-hlirasca vik~iptavya~ tena kalena sri ma[ 
No. 116(12)-117(1): niiniirasasiiriis ea nik~eptavyiilJ I a.rya suvar1Jabhiisollama.rya 
sittrendrariija~yiinubhiivena tena kiilena frir mahiidevi [13) 

7. ]gatasya 1 namo bhagavato vimalojvalaratanarasmi I 14) 
No. 119(10-11): tathiigata.rya I namo vimalojjvalaratnasuvar1Jabhiisaketos 

8. ]smiprabhasasubhasya tathligatasya 4 namo suvan;1a[ 
No. 119(12-13): SuvarlJabhiisagarbha~ya tathiigatasya I na-mal] suvarlJa.l'atarasmib
hiisagarbha.rya 

9. ]pasya tathagatasya 7 [15) namo ratnaketos-tathagatasya 8 ruc[i][ 
No. 120(2): Mahiipradipasya lathiigatasya I namo Ratnaketos 
tathiigata.rya I Ruciraketur 

10. ]rudito nama bodhisatva 4 dharmodgato nama bodhisatvo 5 pu[ 
No. 120(4-5): Sadiiprarudito niima bodhisattval] I Dharmodgato niima bodhisattvalJ 
I puras/imen 

Verso 

1. Jyus-[niima tathii]gato 3 utarena du!J1dubhisvaro nama tathiil I 161 
No. 120(7): tiiyur niima tathiigatal] I ullarelJa Dundubhisvaro niima tathiigatal] I 

2. ][a]tha khalu dr~ha pfthividevata bhagavatam-etad-avocat aya!Jl bha[ 
No. 121(2-3): atha khalu Drlfhii prthividevatii bhagavantam etad avocat 11 ayatrz 
bhadanta 

3. ]tra g[ra]me vii~ nagare va~ nigame va~ arai;iyadese va~ giri-ka[ 
No. 121(4-5): yatra griime vii nagare vii nigame viijanapade vii ara1Jyapradese vii 
girikandare 

4. ]me va~ nagare vii~ niga[me v)a~ arai;iyadese va~ girikandare[ 
No. 121(6-7): griime vii nagare vii nigame viijanapade vii ara1Jyaprade.fo vii giri
kandare 
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5. ]sampraki.isyateh yatra yatra bhadanta bhagavan Prthivi-prade5ah [t][ 
No. 121 (8-9): samprakiifoyi.~yate l_vatra yatra ea bhagavan prthiviprade§e tasya 

6. ][s]i.iditva imam suvarnabhasotamam-siitrendrarajanarp vistarena [17)( 
No. 121 ( 11-12): nisadyema111 suvarnabhiisottamam sutrendrariijiina1?1 vistare!Ja 

7. ]fyamih he~!a dharmasanasyadrfyamanenatmabhavenotama[ 
No. 121(13-14): iigami!!}'iimi I aham dharmiisane gatiismi adriyamaneniitmabhiivenot
tamiingena 

8. ]dharmamrtarasenah santarpayisyam[i]h samprati[ 
No. 122(1 ): dharmiirtarasena samtarpayisyiimi I sa111pratimiinayi,-ryiimi 

9. ]sahasram Prthivi-skandha yava[d] vajrama[yarp] prthivi[ta] x( 
No. 122(3-4): sahasral!l pi:thiviskandha111 yiivad vajramayam prthivita/am 

10. ]~ya[m]i uparito caimam [sa]mudraparyanta Prthivima~<:lalam sni[ 
No. 122(5-6): paripurayi!!}'iimi I uparita.~ eemal!l samudraparyantam prthivimaJJ<!alal!l 
snigdhena (18) 

FRAGMENT Il (fig. 3, 4) 

33 

Fragment of the same manuscript. Size: 15,5 x 11,5 cm. 
The traces of a patch are on the right edge. It contains the 
text of Chapter XVIII - "Vyaghri-parivarta" and follows 
the text of Nobel edition, pp. 216(1)-221(12). Cf. the 

English translation by R.E.Emmerick, pp. 97-99. There 
are many differences. The text of our fragment is shorter 
than that of the Nepalese version. 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. ]X trame (19) 11 atha to rajakumar[o) parama5okiibhibhiito bhiispa[ 
No. 216(1): atha tau riijakumiirau parama5okiibhibhutau bii~papariplutiiksau 

2. ]y[u]kta pravar3Jl3IT1 kr$vilq~ni ea asthiini rudira[ka)r[d)amii[ni)[ 
No. 216(3-4): yuktam priivara!Jal!l kr~(avik[~(iini eiisthiini rudhirakardamiini 

3. ]upalabhyorasthiiyordhvabahuva (20) artasvara bubhuktam [21) xx[ 
No. 216(6): upalabhyotthiiyordhvabiihu iirtasvaram mumucatuh 11 

4. )h krto (22) yuvabhya kamalayatel=ru!h aho vasmii[ 
No. 216(10}-217(1): {gi.itha}: kva vii yuviibhyiil!l kamalayate~a!Jah I I 12 aha hi 
asmiikam 

5. Jpr[aJctraksyama viyoga-janma 1231 ha I I atha to rajakumiiro x( 
No. 217(4): {the last line of the gatha}: dasyiimahe darsanam ambatatayof.z I I 13 {Then
No. 217(5)}: atha tau riijakumiirau 

6. )parasparii clr~ii prcchantih [24) kva kumiira kva kumiira itih[ (25) 
No. 217(7): parasparal!l dr,~rvii papraeehuh I kva kumiirah kva kumiira iii I I 

7. )x cchidymano dantotpiitanarr\ ea kriyamiinah traya kapota[ 
No. 217(9-10): stanau eehidyamiinau dantotpiitana111 ea kr~vamiinam trayaf.z kapota 

8. )ya sahasii pratiprabudclhah xx cintiipara babhiivall 11 k[im] (26) [ 
No. 218(1-2): hrdaya sahasii prativibudhya eintiiparii babhuva I lkil!l 

9. )tah iha duhkha kurvvanti 'nga [spurati ea] naya[nam) svastiin[arp)[ 
No. 218(4}--219(1): sueayaliva I duhkham kurvanti me 'nga sphurati ea nayanam 
svastiinam 

I o. )brantahrdaya pravi5a devanam xx yama xxxx kumiir[arp)[ 
No. 219(3-4): sambhriintahrdayii pravi.fya devya nivedayamiisa I devi kumiiraparieiirakah 
kumaram 

Verso 

1. ]hrdayi.ih bhaspakulanaya x,xxx raja x abhigamya xx [ 
No. 219(5-6): hrdayii biispakulanayanavadanii riijiinam abhigamyoviiea 

2. )yukto 'smi pr[i]yasutai[h] [v]ya x,x atha devayam [27)-asvi.isayamasa[ 
No. 219(8-9): vyukto 'smi przyasutena 11 atha raja devim a.\viisayiimiisa I 
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3. ]naciradevo raja ada[r5a] durata agacchat[au] dvau rajaku[ma]rau cir! 
No. 220(1 ): atha nacirad eva raja dadarsa diirata agacchantau rajakumarau dr,~rva 

4. ]iti eva[rµ] naral)fl[rµ) bhavati tu sa vinaf11Sfid [28)-yac4"5a durmanasyal;i nanu[ 
No. 220(4---6): pritir (29) eva111 narar:iaf/I bhavati sutaviyogad yadrfa'!' daur
manasyam I nanu 

5. ]paramas[o]kabhibhutaJ:i mannahasta ea karitva (30) tad-vartasvara mu[ 
No. 220(8): atha devi /parama.fokabhibhuta mannahateva karabhi arta~varaf/I mumoca I I 

6. ]marµ sama qtiya 5ubhatanayal;i yadi neti kayo me ta x[ (31) 
No. 220(11): me samas trtiya~ S-ubhatanayo yadi naiti kanyaso me 1116 

7. ]-okartav-a5ru durdhavan-nayano (32) pari~katalvo~daSa [ 
No. 221(2-3): sokartav asrudurdinanayanau parifu,1-kata/vo,~rhadU.Sa navadanau 

8. ]te ea debarµ kva sa mama priyaputrakarµ qtiya h[r]da[ (33) 
No. 221(5-7): paripi<!yati ea deham kva sa mama priyaputras trtiyo hrdayam 

9. ]srav~ena rajadevi ea moham-agamarµlaJ!l (34) moha putragato (35) ea ka[ 
No. 221(8-9): saha.~ravar:iena raja devi ea moham upagata~ mohapratyagatas ea karur:ias
vara111 

10. ]nva sneyuni (36) diso vidi5a vikararµ dffiva yantrahata iva drumo (37) ( 
No. 221(11-12): m{1111sa sniiyuni diso vidisU.Sca kesiin vikirr:iam dr,~rva vii tahatiiv iva 
drumau 

SI LI I 0 (fig. 5, 6) 

35 

The fragment of some other manuscript, pothi folio, 
22,5 x 7,5 cm, the edges are damaged. There are several la
cunas on the folio. 7 incomplete lines each side. Traces of 
pagination: f. No. 68(?). The script can be determined as 
Indian Brahmi. According to palaeography it can be dated 

to the 6-7th centuries. The text follows Nobel edition, 
pp. 113(2)-114(3). It contains a part of chapter 8 -
"Chapter about [goddess) Sri". See English translation by 
R. E. Emmerick, pp. 51-52. 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. xxatinamaya [xxxxxxxxxxxx)ndra-ra xxxx vividha xxxx 
No. 113(2): ratridivasanyatinamayed itas ea suvarr:iabhasottamat siitrendra-rajan nana 
vidhani padavyaii-

2. janani cinteyati vyaparilq;eya[ti) [x)p[a]layati (38). yena ayarµ suvan.mbha[s)uttamarµ slitre
No. l 13(3):janany upanamayet vyapari/cyeta yenayaf!' suvarr:iabhasottama~ siitre-

3. ndraraja te~ buddha xx sahasro x[u)kta kuSalamulanarµ satvanam arthaya cirarµjarµbud
vipe pra-
No. 113(4): ndrarajas te,~am buddha sahasravaruptakufala-mu/anaf/I sattvanam arthaya 
ciraf/I Ja111budvipe pra-

4. (ea]reyati na ea Iq;iprarµ antardhapeyati satva ea imarµ suvan.mbhasuttamarµ slitrendra-ra
No. 113(5): caret Ina ea lcyipraf/I antardhapayet I sattvas ea suvarr:iabhasottamar11 
siitrendra-ra-

5. Lia] xxxxxxxx [a]nekani ea [ka]lpa-ko)i-niyuta-5ata-sahasraJ.li acintika. divyamanu5yeka 
No. l l3(6):jana111.<;1JJuyur anekani ea I ka/pako(iniyuta.~ata saha.~rany acintyani 
divyamanufyaka-

6. xxxxxxxxxxyati xxx antardhapeyati [s]u[bh)i~] ea pradurbhaveyati satva x 
No. 1I3(7): ni sukhani pratyanubhaveyu~ durbhik.~a.1'ca antardhapayet .1-ubhik,_m.~ ea 
pradurbhavet I sattva.~ 

7. {the line is torn away} 
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Verso 

I. {the line is tom away} 

2. {the line is tom away} 

3. xxxx adhva[ni] anuttarl'IJ!l [sam]ya[ksaqibo]dhi abhi5af!lbuddhyeyanti. sarvva[sya] naraka
tiryyakyo[niyama] 
No. 113(10): aniigate 'dhvani ciinuttariil!l samyaksal!lbodhim abhisal!lbudhyeran I sarva
narakatiryagyoniyama-

4. l[o]ka-d~ani atyanta. [sa] mucchinani bha[v]eyanti 11 ratnakusuma~garavai~ 
iiryya-
No. 113(11): lokadufJkhiiny atyantasamucchinniini bhaveyur iii 11 ratnakusumagw:iasiigara
vail;liirya-

5. kanakagirisuvamaka[iica]naprabhllsa-srir-nama tathllgatorhaf!l 5aJ!lIDYaksaqlbud~ yatra 
sri-
No. 113(12): kanakagirisuvan:iakiiiicanaprabhiisaSrir niima tathiigato 'rhal!l samyaksam
buddhafJ lyatra 8ri-

6. yaya mahlldevataya kuSala-miilaf!lID avaruplaf!l. yenetarhi yl'IJ!l diSl'lf!l sarnanva[ha]rati yl'll!l 
No. 113(12}-114(1): ya mahadevataya kusalamulam avaruptam lyena itarhi ytil!l ytil!l 
disal!l sa samanviiharati IYtil!l 

7. [d]isam vya[pa]lokayati yl'll!l dis[a]J!l [up]asaJ!l xx.xxxxxxaip. di5yane [ka]ni [sa]tva-koµn[i][ 
No. 114(2-3): ya1ri difam ava/okayati lya111 yiil!l difam upasal!lkramati I tasytil!l tasytil!l 
di.§y anekani sattvakoriniyutafatasahasra1Ji 
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Pamiatniki drevnetiurkskoi pis'mennosti. Teksty i issledovaniia ("TI1e monuments by the Old-Turkish writing. Texts and investigations", 
Moscow-Leningrad, 1951), pp. 145-61. 

6. English translation of the preface was made by P. 0. Skja:rv0 and published by R. E. Emmerick: The Siitra of Golden Light, 
pp. 115-6. 

7. The author would like to express his gratitude to M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya for this information received by her directly 
from P. 0. Skja:rv0. 

8. J. Nobel, Suvan:iabhasottamasiitra, Das Goldglanzsiitra, ein Sanskrit/ext des Mahiiyiina-Buddhismus (Leipzig, 1937). 
9. Tib.1- the Tibetan translation of the first half of the 8th century AD., see Bka'-'gyur, Sde-dge edition, section Rgyud-'bum, 

vol. pa, No. 556. Two other Tibetan translations were made in the first part of the 9th century, they are Ti b. II and Tib.III. Tib.II is not 
much differed from the first translation . Tib.III follows the Chinese translation by Yijing. Nobel was the one who published Latin 
transliteration of all the three: Suvan:iaprabhiisottamasiitra, Das Goldglanz-Siitra, ein Sanskrit/ext des Mahiiyiina-Buddhismus, Die ti
betischen Ubersetzungen mil einem Worterbuch. Vol. I, Die tibetischen Ubersetzungen 2 (Leiden-Stuttgart, 1944 ), Worterbuch Ti
betisch-Deutsch-Sanskril (Leiden, 1950). 

10. See the Buddhist Encyclopaedia "Mahavyutpatti", No. 1339. 
11. See H. W. Bailey, Khotanese Texts I (Cambridge, 1945), pp. 232-57. 
12. The Nobel edition is unfortunately absent in the libraries of St. Petersburg. The comparison of the text at hand with the Nobel 

edition was made, according to my request, by M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya at the time of her stay in Hamburg in September, 1994. 
13. There is not the text in our fragment following 12 lines of Nepalese version on p. 117 of the Nobel edition, 8 lines of that on 

p. 118 and 7 lines on p. 119, including the colophon of the chapter 8. There is only the end of the first name of bhagavan, by which the 
chapter 9 of Nepalese version starts. The figures after the proper names are absent in Nepalese version. Because of the vagueness of the 
Nepalese manuscripts J. Nobel reconstructed the proper names on p. 119(10-3) according to the Tibetan translation. The Sanskrit text 
of our fragment made it possible to clarify some these names. So the most important differences are the absence of the passage on the aid 
of the goddess Sri to believers and the dhara!).i which must be pronounced to invocate this goddess. Another difference is the absence of 
the colophon of chapter 8. As we can conclude, t11is chapter was not separated from chapter 9. 

14. Nobel reconstructed this name according to the Tibetan translation as Vimalojjvalaratnarasmiprabhiisaketu. Our fragment does 
not confirm this reconstruction. 
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15. Mahapradipasya tathagatasya is not the seventh name in the Nepalese version, but the eighth one; accordingly Ratnaketur is 
the ninth one. 

16. Aller the fourth name chapter l '.l evidently begins in our manuscript. There are 5 additional lines in the Nepalese version 
[No. 120(8-12)] and the colophon of chapter 9. In this text it is explained that the glorification of the above mentioned names of 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas will help to receive the best rebirth. 

17. TI1e text of our fragment was apparently shorter than that of the Nepalese version. 
18 Cf. the English translation of the Nepalese text: R. E. Emmerick, The Siitra of Golden Light, pp. 52-6. 
19. We could not correspond the end of this word with the Nepalese version. 
20. Skr. - asthaya "standing" (Absol.) in the Nepalese manuscript is replaced by Prakrit utthaya. 
21. bu - in b11bh11kta1r1 is inserted under the line; this word means "found; became in possession" (Perf. periphr. ), in the Nepalese 

version it is replaced by mumucatulJ "uttered, emitted". 
22. The word krta "made" is absent in the Nepalese version, instead there is trtiyalJ kva in previous line, and the translation of this 

text must be: "where is the third one of you, he, whose eyes are long like [the petals] of the lotus?" (translation by R. E. Emmerick). 
23. viyoga-janma - "the loss of life", there is the direct hint to the death of the prince, or it means "the loss of the [new] birth". 

We have an absolutely different text in the Nepalese version, cf. "mahipradeie mara1,ia1r1 na jivitam": R. E. Emmerick translated it 
"[better for us] in this part of the earth would be death than life" (p. 98). According to our fragment, it would probably be better to 
translate this text as "TI1ere is death in this part of the earth, no life". 

24. In our fragment - prcchanti, 3, Pres. Pl., in the Nepalese version - papracchulJ, 3, Perf. Pl. 
25. The text of our fragment is much shorter. 
26. The beginning of a gatha. 
27. There is apparently a slip of the pen in our fragment: devayam, Dat.Sg. devaya "to the king", in the Nepalese version - devim, 

Acc.Sg., Fem., - "the queen". 
28. vi11a111sad or vana1r1sad, there is apparently a slip of the pen, instead of vinasad, Abl.Sg., "from the loss". In the Nepalese ver

sion - the other text: "sutta-viyogad'' - "from the loss of son". 
29. The first line of the gatha No. 15. This gatha might be shorter in our fragment, there are some differences here. 
30. There is a difference in meaning: "marmahasta ea karitva" - lit. "making the hands become weak", "weakening the hands"; 

the text of the Nepalese version - "marmahateva karabhi" - "like she-camel smitten in her vital part" (translation by 
R. E. Emmerick). 

31. Text of the gatha No. 16, last line, the difference: "yadi neti kayo me" - "if my body is not [in my possession]"; in the Nepalese 
version - 'yadi naiti kanyaso me" - "if my youngest does not come". 

32. In our fragment - "asrii durdhavan-nayano" - "with the pupils full with the tears [which] cannot be dried"; in the Nepalese 
version - "asrudurdinanayanau" - "their eyes clouded by tears". 

33. Text of the gatha No. 17. 
34. In our fragment - "moham-agama1r1ta1r1" - "becoming rigid (or "in a mist"), [they turned] in immobility"; in the Nepalese 

version - "moham upagatalJ'' - "became senseless". 
35. In our fragment - "moha putragato" - "the sense went out to the son"; in the Nepalese version - "mohapratyagatasca" -

"[as they] had returned to [their] senses". 
36. A slip of the pen: instead of snayuni. 
37. In our fragment - "yantrahata iva drumo" - "as the roots of the tree (lit. "the device which keeps") are tom away"; in the 

Nepalese version - "va tahatav iva drumau" - "like trees buffeted by the wind". 
38. TI1is text is omitted in the Nepalese manuscript. 
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TO THE HISTORY OF ORIENTAL TEXTOLOGY 

E. Kychanov 

WEN-HAI BAO-YUN: THE BOOK AND ITS FATE 

At the beginning of the l 8th century there was a wide dis· 
cussion on the problem of instituting the post of the profes· 
sor of Oriental languages within the Academy of Sciences. 
In connection with this discussion M. V. Lomonosov 
resolutely declared: ··Because of our neighbourhood (i. e. 
Russia's Asian neighbours) we need not just one professor, 
but an Oriental Academy will prove to be useful". These 
words are still true, because in our days the Oriental influ
ence on the development of Russia is still strong. 

After the Asiatic Museum had been established within 
the Russian Academy of Sciences in 1818, purchase, pres
ervation, publication and study of Oriental manuscripts 
and incunabulae became one of the principal trends of Ori
entalistics in Russia. In fact, the Asiatic Museum was the 
direct predecessor of the present-day St. Petersburg Insti
tute of Oriental studies. Both in the 19th and the 20th 
centuries it was impossible to carry out successfull Oriental 
politics without understanding and knowledge of the his
tory and culture of the peoples of the East. At the same 
time. from a purely scholastic point of view, penetration 
into history, culture, linguistics, literature of the peoples of 
the East is crucial for a deeper understanding of human 
heritage as the whole. This scholastic work, bringing to
gethter peoples and continents, adds to the reputation of 
Russian science for services in preservation of the cultural 
heritage of Oriental peoples. This work is even more im
portant if we take into account. that some cultural monu
ments have not survived in their native countries, such as 
China, India, Japan, in spite of their long cultural tradi
tion. Who could beleive that an unknown version of the 
popular Chinese novel .. The dream of the Red Mansion·· 
would be discovered in the collection of Chinese block
prints in the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies. 
One more example: some books which belonged to Japa
nese sailors, shipwrecked by the Camchatka shore. are now 
the only evidence on what common people liked to read in 
the l 8th century Japan. It is not surprizing therefore, that 
the Tanh'Ut manuscripts of unique value are available 
in the collection of the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental 
Studies. 

The history of the study of the script and literature of 
the Tangut state Xi-xia (982-1227) is rather mysterious 
and enigmatic. It is true both of the books and the people. 

Tragic was the faith of the Tangut state and people: 
according to the will of the Eternal Heaven, which they so 
deeply revered, the invincible Chingis-khan found his end 
during his conquest of Xi-xia. The consequences of this 
event were rather unhappy for the the Tanguts: the Mon
gols, possessed by sorrow, expressed their grief in massa
cre and total destruction of the Tangut state. Though by the 
end of the 16th century the Jurchen people resurrected as 
the Manchu, the Tanguts. the indigenous population of Xi
xia, could never recover as a nation and became a part of 
the Muslim population of Ning-xia - now the Autono
mous region of the Gansu province of China. By the 16th 
century even the buddhist remnants of the The Tangut 
civilization seem to have disappeared. 

On August 1, 1900 the troops of the eight allied pow
ers - Britain, France, the USA, Japan, Germany, Austria, 
Russia and Italy - entered Beijing. The Manchu court fled 
from the capital. 

Three members of French Embassy: Paul Pelliot, Fer
nan Bertand, and M. Morisse were rummaging a pile of 
books thrown out of the White Pagoda. Among these they 
found five books written in unknown script, in gold ink on 
dark-blue and white paper leaves. Bertand and Morisse 
shared those books between them. Berland kept his books 
as a souvenir. After his death his widow had all the books 
sold away to different persons. Later the books were pur
chased by the Guymet museum. Judging by the type of the 
books M. Morisse suggested, that these were Buddhist 
texts. The type of engraving which preceded the main text 
as well as several Chinese signs that accompained the un
known script, brought him to the conclusoin that this was 
the famous ··Lotus sutra". M. Morisse bravely started to 
compare the Chinese and the unknown text, thus continu
ing the task that had been once undertaken by some Chi
nese [l]. He succeeded in establishing the meaning and 
approximate pronounciation of about 300 characters of the 
unknown script. The latter was defined by M. Morisse as 
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the script of Xi-xia or the Tanguts. He also made the first 
contribution into the study of the grammar of the language 
and identified the ideographic character of the script, 
which had been designed after the Chinese pattern. He 
published the results of his research in 1904 [2]. 

It should be taken into account, that it was M. Morisse 
and none other of the future experts in Tangut studies, who 
actually deciphered the script (if not to mention the certain 
marks on the text, that were made by someone else. 
probably a Chinaman.) All further developments in the 
field of the Tangut studies took place after the discovery of 
the Tangut-Chinese and Chinese-Tangut dictionary of 
Gule Maocai (compl.1190) found by P. K. Kozlov in the 
dead city of Khara-Khoto. 

Much was written about the famous Russian traveller 
and explorer of Inner Asia P. K. Kozlov. Along with his 
outstanding achievement in natural sciences, his discovery 
and excavations of the dead city of Khara-Khoto present a 
great contribution to humanitarian studies. Among the 
Russian travellers there were two more - G. N. Potanin 
and V. A. Obruchev - who were aware of the rumours of 
a ruined and abandoned city somewhere in the lower 
reaches of the Edzina river. The discovery of the city lost 
in the south of the Gobi desert looked a promising task. It 
urged the Imperial Geographic Society of Russia to launch 
a new Mongol-Sichuan expedition. Among the tasks set 
before P. K. Kozlov was the location of the city lost in 
sands. 

In Mongolia P. K. Kozlov came to know, that many 
Mongols were well aware of the dead city. A fine dinner 
and a gift of grammaphone inspired one of the local chief
tains to provide the expidition with a guide to Khara
Khoto. In March 1908 five members of the expedition and 
two Mongols left for Khara-Khoto on twelve camels. They 
reached their destination on April I and stayed there till 
April 13. These were the days of extensive research and 
excavations to some extent hindered by the lack of archeo
logical background of the participants. As P. K. Kozlov 
himself noted in his "Diary", those days were full of 
"digging, crushing, and breaking". The finds were not lo
cated and described systematically. Kozlov even was absent 
from Khara-Khoto for several days. Besides the discovery 
of a number of objects of Buddhist material culture, Kozlov 
was inspired by a "large collection of well preserved scripts 
and documents" [3]. Obviously, the discovered texts were 
written in Chinese and Tangut. But neither P. K. Kozlov 
nor his companions had any knowledge of the Chinese 
language and writing, therefore it was impossible for 
him to "penetrate into the mystery of the scripts" right 
on the spot. 

On April 10, staying outside Khara-Khoto in Torai
Ontsa valley, P. K. Kozlov wrote a letter to the secretary 
of the Geographic Society A. A. Dostoevsky. The letter 
was sent to Russia together with the objects found. In this 
letter P. K. asked academician S. F. Oldenburg and 
prof. P. S. Popov to examine the Khara-Khoto finds [4). 

In December 1908 in the Guidui valley of North
Eastern Tibet (modern Heyin, Qinghai prov.) P. K. Kozlov 
received a reply from the deputy president of the Geo
graphic Society A. V. Grigoriev. Kozlov noted in his di
ary:" A. V. Grigoriev in the capacity of the deputy presi
dent informed me ... about my undertakings and their re
sults in Khara-Khoto. Actually it is the Tangut capital of 
Xi-xia, which existed in the 11-14 centuries. It seems, 

that the Geographic Society is very happy about this dis
covery. They suggest, that on my return way I should visit 
the historical town again to add something new to the ma
terials already discovered and transported to Peters
burg" [5). The diary note is confirmed by a draft letter to 
the Secretary of the Royal Geographic Society in London. 
P. K. Kozlov informed the Society that the third phase of 
his expedition will be dedicated to "additional and more 
detailed survey of the dead city of Khara-Khoto. In the 
meanwhile I've received a letter from the deputy president 
of Russian Geographic Society. Having examined the 
scripts and other documents, that I forwarded to Peters
burg, he hurries to congratulate me that Khara-Khoto, I 
discovered is Xi-xia, the capital of the The Tangut king
dom which existed in 11-14 centuries ... When You, Sir, 
will receive this letter, I will be on my way to southern 
Mongolia, and two months later will probably reach my 
beloved ruins ofXi-xia" [6]. 

With all respect to my colleagues, I still can not un
derstand, who and why came to the conclusion that 
P.K. Kozlov had "found" the capital of Xi-xia state. As 
early as 1833 a large monograph by Rev. Hyacinph "The 
History of Tibet and Kokonor" appeared. The book con
tained vast Chinese materials on the history of Xi-xia. By 
the time of P. K. Kozlov's expedition the Tangut capital 
was identified as the city of Ningxia (modern Yinchuan). 
Still, the magic of "the discovered capital" continued to 
attract human imagination even much later (see the works 
by L. N. Gumilev). 

From the Tangut sources we know now, that Khara
Khoto was a frontier fortress of Xi-xia, an inferior place 
settled with exiled criminals. It was, however, important as 
a citadel on the northen border of Xi-xia. The town was 
destroyed not by the Mongols but by the Chinese in 1374, 
during the Chinese-Mongol wars that took place in the 
course of the establishment of the Ming dynasty in China. 

Following the order of the Geographic Society 
P. K. Kozlov returned to Khara-Khoto by the end of 
May 1909. 

The 4th of June: "At 10 in the morning through the 
dusty mist we finally saw the grey walls of Khara-Khoto, 
and half an hour later entered the fortress and camped not 
far from the Western Gate by the corner of the North
Western suburgan ... [7] From the very first day we started 
to find texts, mostly in Chinese, paper money notes, pottery 
and kitchenware, ancient tools, utensils, etc". We have 
absolutely no idea, what Khara-Khoto is going to present 
us. Last time, at least, we have quite extensively examined 
the site itself and the surroundings of Khara-Khoto. Now 
we find no more coins, beads or metal decorations. Stand
ing on the walls of Khara-Khoto one can see the beauty 
and convenience of its location. In the N-W region was the 
residence of the prince, along the northern, western and 
southern walls there were temples and stupas. . . . In the 
south-western region - gardens and small vegetable 
fields, ... in the south-eastern corner - horse-stables and 
the garrison quarters. . . . The main avenue is running 
straight towards the high building in the center. This 
building was encircled by another finally leading straight 
towards the Eastern Gate [8]. 

Judging by his diary, P. K. Kozlov was sometimes ab
sent from the site of excavations; finds, even special ones, 
were not located on the plan of the city. P. K. Kozlov had 
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some idea of how the Tibetan script looked like, but appar
ently was not able distinguish between the Chinese and the 
Tangut characters. It all looked similar to him. 

Since excavations within the city limits were not pro
ducing the desired number of finds, P. K. Kozlov send 
some people to survey its outskirts and also decided to open 
a big stupa standing on the right bank of the dry river-bed, 
about 400 meters from the western wall. The stupa was 
I 0 metrs high and consisted of the basement, the middle 
part and the conic dome damaged either by time or by rob
bers (i. e. there had been earlier attempts to open the 
stupa). 

On June 12 the expedition began to excavate the stupa, 
where as we can assume, the major part of the Tangut 
books was found. These excavations made P.K. Kozlov 
famous as the discoverer of the Tangut books and manu
scripts. 

"The 30th of May. After inspecting the Mongols 
working, I joined my companions, who were examining 
one of the biggest stupas 200 sazhen (400 m.) to the west 
of the town. The survey proved, that it was rich in buddhist 
images and Chinese texts. Much of them were moved to 
the camp by 9 A. M., therefore I left the site immediately 
and went to the camp to sort them, clean off dust and pre
pare to pack. Like the stupa excavated last year, this one 
contained all kinds of books, pads, scrolls, icons. Found a 
very ancient mandala. One may assume, that a section of 
the stupa's dome collapsed and threw down the statues; or 
probably they were thrown there from the beginning, as 
well as books, scrolls and icons" [9]. 

The excavations of the stupa took nine days and were 
finished by June 20th. The books were moved to the camp 
on a big tar canvas and sorted there. Since no one in the 
expedition knew Oriental languages, this sorting "by 
shapes and formats" or by other criteria unknown to us. is 
one of the reason for the chaos in the Tangut collection. 
which we are still not able to overcome. P. K. Kozlov him
self attended the excavations rather irregulary. Only one 
diary note dated June 15, describing the interior of the 
stupa has survived: 'Today I took a walk to the stupa, to 
find out how many archeological objects still remains 
there, and came to the conclusion, that my guys were right. 
saying that we had taken no more than a half. In the upper 
part of the stupa everything is clear, big wooden and clay 
images in sitting postures are arranged around the wall, 
and in the middle - books and texts, big and small, in 
covers and folders, pads and scrolls" [JO]. If we compare 
two diary notes dated June 12 and June 15 we shall see, 
that in the course of the excavations P. K. Kozlov wrote 
sometimes about books chaoticallv "thrown" into the stupa 
and sometimes about books arranged in some order in front 
of the images. Later, when the news of the Khara-Khoto 
finds ("the pearl of my investigations in Inner Asia", as 
Kozlov himself once wrote) became known to the world. 
and Kozlov became world-famous, he became more in
clined to think, that everything within the stupa had been 
in perfect. "Opened the famous stupa. It was full of treas
ures. When we removed the top we saw books in silk cov
ers, standing in hundreds on shelves in complete order. 
Found more than 2000 books" (11). At present we may 
presume, that both sides of this contradictory estimation of 
"chaos" and "order" were equally true. At the bottom of the 
stupa, "on the floor", as Kozlov said, a grave was found, 
occupying the area of 3 x 4 m. belonging, as later estab-
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lished, to a female. Wooden and clay images were "sitting" 
around the deceased and books were arranged in front of 
them for their reading. Icons (thangkas) were hanging on 
the walls. The natural-size images were of exquisite style. 
On July 19 P. K. Kozlov noted in his diary: " I enjoy the 
sight of the exquisite heads of the images while writing. 
Some of them are made so artistically that look almost 
alive". ''Judging by the complection of the images one can 
see that the artist had a sense of classical beauty" (12]. The 
freshness and brightness of the colors of the icons found in 
the stupa were surprizing. But as soon as the icons were 
touched or moved, the paints were peeling off. 

At the top books and objects could be in disorder. 
Probably, something could be added to the stupa after the 
funeral, especially in winter and spring 1226, on the eve of 
the Mongol invasion. From P. K. Kozlov's diary we know 
that two stupas were opened, and there were some finds 
within the town limits. We may suggest, that a number of 
buddhist texts were put into the stupa after the funeral, as a 
precaution before the possible invasion. 

On July 19 P. K. Kozlov left the folowing note :"! 
would like to take everything but have no resources to do 
so". Some part of the objects he could not take with him he 
buried in sand. There is only one note in the diary that 
contains some directions on the location of this burial: 
"Before we left Khara-Khoto, we took out the remaining 
part of our treasures and buried in sand by the descent 
from the fortress, to the south of the stupa, close to the 
wall". P. K. Kozlov could not find these things during his 
second expedition to Mongolia and Khara-Khoto in 
1923-1927, and it is possible that these objects, especially 
the outstanding sculpture that was inside "the famous 
stupa", are still there. 

Originally, everything that P. K. Kozlov brought from 
Khara-Khoto was stored in the Geographic Society . On 
January 29, 1910 P. K. Kozlov wrote to S. Th. Oldenburg 
from Moscow: ''All the Khara-Khoto materials are stored 
meanwhile in the free upper rooms of the Society. 
A. I. Ivanov and V. L. Kotvitch are involved in its sorting. 
Ivanov has found a dictionary that provides a possibility to 
decipher the script of Xi-xia (13) .... The question of the 
future destiny of Khara-Khoto is not yet settled. I, per
sonally , incline in favour of the Academy or the Asiatic 
Museum. Hope, You have the same views, don't 
You?" [14) 

Everything went according to his expectations. All 
books and manuscripts were handed over to the Asiatic 
Museum of the Academy of Sciences, the direct predeces
sor of the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies. 
Icons, sculpture, etc. first went to the Ethnological De
partment of the Russian Museum. Later they were trans
ferred to the Hermitage. 

Thus "Wen-hai bao-yun" was placed in the Asiatic 
Museum. This Museum at first was located in a group of 
buildings adjacent to the St. Petersburg Academic Center 
on the University embankment 5. Later the Museum was 
transferred to the new building of the Academic Library. In 
1930 it became the Institute of Oriental Studies of the 
Academy of Sciences. Here the manuscripts and books 
from Khara-Khoto survived the siege of Lenigrad. After 
the war they were moved to their present location - to 
Dvortsovaya embankment 18. 

Initially prof. A. I. Ivanov was involved in sorting and 
identifying the manuscripts. Besides "Fan-han he-shi 
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zhang-zhong zhu" he discovered Tan1,'Ut explanatory dic
tionaries - "The Homophones" (Tong-yin) and "The Sea 
of Scripts"(Wen-hai) and also thematic dictionaries. It is 
hard to say whether "Wen-hai bao-yun" was among the 
dictionaries identified by A. I. Ivanov. in his paper dated to 
1918, "The Monuments of the Tangut Writing" 
A. I. Ivanov mentions: "I. A dictionary of the Tangut 
signs arranged according to their initial sounds (labial, 
palatial, alveolar) without detailed explanations. II. A dic
tionary of the Tangut signs compiled after the pattern of 
the famous Tang dictionary "Guangyun" and titled "The 
Sea of Scripts". III. A thematic one (with no title)" [15], 
i. e. A. I. Ivanov mentions here the three dictionaries:"The 
Homophones", "The Sea of Scripts" and ''The Mixture of 
Signs". "Wen-hai bao-yun" - "The Precious Rhymes of 
the Sea of Signs" is not mentioned here.) 

By 1918 A. I. Ivanov compiled a Tangut-Chinese
Russian dictionary covering 3000 characters. The diction
ary was submitted to the Academy of Sciences Publishing 
House, but the publication was cancelled because of the 
civil war in Russia. On February 9, 1935, A. I. Ivanov 
wrote in a letter to V. M. Alexeyev: "It is a pity, that 
Nevsky has not examined my manuscript, which had been 
left in the Academy and remained there from 1919 till 
1922, when I took it back because of my decision not to 
write anything again. My manuscript bears the marks of 
being taken and returned". This dictionary disappeared 
probably in summer 1937, when A. I. Ivanov was arrested 
as a Japanese spy. As the investigation claimed, he had 
been recruited by the Japanese intelligence during the 
Russian-Japanese war of 1905. He was arrested as the head 
of the group of orientalists (his student N. A. Nevsky was 
also among the arrested in autumn 1937 in Leningrad. At 
the beginning of the 60s the Leningrad Institute of Oriental 
Studies officially addressed the KGB (State Security) for 
any information about Ivanov·s dictionary. The reply was 
that KGB archives did not possess this manuscript. 

After the October revolution, A. I. Ivanov was in
volved in diplomatic service in China. Later he lived in 
Moscow. He was no longer involved in the Tangut studies. 
After N. A. Nevsky had returned from Japan, A. I. Ivanov 
abandoned "the Tangut affairs" completely. 

A. I. Ivanov was N. A. Nevsky's teacher of the Japa
nese language along with Yoshibumi Kurano and G. I. Do
lya. He was also the supervisor of N. A. Nevsky's work 
during the first years of his stay in Japan - Nevsky went 
there at the beginning of his university career. Later they 
met in Beijing in 1925. During this meeting, probably un
der Ivanov's influence, N. A. Nevsky decided to devote 
himself to the study ofTangut texts. 

Until the end of the 20s continuous studies of the 
Tangut manuscripts were going on in the Asiatic Museum. 
At the time when this work was handed over to 
A. A. Dragunov, there rose unbelievable rumours, that 
besides the "Fan-han he-shi zhang-zhong zhu" there ex
isted one more Tangut-Chinese dictionary and a Tangut
Tibetan dictionary. On February 13, 1930 in his reply to 
the V. M. Alexeyev (who at that time was the keeper of 
Far-Eastern manuscripts), A. I. Ivanov wrote: "When 
sorting the Tangut collection, I came across no other bilin
gual Tangut-Chinese texts (i. e. different from Fan-han 
he-shi zhang-zhong zhu. - E. K. ). It is quite obvious, that 
if there were any other dictionaries, I would have made 
them known to the public ... Finally, I must say that: I. I 

regret that my efforts to compile the dictionary were lost in 
vain; 2. that N.A. (Nevsky. - E. K.) could not find the 
things in the Museum in their proper places .... In Beijing, 
for instance, N. A. has seen I. photographs of a Tangut
Tibetan bilingua, which he successfully published. Its 
original is in the Museum. 2. Three dictionaries - they 
are all in the Museum, one of them in several copies, if I'm 
correct". 

Thus we don't know, if the first investigator of the the 
Tangut collection A.I. Ivanov has seen the dictionary 
"Wen-hai bao-vun". 

Since I 93tl N. A. Nevskv started his research of the 
Tan1,'Ut collection and Tani,~t texts. We know nothing 
about N. A. Nevsky's contacts with A. I. Ivanov after his 
return to Leningrad in 1929. The situation itself was rather 
puzzling: by that time sinology in Leningrad was under 
total control of academician V. M. Alexeyev, who was also 
N. A. Nevsky's University professor. A. I. Ivanov had long 
been V. M. Alexeyev's rival since the time of their joint 
professorship in the University. V. M. Alexeyev patronage 
over N. A. Nevsky, whom he considered the best of his 
students, distracted from the Tangut studies both 
A. I. Ivanov, who lived in Moscow, and A. A. Dragunov, 
engaged in the Tangut studies at the end of the 20s and 
later becoming famous as a student of Chinese linguistics. 

We know, that "Wen-hai bao-yun" was found by 
P. K. Kozlov in the dead city of Khara-Khoto, thoush we 
don't know where exactly- probably in the "famous 
stupa". The dictionary, together with all other manuscripts 
and books. arrived to St. Petersburg, where the whole col
lection was handed over to the Asiatic Museum. There 
were no traces of this dictionary until 1990. 

This dictionary was not included into the list of dic
tionaries, identified by A. I. Ivanov. According to 
N. A. Nevsky's preface to the publication of "the Xi-xia 
signs with Tibetan transcription", in summer 1925 in Bei
jing Ivanov gave N. A. Nevsky seven photographs of the 
texts with Tibetan transcriptions discovered by 
V. L. Kotvitch in the covers of the Tangut books and two 
dictionaries: "The Homophones" and "Wen-hai za-lei". 

It is most intriguing, that after his return to Leningrad, 
when he became the only keeper of the Tangut collection, 
N. A. Nevsky was using the originals of the texts with Ti
betan transcription and the dictionary "Wen-hai bao-yun", 
but never registered any of these most important texts in 
the inventory. 

Nevsky in his article "The history of the Tangut stud
ies" says: "Besides this (Wcn-hai. - E. K.) dictionary 
(x')'lographic) the Asiatic Museum also possesses a manu
script titled "The precious Rhymes of the Sea of Scripts", 
which was most likely compiled on the basis of the dic
tionary described above. This dictionary is just a list of 
ideographs, with no explanations (only few ones and the 
analysis of graphics are provided), but phonetic groups 
with common coefficients arc separated from each other by 
a circle, like in all other Tangut dictionaries. The diction
ary consists of two parts: the first includes all the rhymes 
of the level tone (97 altogether) with all the related ideo
grams, and the second part combines the rhymes of the so 
called "rising tone" (shang-sheng) and the "falling tone" 
(ru-sheng). Their number is 86. Since the last pages of the 
dictionary are missing and the introduction survived only 
partially, it is hard to say, if there were any other tones in 
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the Tangut language, like the so called "dropping tone" 
(qu-sheng)" [16). 

N. A Nevsky mentioned this dictionary once more in 
the paper "Materials for the study of the Tangut Pronon
ciation". It was in his archives, published posthumously 
in "Tangutskaya philologia" in two volumes. There 
N. A Nevsky says, that because "Wen-hai" and "Wen-hai 
za-lei" have. not survive in their original state, there is a 
number of signs, that are difficult to attribute to any par
ticular rhyme and tone. Further he continues: "Fortunately, 
in the Institute of Oriental studies there is a manuscript 
with a list of characters arranged as a dictionary, which we 
are currently discussing, titled "The precious Rhymes of 
the Sea of Scripts" or, in more fully, "Bai-shang-guo da
wen-hai bao-yun". This manuscript is not well preserved, 
its final part is missing. The book appears to consist of two 
parts: the first part contains the signs of the level tone, the 
second - the signs of rising and falling tones. Both parts 
start with the list of rhymes - the first with the rhymes of 
the "level"tone, the second - with "rising and falling" 
tones. The ideograms attributed to the rhymes follow the 
list of rhymes in the same way as in 'The Sea of Scripts" 
but, unlike the latter, "The Precious Rhymes" provide al
most no explanations; the structure of few characters only 
is analyzed and semantics - just superficially. "The Pr~
cious Rhymes" could better be called a list of ideograms, 
compiled as a reference book but not a dictionary". Further 
N. A Nevsky suggested that the title "The Precious 
Rhymes of the Sea of Scripts of the Great State of the de
scendants of those who descended from the White High" 
was the full title of "Wen-hai" dictionary and "Wen-hai 
bao-yun" had been compiled by someone for his private 
use. N. A Nevsky concluded: ""The Precious Rhymes" are 
especially important to us, being almost the only source of 
knowledge about the rhymes not belonging to the "level" 
tone" [17]. 

Why didn't N. A Nevsky include this dictionary into 
the inventorv? Why was this dictionary considered lost for 
a long time:? Thes.e are the questions· that require an an
swer. 

N. A Nevsky fully recognized the importance of this 
dictionary and used it. Probably it was the bad condition of 
the manuscript that prevented N. A Nevsky from listing it 
in the inventory. There is N. A Nevsky's petition dated 
March 28, 1936, where he is asking to provide financial 
resources for preservation of the Tangut manuscripts and 
xylographs: 

"To the director of the department of manuscripts 
of the Institute of Oriental studies 
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR 
from N. A. Nevsky 

Petition 

Being engaged in sorting and study of the Tangut col
lection, which is unique in the world due to its richness, I 
met with several difficulties of quite external nature, i. e. a 
substantial part of the manuscripts and some of the xy
lographs practically can not be opened or unscrolled be
cause they stuck together due to the reasons of time, or 
probably because they were once wet. Some other manu
scripts fall into pieces if unscrolled, because the glue is no 
longer effective, etc. Therefore I address You a petition 
with a request to take care about providing the resources 
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necessary to improve the unsatisfactory condition of manu
scripts, their conservation and preservation. 

28.3.1936 N.Nevsky [18) ". 

Before the World War II almost none of the Tangut 
manuscripts were restored. We may think that 
N. A Nevsky has not registered the dictionary in the in
ventory only because of its bad condition and the urgency 
of its conservation. This is the reason why the dictionary, 
together with the fragments of Tangut texts with Tibetan 
transcription, appeared in the private archives of the Petrov 
family where they were discovered in 1990. 

Vsevolod A Petrov (1896-1955) candidate (Ph.D) of 
biology was born in St. Petersburg into a family of a con
servatory professor. He was well educated, his major field 
was paleo-botanics, he knew seven foreign languages. In 
the l 920-l 930s he spent many seasons in Central Asia 
and the Caucasus, his particular interest was in the rubber
bearing plants. In 1936 he received his degree of the 
'candidate of biology' in the Moscow University. At the 
beginning of the 1940s he became interested in samples of 
ancient paper and in the problems of restoration and pres
ervation of ancient books in general. In 1941 his paper 
'The analysis of ancient Mongolian paper as a monument 
of material culture" was published in "The communica
tions of the Institute of History of Material culture" [19). 
For this analysis samples of paper from Khara-Khoto were 
taken, probably Mongol manuscripts and Yuan notes. The 
basic idea of the article is, that though ancient Mongol 
paper do not coniferous cellulose as its component, traces 
of coniferous cellulose are newertheless present in it, be
cause the Mongols used to intersperse their manuscripts 
with juniper needles for better preservation. In 1940 
V. A. Petrov came to work in the Document preservation 
laboratory of the Academy of Sciences as a member of the 
senior research staff. Since January 1941 he also worked in 
the Institute of the History of Material Culture. In February 
1942 he became the chief supervisor of the photographic 
laboratory and the preservation laboratory of the Insti
tute [20]. 

There are documents, testifying that V. A Petrov had 
access to the manuscript collection of the Institute of Ori
ental Studies and that his activities there were directed by 
the famous expert in Arabic studies, academician 
I. J. Kratchkovsky. In January 1942 V. A Petrov informed 
the provisional director of the Institute of the History of 
Material Culture S. N. Babikov that as a member of the 
research-staff of his Institute he was "carrying out a re
search on paleobotanical materials as well as on the 
monuments of ancient oriental literature. This research 
\~as conducted from the point of view of history of technol
ogy of the original manuscript materials belonging to the 
Institute of Oriental Studies. The work was supervised by 
academician I. J. Kratchkovsky". V. A. Petrov further in
formed that at that time this work was "conserved" and 
asked the director to transfer him to the Library of the 
Academy of Sciences where the Institute of Oriental stud
ies was located, to be able to continue his studies 
there [21). 

In the personal record which was issued for 
V. A Petrov by a commissioner of the Institute of Oriental 
studies A. N. Boldyrev, a famous iranologist, it is men
tioned that "comrade Petrov was involved in all activities 
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connected with the preservation of the property of the Insti-
tute" (22]. · 

Finally, during the siege of Leningrad V. A. Petrov 
was responsible for preservation of all of the book and 
document funds belonging to the Academy which were left 
in Leningrad [23]. The manuscripts of the Institute of Ori
ental Studies were available to V. A. Petrov. In 1943 he 
prepared to deliver a paper on the forged Khotanese codes 
from the Central Asiatic collection. The paper was deliv
ered later, on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of aca
demician I. J. Kratchkovsky, and published after V. A. Pet
rov's death (24]. 

The dictionary "Wen-hai bao-yun" was found in 1990 
when V. A. Petrov's widow, 0. P. Petrova (specialist in 
Japanese studies) was moving from one apartment to an
other. 

0. P. Petrova (Korshunova-Solovieva), 1900-1993, 
was born in Irkutsk. In 1925 she graduated from the 
Irkutsk University as an expert in Japanese studies. In 
1930-32 she worked as an assistant professor in the Far
Eastern University (in Vladivostok). Later, together with 
her first husband N. V. Soloviev she moved to Leningrad 
where she became a teacher of Japanese in the University 
and the Naval Academy. Since 1942 she also worked in the 
Institute of Oriental studies. Her husband N. V. Soloviev 
had died during the first year of the siege of Leningrad 
(1941-1942), and on April 10, 1943 she married 
V. A. Petrov. Between 1953 and 1960 0. P. Petrova was 
employed as the professor of Japanese philology of the 
Leningrad University. 

On the 20th of July 1955 V. A. Petrov suddenly died of 
heart-attack in Uzhgorod. Since 1960 till her retirement 
0. P. Petrova has been working in the Leningrad Institute 
of Oriental studies. In the 1930s she personally knew 
N. A. Nevsky, and in the end of the 1950s participated in 
the preparation of Nevsky's papers for publication. She 
translated from Japanese his article, titled "A Short Re
search into the Grammar Particles of the Tangut Lan
guage". When she became aware that the sorting of the 
Tangut collection was resumed, she entrusted the manu
script to the author of the present paper. 

She probably did not know that among the papers of 
her late husband there were some valuable materials from 
the collection of the Institute of Oriental Studies: the dic
tionary "Wen-hai bao-yun", the Tangut texts with Tibetan 
transcription, the above mentioned fake Khotanese codes 
and a great number of Yuan money notes. All these mate
rials were found suddenly when she, old and sick as she 
was, was moving into another apartments from her old flat. 
Or, possibly, she could know about these manuscripts, but 

was afraid to return them, being afraid to spoil her late 
husband's reputation. Her own position was also rather 
uncertain, since her relations with the former director of 
the Institute, academician I. A. Orbeli were far from being 
friendly. 

The manuscripts were handed to the professor of Japa
nese philology of the University V. N. Goreglyad by his 
post-graduate student S. Bulantsev, who helped 
0. P. Petrova to her belongings. V. N. Goreglyad for
warded the texts to the Manuscript Department of the Insti
tute, their lawful owner.. 

* * * 
Now the dictionary is registered in the inventory of the 

Tangut collection under No. 8364. Before the conservation 
its general characteristics were: manuscript, a pad, 
26 x 20,5-21 cm. Approximately 85 pages. It was difficult 
to establish the exact number, because the manuscript was 
really in a bad condition, many of its pages stuck together. 
Text: 7 lines per page, 7-10 explained characters per line. 
Standard script, black ink, written with a reed or wooden 
calam. The characteristic trait of the book is that each page 
is combined of three separate sheets. When the glue desin
tegrated, the book began to crumble. The text is divided 
into two juans. Juan 1 contains the ideograms of the level 
tone, juan 2 - of the rising and falling tones. Fragments 
of the preface are also extant. 

After the restoration the number of full pages turned to 
be 90. A number of smaller fragments also survived. Now 
the pages are separated, each page is divided into two 
standard pages covered by protective film. 

The manuscript bears no date. If it is a copy of 'The 
Sea of Scripts" dictionary, then the manuscript must be 
dated after the 1130s. The preface mentions the name of 
emperor Ren-zong (1124-1193, reigned 1139-1193). 
Since his ·sacred name' is mentioned, it is most likely that 
the manuscript was produced after 1193. 

Now the dictionary is being studied and prepared for 
publication by a Japanese scholar, prof. Nishida Tatsuo, a 
famous linguist, expert in Xi-xia phonetics. Soon the 
unique monument of Far-Eastern philology will be pre
sented to the public. Tangut philologists, following the 
main trend of Chinese liguistics, attained remarkable 
achievements in the development and propagation of their 
language, script and literature. The publication of "Wen
hai bao-yun" will allow us to make one more step towards 
phonetic reconstruction of the Tangut language. 
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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

M. /. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 

TIBETAN MANUSCRIPTS OF THE 8-llTH CENTURIES A.D. 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

This survey is opening a series of publications of manu
scripts, manuscript fragments and documents of the 8-
11 th centuries A.D. preserved in the St. Petersburg Branch 
of the Institute of Oriental Studies, which can be regarded 
as a separate collection. Several scholars will take part in 
this work, including the author of this paper, 
Dr. R. N. Krapivina and Dr. Tsuguhito Takeuchi (Japan). 
This collection for a long time was not available to special
ists. Its formation took place between the last quarter of the 
l 9th century and 1925. The collection is not uniform. It 
was compiled of manuscripts and documents brought to 
St. Petersburg by two expeditions from Eastern Turke
stan and from North-Western China - of academician 
S. Th. Oldenburg (1909-10 and 1914-5) and of 
P. K. Kozlov ( 1909), and of those collected by Russian 
scholars and diplomats in Tun-huang, Turfan, Khotan, Mi
ran and Khara-Khoto. At present about 150 items belong
ing to different funds of the Manuscript Department make 
up this collection. The origin of only three parts of the 
collection is known exactly: Tibetan scrolls from Tun
huang, received in 1913 [ 1]; Tibetan wooden documents, 
bought in Miran, in the region of the Lobnor lake. in 1914 
by S. E. Malov (2): 10 items brought by the S. Th. Olden
burg's expedition in 1909-10. Most of the fragments are 
included into the Chinese Tun-huang fund and the fund of 
Tangut (Hsi-hsia) manuscripts and blockprinted books 
from Khara-Khoto (North-Western China). A group of Ti
betan materials which occurred among the Chinese and 
Tangut manuscripts was picked out while sorting these 
funds. It is still not clear how they happened to be there: 
whether they were once a part of the Tun-huang library or 
were hidden in the "'Big Mound" (suburgan) of Khara
Khoto when it was sealed in 1227. It is quite probable, 
however, that they were placed there by the members of the 
archaeological expeditions. Both expeditions - of Olden
burg and of Kozlov - brought back not only fragments 
found in the Tun-huang library and the Khara-Khoto sub
urgan, but collected in the vicinity of these sites as well. 
Kozlov's expedition collected some manuscript fragments 
among the ruins of the city of Khara-Khoto destroyed by 

the Mongol army but actually left by its inhabitants some 
centuries later. It is known that as early as the 13th century 
the Mongols published some Buddhist canonical text in the 
Tangut language. The Tangut script was in use till the 
middle of the l 6th century - it is evident from business 
documents of the Yuan dynasty and unique 14th century 
Mongolian manuscripts found among the Tangut manu
scripts. Only a small part of Tibetan fragments extracted 
from the bindings of Tangut manuscripts can be identified 
exactly as once belonging to the Big Mound hoard. As for 
the Tun-huang fund, the manuscripts brought by Olden
burg from Turfan, namely from Tuyuk-mazar in 1909-
10, were included there too. The period of restoration and 
description of these collections lasted for a long time. It re
sulted in replacing some fragments from the Khara-Khoto 
fund into that ofTun-huang. In some cases we can not find 
out precisely where these fragments come from: from the 
Tun-huang library, Turfan, the Big Mound of Khara-hoto 
or from the ruins of the same city. Some Tibetan fragments 
are stored in the Central Asian (Ser-Indian) fund: Russian 
consul in Kashgar N. Th. Petrovsky and Russian consul in 
Urumchi N. N. Krotkov, as well as S. E. Malov, made their 
contributions to the manuscript collection of the Asiatic 
Museum, the immediate predecessor of the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. A great number 
of the above mentioned manuscripts still require restora
tion; they are in a very bad condition, especially the Ti
betan manuscripts from the Khara-Khoto collection and 
the Malov manuscripts. There are two boxes of the Malov 
collection with manuscripts not even sorted because of 
their bad condition. They contain about 20 fragments of 
the po)hi type and parts of scrolls. The only criteria for 
dating these Tibetan manuscripts arc provided by palaeog
raphy and orthography (there were certain orthographic 
peculiarities in the 8-9th centuries). We mean here the 
specific semicursive script of the '"Tun-huang type" used in 
the majority of the manuscripts, or the small cursive script 
which can be found in the 10 per cent of the manuscripts. 
As for orthography, there were some special forms like 
-my- instead of -m-; the use of da-drags; no difference be-
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tween the use of the particles -pa and -ha. We can also 
point out some grammatical peculiarities, for example, the 
auxiliary verb mchis "to be" used instead of yin. 

In the following list we enumerate all the Tibetan ma
terials of our collection: 

I) 214 scrolls from Tun-huang. They were delivered to 
St. Petersburg in 1913. As L. S. Savitsky supposes, they 
were sent by N. N. Krotkov [3], the Russian consul in 
Urumchi. 

2) Tibetan fragments and inscriptions on the Chinese 
manuscripts from the Chinese Tun-huang fund that in
clude 40 items. One manuscript is of particular interest as 
it bears the Tibetan transcription of the Chinese text of 
"'Ava/okite.,'varasiitra''('?) on the back side of the Chinese 
scroll F-325 (71 lines) [4]. Its initial part is missing. The 
Tibetan manuscript can be dated not later than the 9th 
century. This text might be useful for the reconstruction of 
Chinese phonetics, that is why its publication is extremely 
desirable [5]. Most of the inscriptions on the Chinese 
manuscripts are the exercises in calligraphy, some titles of 
the siitras or some quotations from them are written. They 
have not been studied sufficiently, it is possible to find 
some business or librarian documents among them which 
deserve to be published [6]. 

3) Tibetan manuscripts and manuscript fragments 
from Khara-Khoto usually referred to under the code XT. 
It is a result of misunderstanding (the Russian abbreviation 
for "Khara-Khoto, Tibetan" - "Hara-Hoto, tibetskij"). 
Among them: 

a) 70 fragments (XT-l-XT-70) included into the in
ventory by A. S. Martynov in the late sixties. Many of 
them are not restored. They were shown to several Tibetan 
and Chinese scholars who, however, failed to identify 
them. One half of the fragments is written in cursive script, 
the other one - in Tibetan formal dbu-can. There are two 
business documents among them, one of them - XT-4 -
will be published in the present Journal by Tsuguhito 
Takeuchi. Five documents were published by L. S. Savitsky 
in the exhibition Catalogue "The lost empire of the Silk 
Road. Khara-Khoto" [7]: XT-5 (business document). XT-
16b (I folio of the "Prajiiiipiiramitii-siitra"), XT-23 (block
printed mai;i~ala with a wild boar), XT-21 (block-printed 
mai;i~ala with a tortoise) and XT-67 (a Buddhist canonical 
text, a block-printed copy-book made by a Chinese en
graver). All these need thorough investigation. 

b) 16 Tibetan manuscript fragments and drawings (No. 
XT-71-XT-86) found while sorting the Tangut manu
scripts. All of them are in a very bad condition and are in 
need of cleaning and restoring. One of these finds (XT-71) 
is a coloured mai;i~ala painted on several paper sheets fas
tened with glue. The paper is flaking. The size of the 
mai;i~ala is approximately 27 x 41 cm, it is wound onto a 
stick and cannot be unrolled completely. There seems to be 
a picture of Heruka on the mai;i~ala, the focal part of the 
mai;i~ala is occupied by a lotus-flower with the text of 
dharai;ii around it and on its petals. The fragments of some 
other coloured drawing with the planet deities have the 
number XT-79. There are two account documents (XT-77. 
XT-78) and one document dealing with taxation (XT-80) 
in the collection. The latter is in a good condition and is 
now going to be published. Among other items - there are 
fragments of Buddhist manuscripts of the po\hl type, writ
ten in semicursive script. They contain texts concerning 
the worship of different local deities. One of them (XT-72) 

is bearing the title: "kha-'bar-ma'i gtor-chen-gyi dbu'o". 
The manuscript consists of 7 odd folios, the text is incom
plete. Folio No. I 0 contains a coloured illustration with 
two key underlines: zhi-ba'i gtor-ma and pha-rol-gyi 
byang-hzlogs. 

c) About 10 folios of the "Prajilaparamita-siitra" 
(64 x 30 cm) written on dense paper were taken out of the 
bindings of Tangut manuscripts. They were folded in two 
and now need urgent restoration. Untill recently they had 
no inventory numbers. 

d) Another group of Tibetan fragments taken out of the 
bindings were presented to the Asiatic Museum by Kozlov 
himself in 1915. They are glued on 11 big folios of white 
paper and marked as "Supplement 2". There are 15 frag
ments in cursive script (Koz. 1-Koz. 5) and 16 fragments 
in formal dbu-can (Koz. 6-Koz. 11). One packet with 
7 unglued fragments of the same type is attached to the fo
lios (Koz. 12). The fragments have been only preliminarily 
surveyed. most of them contain some Buddhist texts. Only 
one seems to be of particular interest (Koz. 1). This is a 
fragment in semicursive script of the "Tun-huang type". It 
may contain some historical records. 

e) 10 big fragments are included in the Ser-Indian 
fund. These were brought by S. Th. Oldenburg from his 
first expedition to Eastern Turkestan and may come either 
from Turfan or Tun-huang. Their call numbers are 
SI 0/136---0/145. Some fragments belong to Buddhist 
siitras, dharai;ii, commentaries (SI 0/136, 0/137, 0/138, 
0/139, 0/144). We have also found letters (SI 0/141, 
0/142, 0/143) and a divination text (the so-called "mo
divination", SI 01145). 

4) 4 Tibetan manuscripts were sent to St. Petersburg 
from Eastern Turkestan by N. Th. Petrovsky: SI P/125b, 
P/133, P/134 and P/135. A complete business document 
from Khotan (SI P/135) is one of the most interesting in 
this collection. It is now being prepared for publication by 
the present author. Another document (SI P/125b) has been 
only partly preserved. One folio containing some Buddhist 
text of a commentary (SI P/133), was cut in several parts 
and then bound in a copy-book. It attracts attention by its 
dense brown polished paper, which looks like parchment. 
Such kind of paper is unusual in Tibetan manuscripts. 
Fragment SI P/134 is a folio of the po\hi type, it contains 
some text in verse resembling the "Lalita-vistara": the 
story about the choice of the place of birth. 

5) 59 separate folios and 24 sewn into a copy-book are 
kept in the N. N. Krotkov collection (SI Kr. XVI!a/4). 
S. E. Malov brought similar folios from Miran (TD-56b). 
They contain blockprinted text of "dharmakaya- [sarira]
karika". As Tsuguhito Takeuchi evidently pointed out, 
these are not quite block-printed texts, but stamps [8], and 
were used as the magic-spells inserted into Buddhist 
sculptures and small reliquaries - stupas. 

6) 57 Tibetan wooden documents, as it was said above, 
come from a separate collection bought by S. E. Malov in 
Miran village on June 17, 1914. The collection was trans
ferred from the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences to the Asiatic Museum 
onlv on March 20. 1925. The call numbers of the docu
ments are TD/l-TD/56. V. S. Vorobyov-Desyatovsky was 
the first, who not only described this collection, but also 
published four of its documents [9]. The documents can be 
dated back to the middle of the 8th - middle of the 9th 
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centuries. They contain some military dispatches and let
ters dealing with the supply of provisions to the Tibetan 
military garrison in the fortresses "Big Nob" and "Small 
Nob". The letters are addressed to Zhong-Zhang (lit. 
"Hill'', the region of modern Mazar-Tagh), where the Ti
betan Army, which occupied Eastern Turkestan, had its 
headquarters. There are also two fragments of Tibetan 
business documents on paper (Old-Uighur, Khotanese 
Saka, Sanskrit and Chinese manuscripts form the rest of 
the collection). One of the Tibetan documents is in a very 
bad condition and can hardly be restored. Another one -

M/11,2 - is legible; it contains a document concerning an 
adoption or hiring of a boy. Judging by the proper names, 
the document was composed in Khotan at the time of the 
military supremacy of the Tibetans in Eastern Turkestan. It 
will be published in the next issue of the present Journal. 
We have published the Tibetan document XT-4 from 
Khara-Khoto, prepared by Tsuguhito Takeuchi. The work 
on the document was finished in May, 1994. Soon after 
that, at the beginning of 1955, his book "Old Tibetan con
tracts from Central Asia" appeared [10). This document is 
not included in the book mentioned. 
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Tsuguhito Takeuchi 

KH. TIB. 4 (XT-4): CONTRACTS FOR THE BORROWING OF BARLEY 

Kh. Tib. 4 contains Old Tibetan loan contracts [I] for the 
borrowing of barley [2]. The manuscript is currently lo
cated in the Kozlov Collection, where it is assigned the 
number XT (i. e. Khara-Khoto, Tibetan) 4 according to the 
hand-written list of the Tibetan texts in the Kozlov Collec
tion [3]. 

Both the right edge and the bottom edge of paper are 
torn off. The remaining paper measures 18,3 x 26,5 cm. 
Besides, there are four very small fragments which are 
considered to be parts of the same manuscript. But they are 
too small to locate. The texts are written only on one side, 
leaving the verso side blank. There are two texts, which we 

shall call text A and text B. Both texts are loan contracts. 
Text A is almost complete with thirteen lines and a private 
seal of the borrower, except that the right end of each line 
is missing for one to four letters [ 4]. As for text B, how
ever, only two lines are partially legible due to damage to 
the paper. Both texts were apparently written by the same 
hand at the same time. Though the given names of the 
creditors differ, they share the family name ('t{). 

Both the names of persons concerned and the thou
sand-districts they belonged to clearly indicate that the 
contract was written in Dunhuang, in spite of the fact that 
it is currently grouped with the Kozlov Collection [5]. 

TEXT 

A 

I I : I 'brud gi lo'i dbyar I I an [chu]ng legs gyi nas rgya shegs gnyis sh[i]g 
2 stong sar gyis sde he'u dar tse I gyis snga g.yar du 'tshal te 'bul ba'i dus ni la[xx] 
3 ston sla 'bring po ma [gu]m tshun cad ['bul ba]r bgyis I I dus der ma [xx] 
4 [xxu] zhig '[tsha]l te phul du ma btub na gta' ma khang sa stong pa [lho byang xx?] 
5 Inga dang shar nub du cheg nyis shu mchis pa gta' bzhag pa yang zha[l la I xx?] 
6 gyur cig gis bsnan te I dngos bsgyur dang bcasu kho na'i sgo nas phyi phyugs [dang] 
7 nang rdzas ci la bab kyang rung ste I rang lug[su] shog rgya 'di su [chad par 'phrogs] 
8 na yang zhal mchu ma mchis par bgyis I I brgya [xxxxx?] 
9 gzhi la ma mchis sam phan phun du gyur na khas l[e]n [xxx?] 

10 kho na'i chung ma dze'u za bur tse mchid gyis 'tshal zhi[ng] [xxx?] 
11 bar bgyis I I pa'i dpang la [wa]ng kim kang dang cang !dong le [xxxx?] 
12 cang tsin hing la stsogs pa'i dpang rgya dang kho na'i sug rgya [x?] 
13 ma 'jub 'tshal btab pa' I 
14 (a round vermilion seal with an inscription:) he'u da[r] tse 

B 

I I : I 'brug gi lo'i dbyar I I im hing kog gi nas rgya sheg 
2 rgod sar gyi s[d]e dze'u [x] [keng? tse? gis] [ 

3 de ante dus cancellavit. 10 ma post na'i cancellavit. 

4 Manu!tcriplit Oricnlalia 
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TRANSLATION 

A 

1-2 In the summer of the dragon year, He'u dar-tse of the Stongsar [thousand]-district borrowed 
in advance two Chinese sheg of barley of An chung-legs. 

2-3 As for the terms of repayment, it is decided that the payment should be made no later than 
the end of the middle autumn month [of this year]. 

3--6 It is decided that in case [the borrower] should not [repay] by that time [or if] he is unable to 
repay due to [conspiring], the security, ... a vacant house [and] land of ... five ... ] from south 
to north and twenty cheg from east to west, which has been deposited as security ... , will also 
[be forfeited? ... ], and [the amount of payment] will be doubled (lit. will be added by one), 

6-8 and that. having made the object [double]. the outdoor wealth cattle, indoor treasures, what
ever [property there is] may [be forfeited] from the household of the debtor to the creditor 
himself as [is decided] in this bond, against which [the borrower] should not start any law
suit. 

8-11 It is decided that if [the borrower] is not at his home place, or if he is in bad condition, the 
guarantor, Dze'u-za (i. e. a wife from the Dze'u family) bur-tse, the wife of the debtor, is to 
take responsibility and [repay]. 

11-13 As witness to the thus decided bond, the witness seals of Wang kim-kang, Cang ldong
legs(?), Cang tsin-hing and so on, and the finger-size-measure of the debtors are hereby af
fixed. 

14 (a private seal with an inscription of the borrower:) he'u dar-tse. 

B 

In the summer of the dragon year, Dze'u [keng-tse?] of the Rgod-sar [thousand]-district 
[borrowed][ ... ] Chinese sheg of barley from (lit. of) Im hing-kog[ 

COMMENTARY 

A 

An [chu]ng legs: The creditor. He has a Chinese family name ( ~) and a Tibetan given 
name. 

2 He'u dar tse: The borrower. His name, a Chinese family name with a Chinese given name, 
may be restored as ~li'f. 

2 /a[n: The missing part may be restored as la[n 'di'i] "of this year". 
3--4 dus der ma(xxxxu]zhig '[tsha]l te: The missing parts may be restored as dus der ma [phul 

lam gya gyu] zhig '[tsha]l te "If [the borrower] does not repay at the time [limit] or if he 
conspires [not to repay]'', according to the formula. 

4 khang sa slang pa: "vacant house [and] land". Though it is not impossible to read khang-pa 
"house" instead of khang-sa "house [and] land", palaeographically sa is more probable. 
Besides, the following description of the size of it appears to be that of a land rather than a 
house. 

4-5 [/ho bya][ngXX?] Inga dang shar nub du cheg nyis shu: this seems to be a description of the 
size of the land for security. Cheg used as the unit of measurement, but is not known else
where. 

5 zha[l la]: Zhal does not fit the context here. From a comparison with parallel expressions 
(e. g. "P[elliot tibetain] 1115", I suspect it may be an erroneous spelling for yal "forfeit". 

6 gyur cig gis bsnan te: The literal rending of the clause may be "having been added by one 
gvur". but its meaning is not very clear. I tentatively interpret the clause as a paraphrase of 
the stereotyped expression, meaning "having made [the amount] double". 

7 rang /ug[su]: This phrase, meaning "to [the creditor] himself', is in contrast with the phrase 
ring-lugsu "to the commission". See p. 30 of T. Takeuchi "Old Tibetan Loan Contracts", 
Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, No. 51 (1993), pp. 25-83. 

7 shag rgya 'di su [chad par 'phrogs]: I interpret shog-rgya "paper-contract, bond" as refer
ring to this context. 'Di-su may be a mixing up of the instrumental case 'dis and the locative 
case 'di-ru, either one of which makes sense in this context. As for (chad par 'phrogs], only 
legible letters are cha and a; the other letters are restored by the present writer. 
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Dze'u za bur tse: Wife of the borrower. She is from the Dze'u (ff) family. She has a Chi
nese given name (bur-tse < Ml'f?). 
[xxx?]: The missing part may be restored to [ny'a/] "pay". 
[wa]ng kim kang: A witness. His name may safely be restored to Chinese (rffl) 
Cang !dong le[xxxx?]: A witness. His Tibetan given name may possible be reconstructed as 
ldong-le[gs]. His family name is Chinese(~). 
Cang tsin hing: A witness. He has a Chinese family name(~) with a Chinese given name 
Ut'-'?). 
ma 'jub 'tshal:'Jub must be an error for 'dzub (= mdzub) 'finger". The phrase does not make 
sense as is, and may be considered a collapsed form for 'dzub-mo-tshad "finger-measure". 

B 

Im hing kog: The creditor. He has a Chinese family name(~) and a Chinese given name. 
2 Dze'u [keng-tse?]: The borrower. He has a Chinese family name (ff) and a Chines given 

name. 

Notes 

I. For more details on the Old Tibetan contracts in general, see T. Takeuchi, "Old Tibetan Loan Contracts", Memoirs of the Re
search Department of the Toyo Bunko, No. 51 (1993), pp. 25-83, and T. Takeuchi, Old Tibetan Contracts from Central Asia (Daizo 
Shuppan, Tokyo,1995). 

2. This text has never been published, nor has its existence been mentioned before. I studied this text during my visit to the Institute 
in 1990. 

3. The Tibetan texts of the Kozlov Collection are placed together in a box. There is a hand-written provisional list. According to the 
list, the texts were numbered in 1967 from XT-1 through XT-70. Among them, I found four Old Tibetan manuscripts: i. e. two Buddhist 
texts and two documents. One document is a contract that concerns us here and the other is a glegs-tshas text (cf. § 4.2). The contract is 
considered to have been written and most possibly unearthed in Dinhuang in spite of its bearing a XT number (cf. fn. 5 below). 

4. Although the right edge of the first line is also tom off, no letters seem to be missing judging from the context; in other words, 
only the first line is complete. This helps us count the number of missing letters in the following lines. 

5. It is enigmatic to find a manuscript from Dunhuang among the Kozlov Collection, because the Kozlov Expedition did not visit 
Dunhuang. When I asked about this to Prof. Men'shikov during his visit to Kyoto, he suggested a possibility that some mistakes and con
fusion figured during the process of arrangement, classification and preservation of the manuscripts brought by different expeditions at 
the Institute. If such is the case, I would infer that this manuscript was originally brought by the Oldenburg expedition who is known to 
have visited Dunhuang, and was mistakenly placed into the Kozlov Collection. Among the Oldenburg Collection I have found, among 
others, two Old Tibetan letters, one of which apparently belonged to the period ofGui-yi-jun, and an Old Tibetan ma-divination text (see 
the paper by M. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya in the present Journal). 

Illustration 

Fig. I. Tibetan busines documents XT-4 (Kh. Tib. 4). 



ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Val. V. Polosin & Efim A. Rezvan 

THE ASIA TIC MUSEUM PROJECT: 
1. DATA-BASE ON MUSLIM SEALS 

The St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies, Academy of Sciences, Russia, is the oldest center 
for oriental studies in the country. Its history dates back to 
November 11 (23) , 1818. when the Asiatic Museum was 
founded within the framework of the Russian Imperial 
Academy of Sciences. 

The St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies is famous today for its collection of ancient and 
medieval oriental MSS, the largest in the Russian Federa
tion. It can only be compared to the collections of the Brit
ish Library and Bibliotheque Nationale. The collection in
cludes 30 funds, the total amount of MSS is 85 thousand 
units. Here one can find texts produced in the Near, Mid
dle and Far East. as well as from Innermost and South 
Eastern Asia, written in sixty languages and dialects on 
different sorts of paper, parchment, leather, palm leaf, 
birch bark, wood, metal, stone - practically on all mate
rials ever used for writing. Some of the funds of the collec
tion of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Orien
tal Studies are unique or very rare. Among them there are 
the collections of Tangut secular and Buddhist MSS, Old
Khwarezmian business documents, the best European col
lection of the Tibetan MSS and block-printed books, MSS 
representing the written tradition of the Karaites of the 
Crimea, a collection of Muslim MSS created in the late 
Middle Ages in the regions of the Volga river. the Cauca
sus and Central Asia [I]. 

In August 1992, according to the results of an open 
competition, the Ministry of Science. High School and 
Technology of the Russian Federation took the decision to 
start sponsoring the project .. Asiatic Museum" presented 
by ihe St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies. The aim of the project is to produce a data-base on 
the MSS collection of the Institute as a part of the future 

I 

net of data-bases to be created in the principal museums 
and research centers of St. Petersburg. For some time the 
"Asiatic Museum" project was sponsored by the Russian 
Foundation for Fundamental Researches. 

It will be a three level computer description of all the 
MSS collections. The differences between the levels are 
connected with the scope of description and the degree of 
access freedom to the information via the network. The 
first level represents basic information on a MS, which is 
almost common to all the national manuscript traditions. 
The second includes image files of incipit and some other 
elements of a MS as well as the block of codicological in
formation. The questions which are posed by a scholar to a 
MS on the second descriptive level are common to all the 
MSS within the corresponding national tradition. The third 
level of description can be connected with any specific ap
proach to this or that kind of manuscripts or any of their 
features. On the second and third level it will be possible to 
use national languages for the description [2]. 

It was decided to start the creation of the "Asiatic Mu
seum" data-base with nearly ten thousand Arabic [3] and 
ten thousand Tibetan MSS from the above mentioned col
lection.The latter will be described by Russian scholars to
gether with the Asian Classics Input Project (USA, 
Dr. Michael P. Roach, Director). 

Unfortunately, because of the shortage of funds we 
have to begin the work not with the general description, 
but with the two data-bases of the third level. The paper by 
Efim Rezvan which was presented at the Durham Univer
sity in December 1993 was devoted to one of them - the 
data-base on the early Qur'an MSS [4]. A computer data
base on seals in Muslim manuscripts is the subject of the 
present paper. 
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Only few catalogues of Muslim manuscripts mention 
the existence of the owner's seals in MSS. Usually the de
scription of seals is confined only to their owner's names 
and their date (if these are available in their legends). 
Meanwhile, our preliminary statistics shows that nearly 
one forth or even one third of Muslim MSS have one or 
several imprints of their former owner's seals. This rich 
historical and cultural material is omitted while describing 
the MSS. In our opinion, this practice has a bad influence 
on the development of Muslim sphragistics as a whole. 

At present, we can hardly speak about the sphragistics 
of the Near and Middle East of the period after the Muslim 
expansion [5]. 

In Western Europe and Russia interest for Muslim 
seals rose in the l 8th century. It became even greater in the 
l 9th century. But only at the end of the 20th century, after 
the first catalogues of individual collections had been pub
lished, there appeared the possibility to examine the prob
lem in a new perspective. The year 1981 added 13 8 Mus
lim seals from Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris [6] to the 
72 published by J. Hammer-Purgstal in 1850 [7]. After
wards 155 waqf seals from the Turkish collections 
(1984) (8] and 67 seals and 175 imprints ofBukhara seals 
(1987) [9] were published by Turkish and Soviet scholars. 
L. Kalus recently announced the publication of nearly 
200 seals from the collections of the Ashmolean museum 
in Oxford. 605 seals from the Hermitage collection 
(St. Petersburg, Russia) were catalogued but only 70% of 
the inscriptions are deciphered by now [10]. The publica
tion of several other collections seems to be expected in the 
near future. It should be taken into account that several 
seals were published separately [ 11]. 

Publication of seal-matrices is very complicated and 
laborious. It is connected not only with reading many leg
ends of a very specific calligraphy and contents, but also 
with the necessity of arranging them in some system based 
on the chronology and geographic attribution of the ob
jects. To do this now when Muslim sphragistics is "non 
existent" is really a difficult task. 

The imprints of owner's seals present an independent 
object of research and description within the frames of 
Muslim sphragistics. In comparison with seals-matrices 
they have a special advantage. Pages of manuscripts bear 
much more imprints of seals in comparison with the num
ber of seal-matrices preserved in museums and private 
collections. That is why the study of imprints can give us a 
much more detailed picture of how their shapes and styles 
were changing in the course of time and from region to 
region. Being a part of a manuscript, imprints still exsist in 
the necessary historical and cultural background which 
was lost by seal-matrices (12]. 

The task of reading a legend seems to be the most 
complicated. Most often they bear the names of persons 
never mentioned in any other source. For example, two 
oval seals with the legends: '"al-Mutawakkil · ata Allahi 
·Abdallah b. · Abd al-Salam. 1199 H." and '"Mul,tammad 
Shakir b. Al,tmad Shah Madjkaravi" seem to have nothing 
in common except their shape. The imprints of these seals 
were found in manuscripts C 2023 and C 2027 of our col
lection. With the help of written additions to these manu
scripts we can find out that the above mentioned seals be
longed to a grandfather and his grandson. Thus the second 

II 

seal can be dated to the middle of the I 9th century. The 
owners of both seals were Russian subjects and this fact 
enables us to continue the biographical research if neces
sary (13]. 

The vastness of the seal-imprints repertoire and the 
possibility of research on them within wider historical and 
cultural context (manuscript background) make the im
prints of owner's seals a really important sphragistic 
source. This special selection of seals will be of great im
portance for the research on Muslim seals in general. It 
could help in establishing significant dates and locations 
and thereby stimulate the description of the museum's seal 
collections. On the other hand the proposed data base will 
give the possibility to verify dates and locations of many 
Muslim manuscripts from different collections. 

The proposed data base will contain the following two 
principal points: I. Basic "passport" data on a MS: coun
try, city, library, shelf code, and number of the folio with 
seal-imprint; other folios of the manuscript with the same 
imprint or other manuscripts with the same imprint are 
also taken into account marked with the sign of special in
quiry. 2. Image file (representation of the seal imprint, 
scale sufficient to see the details). 
To classify the imprints according to any of their features 
or groups our data-base will contain the following points: 
I. Form of the imprint (round, oval, rectangle, square, al
mond shaped, hexagonal, octagon, rhomboid, etc.). 
2. Dimensions (in millimeters). 3. Type of seal: a) intaglio 
(text in white); b) embossed (text in black or other color); 
c) combined (texts in white and other color). 4. Seal legend 
(full text in original language; undeciphered words will be 
marked by dots; standard note for illegible legend will be 
''illegible". 5. Scallops of the seal (YIN) 6. Name of the 
seal's owner (taken from the legend) 7. Motto (aphoristic 
part of the legend, if present) 8. Date engraved on the seal 
9. Shape of the cartouche with text (according to the num
bered templets, for brevity) 10. Belonging to waqf (YIN) 
11. Additional notes (important mainly for the compilers 
of the data-base: bibliographical data if published; exis
tence in other manuscripts of imprints close in this or that 
point to the imprint described - important for the ty
pology; existence of the same imprints in the manuscripts 
from other collections; biographical data of the owner of 
the seal, etc.). 

We decided not to reserve special sections for the de
scription of such important characteristics of imprints as 
different types of seal's fillet and decorative elements. The 
typology which is not far advanced as well as the absence 
of generally accepted terminology make it impossible. 
Nevertheless image files will give the possibility to obtain 
full information about the elements of the imprint men
tioned above (not in the automatic mode, but in the way of 
free sorting and comparison of the imprints; typological 
observations of this kind will be mentioned under 
Point 11). 

Every described seal adds new information to the his
tory of this or that manuscript and the biography of its 
owner. It is not important even whether this person is 
mentioned in historical sources or not. According to the 
famous Russian scholar V. S. Lublinsky, "it is necessary to 
study and publish indexes of names even of a "secondary" 
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and "third rate" former owners of books, as well as lists of 
their books, even of insignificant ones. Only after the ap
pearance of such publication chains, series, spheres and 
regularities will start to reveal themselves among the poor 
infinity of isolated, single or accidental facts" [ 14). 

In connection with separate MS collections often 
stored as museum collections of rarities, this approach 
seems to be of great importance. Modem collections are 
only the result of destruction and disunity of medieval pri
vate and public libraries as well as of centuries long 
movements of manuscripts from one city or country to an
other. As for the previous state of these masses of MSS, all 
modem collections have accidental repertoire and all are a 
complement to each other. Only due to the study of seal 

imprints it became possible to collect the 62 Arabic MSS 
titles from the library of Mul;lammad Parsa (d. 822/1420) 
scattered about the depositories of St. Petersburg (Russia), 
Kazan (Russia), Tashkent (Uzbekistan), Dushanbe (Tadji
kistan) and Paris (France). 

Only a unified data-base embracing all possible seals 
and imprints can be of primary importance. Bearing in 
mind such a perspective for the project we can predict with 
confidence that it will be significant contribution to the 
formation of Muslim sphragistics in general, to the identi
fication of hundreds and thousands of illegible imprints, to 
the study of miniature calligraphy and its special style, to 
the research of problems connected with the medieval li
braries in the Muslim Orient. 
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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

A. Alikberov & E. Rezvan 

'ADJA'IB AL-MAKHLUQAT BY ZAKARIY A' AL-QAZWiNi (d. 682/1283): 
16th-CENTURY ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT 

FROM THE ST.PETERSBURG ACADEMIC COLLECTION 

Brief Presentation 

Among the masterpieces of the Muslim manuscript art pre
served in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies. Russian Academy of Sciences, 
there is a splendidly illuminated l 6th-century Arabic co
py of the famous -£osmography 'Adjii'ib al-malsfl.liiqiit 
wa IS!!_arii'ib al-mawdjiidiit ('The MaiVels of Creation and 
the Rarities of Existence") by Abu Yahya Zakariya' 
b. Mul;iammad b. Mal;imud al-Qazwini (600/1203-
682/1283) (1]. 

Al-Qazwini is one of the most famous authors of the 
'adjii'ib genre of Muslim literature. He is often compared 
with such celebrated authors as Herodotus and Plinius. His 
works. and particularly his 'Adjii'ib al-malsfl.liiqiit, trans
lated later into Persian and Turkish. greatly influenced the 
world's outlook of the Muslim Orient [2]. 

Geographical frames of the 'Adjii'ib al-malsfl.liiqiit 
cover the Near and the Middle East, Central and South
East Asia, China, India, Ceylon, the Caucasus and coun
tries of the Mediterranean, North Africa, Andalusia, etc. 
Al-Qazwini visited many countries travelling with trade 
caravans. He also recorded many stories told by pilgrims, 
merchants and dervishes. Some of these stories and de
scriptions are based on some fantastic oral tradition; one of 
the author's aims was to amuse his readers. The work pres
ents the whole picture of the universe, planets and constel
lations, angels and monsters. spheres of the air, water and 
earth, "strange" people, as well as the vegetable and ani
mal kingdoms ... 

The manuscript (inventory number D-370) was pur
chased in 1914 in Athens through the intermediary of 
Georges Gues. It is dated by 988/1580 and contains 
231 folios (some folios are missing). The size of its pages 
is 34.5 x 24 cm .The text is framed with blue, red and two 
golden lines, the latter are traced with thin black lines; the 
surface occupied by the text measures 24.5 x 18. l cm. 
There are 22 lines per page, written in calligraphic classi
cal black naskhi characteristic of the Persian scribes' style 
of the period. Red ink and enlarged letters were used to 

mark all the key words. The titles of the chapters are writ
ten in dark blue and gold. 

The colophone, written in black ink on the last page is 
in the same handwriting as the main text; it contains the 
date of copying and the name of the copyist - al-'!bad al
din b. Madjd al-din al-lsfahani. 

The binding with a flap, which is as old as the manu
script itself, is made of paper sheets closely pasted together 
and covered with dark-brown leather. A stamped golden 
frame is decorating the binding on both sides. An applique 
device is skillfully set in the centre of the binding. It has a 
quasi-ellipsoid form with a stamped plant pattern against 
the guilded background. 

There are six imprints of the three owners' seals and 
few dated marginalia on the first page of the manuscript. 
Two imprints of the biggest seal belong to al-Sayyid Mu
hammad ·Arif al-Rushdi, three others - to some person 
named 'Afifa. The last seal belongs to one '!bad Allah. 
Many people are mentioned in marginalia as the owners of 
the book (~·iihib hazii 'l-kitiib). Among them the above
mentioned 'Afifa (1147/1733--4), '!bad Allah Ahmad b. 
Mul;iammad Baqir al-Q.iahrumi (1269/1851-2), J:la~i 
Mu~tafa b. J:ladji Yahya' Katkhodayi (1289/1872-3). 

The manuscript is richly illuminated. It contains deco
rative · unwiin, 11 asrtonomic tables and 4 drafts of the 
spheres of heaven, 25 star charts and 426 miniatures. Their 
size vary between 80.0 x 22.0 (fol. 76 b) and 
30.0x 18.7 cm. (fol. 230b). As a rule, they are not framed. 
The palette looks vivid and rich. The drawings reveal a 
bold and firm hand. The repertoire of the miniatures is 
typical of the other known 'A4l_ii'ib al-makhliiqiit (3] 
manuscripts. 

Even a superficial examination of the handwriting and 
miniatures leaves little doubt that the manuscript was cop
ied and illuminated somewhere in the region of Bagh
dad - Tabriz. The manuscript is waiting for a thorough 
and detailed analysis which will establish its place within 
the iconographic tradition of illustrating 'A4l_ii'ib a/
malsfl.liiqiit. 
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Notes 

I. Besides the above-mentioned manuscript there are also three other copies of 'Adja 'ib al-mafsh.liiqat in the Institute collection. The 
oldest one- E-7- was copied in the 14th century; B-1727 represents only a part of the text- it was copied in 989/1581; C-594 is 
dated by 114711733. See: AU. Pope (ed.), A Survey of Persian Art, (Oxford, 1939), pl. 854; E. Kuhnel, Persische Miniaturmalerei, 
(Berlin, 1959), pl. 12; J. A 0. Badiee, An Islamic Cosmography: The lllustrations of the Sarre Qazwini (Ph. D. Thesis, The University 
of Michigan, 1978), pl. 93. 

2. On al-Qazvini and his works see: Studies on Zakariya ·b. Mu~ammad al-Qazwini (d.1283), i-ii,. Collected and reprinted by Fuat 
Sezgin, (Frankfurt am Main), 1994. 

3. On the characteristic repertoire of the miniatures in al-Qazwini's Cosmography see: S. Carboni, "The London Qazwini: An Early 
14th-Centiry Copy of the 'At!J.'a'ib al-mafsh.liiqat'', Islamic Art, III, 1988-1989, p. 18-27. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

"Rasii'il al-lfikma" I-XIV ("Poslaniya mudrosti" 1-
XIV): Iz druzskikh rukopisej CPbF IV RAN (A 173). 
Faksimile rukopisi; predisloviye, issledovaniye (gl. II, 
III), izbranniye perevody s arabskogo, glossariy M. A. 
Rodionova; gl. I issledovaniya Val. V. Polosina". -
SPb.: Tsentr "Peterburgskoe vostokovedenie"' 1995. -
272 s. 

"Rasii'il al-lfikma ("The Epistles of Wisdom"). Publi
cation of the text, selected Russian translations, intro
duction, commentary and glossary". St. Petersburg, 
1995 (272 p.). 

The Institute of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences (St. Petersburg Branch) in cooperation with the 
St. Petersburg Centre for Oriental Studies, Publishing 
House (founded in 1992), have issued recently the book 
which represents the first publication in a new series 
"Pamyatniki kul'tury Vostoka. Sankt-Peterburgskaya na
uchnaya seriya" (""The monuments of culture of the Orient. 
St. Petersburg scientific series"), offered by the Institute 
and based exclusively on materials from its rich collection 
of oriental manuscripts. The main aim of this series is the 
publication of unique or rare manuscripts from the Insti
tute' s collection. 

The book is devoted to the l lth century Druse relig
ious canon formally named Rasii 'ii al-ljikma 1 and consists 
of three chapters: Ch. I "Druse manuscripts of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies" (by Val. V. Polosin); Ch. II "A survey 
of the Druse faith" and Ch. 111 "Rasii 'ii al-ljikma as a his
torical and cultural phenomenon" (both written by 
M. A. Rodionov.). It also includes a short editor's preface, 
the Russian translation of four rasii 'i I and a glossary of re
ligious and philosophical terms (about I JO items) - all by 
M. A. Rodionov, as well as a summary in English. The 
main part of the book (202 of its 272 pages) is a facsimile 
of the manuscript A-173 from the Institute 's collection. 

This publication is valuable from many points of view. 
It is the first Russian edition of the Druse canon - the ba-

sic source of the Druse faith: the manuscript A-I 73 in
cludes the first 14 of the 111 rasii 'ii forming the canon 2. 

It is supposed that these epistles go back to the Fati
mid caliph al-J:lakim (d. 411/1021) and Hamza b. 'Ali 
(d. 433/1042), the founders of the Druse religious system. 
The excellent Russian translation is worth special atten
tion. At the same time, the publication is of great impor
tance to the world orientalia in general. One can find only 
few publications of selected texts and translations from the 
canon 3. These publications do not include facsimiles, 
which in some cases are preferable for scholars. The sup
plement contributed by Val. V. Polosin is the first detailed 
description of all Druse manuscripts from the collection of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies (there are 12 manuscripts 
representing all th::: canonical texts and a number of me
dieval writings on the Druse religious system) 4 . In spite of 
many publications on the history and ideology of the 
Druses, there is not still serious complex study of their 
manuscript tradition. The author insists that the creation of 
a general catalogue of Druse works is one of the most ur
gent tasks in the field of modern Arabic and Islamic stud
ies. He shows also the possible ways to realize it. 

Apart from one unfortunate misprint on page 9 (two 
lines of preface are repeated), there are some miner re
marks. It is not clear, for instance, why rasii 'ii I, II, IV and 
V were distinguished from the rest and chosen for transla
tion; anyway, the reason for this selection is not explained. 
The epistles devoted to the basic Druse doctrines and 
"truths" (al-~aqii 'iq), and to their interpretation (see fo
lios 3 la, 37b, 54a, 76b of the facsimile) seem to us much 
more important and worthy of translation. 

The statement that rasii 'ii I-XV represent the "core" 
of the Druse canon, appears to be rather questionable, even 
though they are connected with the names of the founders. 
The cover of the book, contrary to its running title, has no 
indication that it represents only a part of the whole canon. 
The title Rasii 'ii al-ffikma, given on the cover, does not 

1 None of the manuscripts representing the Druse canon or its various parts, have title, except for the one from Milnchen (Rasti 'ii 
al-Hikma, 13-14). 

• 2 According to the list by Silvestre de Sacy, who was the first to classify all the rasa 'ii of the canon. See his Expose de la religion 
des Drozes (Paris, 1838 ), ii. 

3 S. de Sacy, Chrestomathie arabe, (Paris, 1826) ii; some translations from the canon are included in his "Expose de la religion des 
Druzes". See also: M. G. S. Hodgson, "Duruz", El, 2nd. ed., Il, p. 634. 

4 Rasti 'ii al-l:fikma, 10-34. 
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reflect the real contents, which can hinder the publication 
of other canonical texts in this series 1• 

The term "al-tawlJid" is used by M. Rodionov as a 
synonym of the Druse faith (pp. 35, 48, 65--0, 68, etc.). 
But 'ilm al-tawlJid is eponymous not only of their faith, but 
also of Ash'ari's kaliim. The Druses, like the Isma'ilis, 
from whom they separated, adopted many points of the 
doctrine of the God's unity (tawlJid) and attributes (sifiit 
Allah) from kaliim 2 . On the other hand, all the Muslims 
consider themselves al-muwalJIJidiin and identify them
selves, in general terms, with ah/ al-taw/:lid. Following the 
Druse tradition, the author identifies "ta'wif' with Shi'ism 
(p. 67), while in reality it is the method of symbolic and 
allegorical interpretation of the Qur'an (in opposition to 

Giacomella Orofino. Sekoddesa. A Critical Edition of 
the Tibetan Translations with an Appendix by Raniero 
Gnoli on the Sanskrit Text. - "Serie Orientale Roma", 
LXII, Roma, 1994. 

The study of written sources in the languages of India, 
Central Asia and Far East has the strong and profound 
tradition in Italy. The school founded by Giuseppe Tucci is 
successfully maintained by his pupils and followers. The 
book considered here testifies to the fact convincingly. This 
book presents the starting point of a big project aimed at 
the study of the Kalacakra school. It was set in I 99 I under 
the guidance of Prof. Raniero Gnoli. Two forthcoming vol
umes will contain commentaries on "Sekoddesa": "Critical 
Edition of the Sanskrit Texts" (part 1) and "Critical Edi
tion of the Tibetan Texts" (part 2). The translation of the 
Sanskrit text reconstructed by R. Gnoli, along with that of 
three commentaries will be included in the third volume 
(see p. 128). 

G. Orofino has already acquired the reputation of a 
good specialist in textology after her paper "Divination 
with Mirrors. Observations on a Simile found in the 
Kalacakra Literature" delivered at the 6th Seminar of the 
International Association for Tibetan Studies in Fageraes 
(Norvey), in 1992 (see "Proceedings of the 6th Seminar", 
vol. 2, Oslo, 1994, pp. 612-28). To evaluate the signifi
cance of Orofino's work, few words should be said about 
the Kalacakra system and some problems connected with 
its studies in Europe. 

Though the Kalacakra system was being examined by 
scholars from the very beginning of the l 9th century, it is 
still hardly possible to say anything definite about the place 
and the time of its creation as well as about the interpreta
tion of its philosophy. The Kalacakra school seems to be 
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taqlid "clothing with authority"). It was widely used not 
only by Shi'a authors, but also by the Ash'aris, Shafi'i and 
Hanbali Sufis, Isma'ilis and many others. Moreover, not 
all Shi'is use ta'wil to interpret the Qur'an: for example, 
the Zaydites, in contrast to the Imamites, do not identify 
themselves with ah/ al-ta'wil. The latter term is close to 
ah/ al-biirin, which is a self-definition of the Isma'ilis. 

These minor remarks do not concern the essence of the 
problem considered in the book and therefore can not re
duce its significance. We hope that the authors will succed 
in publishing all the remaining texts of the Druse canon. 
This really will be a valuable contribution to Druse studies. 

A. Alikberov 

conceived not only as "the culmination of medieval Indian 
Buddhism before its decline", as Orofino truly states (p. 9), 
but as some specific teaching having its particular aim. In 
the texts the Vajrayana was substantiated as a sacred sys
tem, that was later evolved in Central Asia and Tibet. Un
der the threat of being absorbed by other religious systems, 
especially after Buddhism had been influenced by some 
dogmas of Mani's teaching, Christianity and Islam, the ef
forts of Indian Buddhist philosophers was concentrated on 
creating and codifying the esoteric system addressed to the 
elite, but not to the common believers of Mahayana and 
Hinayana. The development of the new system started be
yond the boundaries of India, where the Vajrayana had ap
peared about A.O. 1000 (see: D. S. Ruegg, "Problems in 
the Transmission of Vajrayana Buddhism in Western Hi
malaya about the Year 1000", Acta Indologica 6, I 984, 
pp. 369-81). The texts of the Kalacakra system were 
never consolidated in the Indian literary tradition due to 
the time shortage, but, judging by a fair amount of quota
tions from it in many other Buddhist works, the Kalacakra 
was highly esteemed. Some Sanskrit commentaries on the 
Kalacakra literature, along with the texts of the Kalacakra 
system itself, were partly translated into Tibetan and 
Chinese. 

The tasks set before the author of the book were the 
following: 1) to analyse the generally accepted theories 
about the place and the time of the creation of the 
Kalacakra system; 2) to bring together as many as possible 
Tibetan translations of the "Sekoddesa"; 3) to evaluate 
these translations as well as the editors' part in the forma
tion of the system; 4) to reveal possible differences from 
the Sanskrit original - linguistic mistakes and termino
logical errors. One of the aims of the work is to enable the 
reconstruction of the Sanskrit text. 

1 The texts of the whole canon are in the collection of the Institute of Oriental Studies in St. Petersburg: Ms A-175 includes 25 texts 
(XV-XL); Ms A-177 - 15 texts (XLI-LV}, etc. (See: Val. V. Polosin, Druse manuscripts of the Institute of Oriental Studies -
Rasii 'ii al-lfikma, 10-34). 

2 The specification of the Druse interpretation of this term is based on the assumption that caliph al-I;Iakim himself represented Al
lah in His unity; that's why Hamza b. 'Ali called this religion al-taw/Jid and al-Hiikim himself was called "Our Lord" by his followers 
(See: B. C. de Vaux, "Druzes", EI, I, 1075-7). 
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Orofino accomplished this difficult task, though in the 
Introduction she puts it more modestly: .. In completing this 
edition my aim was to present a text confirming with the 
readings and the meaning of the various commentaries ... 
both in Sanskrit and Tibetan" (p. 38). 

Let us now turn to the data adduced by Orofino in her 
Introduction ... Sekodde§a" is one of the parts of the basic 
texts of the Kalacakra school - .. Paramadibuddha" 
or .. Mulakalacakratantra'', initially containing about 
12 OOO stanzas. The Sanskrit text of the "Paramadibuddha" 
is almost completely lost. It is also not clear whether it was 
ever translated into Tibetan. In her critical edition Orofino 
managed to use all the available versions of the Tibetan 
Kanjur - 7. Apart from the well known block printed 
texts, she used some rare manuscript copies, which had not 
been involved into the study of Kalacakra earlier ("'Phug 
brag Manuscript Kanjur'', .. Stag Palace Manuscript Kan
jur", .. Them spangs-ma Kanjur" from the Ulan Bator Li
brary, as well as the London and Tokyo copies of the 
Manuscript Kanjur). She found that two different transla
tions of the .. Sekoddesa" were represented in these Kanjur 
versions. Their appearance was connected with some po
litical and social events in Tibet in the I Ith century. One 
of these thranslations - "'Text A" ("'Bro" after the name 
of the translator) was made in the second half of the I Ith 
century, whereas the second one - "Text B" ("Rva" by the 
same reason) was made by the end of the 11 th century. 
There is much difference between the translations. Accord
ing to Orofino, the second translation, though of a later 
period, has preserved a number of archaic forms and its 
language appears to be much more clear. Comparing all 
the manuscripts and x-ylogrphs available, Orofino managed 
to ascertain that the Eastern tradition of translations ren
dered the Sanskrit original better than the Western one, 
which goes against the accepted evaluation of the two 
traditions. 

It is worth noting that some considerations of Orofino 
are of great value. First of all, she seems to have correctly 
determined the place of .. Sekoddesa" in "'Paramadibud
dha". It formed a part of its fifth chapter. In the first half of 
the I Ith century, however, "Sekoddesa" was circulated in 
North India as an independent text. It allows us to suggest, 
that the "'Sekoddesa" was included in .. Paramadibuddha" 
much later, at the final period of the codification of the 
Kalacakra. We can get some information about its struc
ture only from the Tibetan authors of the 14th century 
(namely from Bu ston). It is quite possible, that the com
plete text of Kalacakra never reached Tibet, its manu
scripts being destroyed in India in the course of the wars 
which overwhelmed the country after the lOth century. 
Secondly, Orofino confirms the J. Newman's opinion on 
the date of the text: its codification took place between 96 7 

and 1026, - "'403 years after the Hijra (mlecchendrava
r~am)" (pp. 15-6). This dating makes us think that the in
troduction of the sexagenary cycle in Tibet in AD. 1027 
could be connected with the appearance of the text not long 
before that time (p. 23). Finally, Orofino supports the 
J. Newman's hypothesis about the Indian origin of 
.. Sekoddesa" and the Kalacakra system and rejects H. Hof
fmann's assumption about their Central Asiatic prove
nance. It is known that H. Hoffmann suggested to consider 
Eastern Turkestan, namely the territory of the Uighur State 
Khocho, as a place where the Kalacakra system had origi
nated. In support of his view Hoffmann adduces the posi
tion of Buddhism which preserved its authority there as 
late as the l 4th century in spite of Islam's invasion into the 
lands all around the State beginning with the lOth century. 
Still the question about what part of Northern India was a 
place where the ideas of Kalacakra had been formed into 
one system - whether it took place in North-Eastern India 
(Orissa, Bengal, Bihar, Himalayan parts of Kashmir, Ne
pal) or in North-Western India, where the Muslim attacks 
on it were particular violent - is not answered yet. 
Orofino has proved to be a bold scholar when choosing 
such a difficult subject of investigation and demonstrated 
the brilliant knowledge of the whole volume of literature in 
question. She has managed to pick out full information 
from the Tibetan sources that conclude it explicitly or 
implicitly. Her work is a valuable contribution to the study 
of the Kalacakra literature. It will certainly serve as a fun
damental writing for the scholars interested in Kalacakra 
system formation. 

The Sanskrit text containing 17 4 verses follows the 
critical Tibetan text. It has been reconstructed by Prof. Ra
niero Gnoli. The method chosen by him for reconstruction 
seems to be optimum. In his brief Introduction (pp. 127-
8) Prof. R.Gnoli adduces all his arguments for this recon
struction as well as all his methodical principles. He points 
out a body of written sources involved by him in order to 
reconstruct the text. We are quite sure that until the origi
nal Sanskrit text is not found (if ever), the reconstruction 
supposed by R. Gnoli will serve as an important and es
sential base for any investigator of the "Sekodde§a". Eve
ryone who knows what a difficult task a reconstruction of 
the lost Sanskrit text is, can't but highly appreciate the 
work of Prof. R. Gnoli. Incidentally one can recall in this 
connection the remarkable works on reconstruction the 
Sanskrit logical texts of the pre-Dignaga period by Gi
useppe Tucci. We have also no doubt that the complete 
realization of the Prof. R. Gnoli's plans will do the field a 
great service. 

E. Tyomkin, 
M Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 
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/storiia Choidt.hid-dagini: Faksimile rukopisi. Translit
eratsiia teksta, perevod s mongol'skogo, issledovanie i 
kommentarii A. G. Sazykina. Moskva: Nauka, 1990 
(Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXXVII; Pamiatniki pis'men
nosti Vostoka, XC) (The Story of Coijid-dagini: Facsim
ile and Transliteration of the Mongolian Text, Transla
tion into Russian, Research and Commentaries bv 
A. G. Sazykin. Moscow: Nauka Publishing Housi, 
1990. - 253 pp. (Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXXVII; Lit
erary Monuments of the Orient, XC). 

This publication presents a Mongolian approach to the 
problem which inspired all thinkers and poets - the post
humous existence of man and the retribution for the deeds 
done. Whatever land or nation we take human thought al
ways elaborated the most vivid and impressive images of 
tortures experienced by sinners in their afterlives. The 
Story of Coijid-dagini is no exception. Its plot is very sim
ple: a woman dies and is taken to hell where she is shown 
all kinds of punishments imposed on sinners in accordance 
with their unrighteous deeds in the previous lives. Finally, 
Erlig qayan - the King of hell, sets her free so that she 
could narrate her unique personal experience to people 
thus bringing them on the path of virtue. This Story origi
nates from Tibet where similar stories about .. those who 
have returned from the other world" (Tib. 'das-log) were 
not uncommon both among Buddhists and Bon-pos. The 
Tibetan original of the Story entitled dMyal ba mi yul gyis 
sa mtsham shi bson giiis Ayi bang chen bka'i 'phrin pa 
gling sa chos skyid bar do'i gnas su byon nas 'khor 'das 

Katalog Peterburgskogo rukopisnogo "Gandt.hura". 
Sostavlenie, vvedenie, transliteratsi1a i ukazateli 
Z. K. Kas'1anenko. Moskva: Nauka, 1993 (Bibliotheca 
Buddhica, XXXIX; Pamiatniki pis'mennosti Vostoka, 
CII) (Catalogue of the St. Petersburg Manuscript of the 
Mongolian bKa'-'gyur. Compilation, introduction, 
transliteration and indexes bv Z. K. Kasvanenko. Mos
cow: Nauka Publishing House, 1993. - 382 pp. 
(Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXXIX; Literary Monuments of 
the Orient, CII). 

Everyone who has ever dealt with the problems related to 
the Buddhist Canon faced the difficulties arising from its 
immense volume surpassing that of the Bible or the 
Qur'an. The catalogue compiled by Prof. Z. K. Kasy
anenko is the fruit of her many years painstaking work on 
the Mongolian bKa' -'gyur in 113 volumes, i. e., the col
lection of works ascribed to the Buddha himself. 

The Tibetan bKa'-'gyur was assembled in the 14th 
century and came down to us in several versions. Its Mon
golian translation was made in 1628-9 by the order of 
Ligdan qayan, the last one in the lineage of the Great Qa
yans of Mongolia. The manuscript of bKa ' -'gyur dating to 
that time was discovered in 1892 in Inner Mongolia by the 
brilliant Russian scholar A. M. Pozdneev. He was later en
gaged in the matters connected with the acquisition of the 
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kyi rgyal po chen po'i dkar nag dbye ba'i 'bras bu'i rnam 
thar mdor bsdus is preserved in the Tibetan collection of 
the St. Petersburg branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies (call number Tib. B. 9217). The work forms a part of a 
rare xylographic edition which presents the collection of 
eleven stories about posthumous existence of the various 
celebrated persons. 

While preparing his publication, Dr. A. G. Sazykin 
made a thorough examination of all the manuscripts and 
wood-block editions of the Story available in the collec
tions of St. Petersburg, Ulan Bator, Kyzyl, Elista and Ulan 
Ude. The data obtained from publications about the copies 
of the Story belonging to other collections, are also given. 
It can be added that there is also a copy of the Buryat 
wood-block edition of the Story in the St. Petersburg Uni
versity Library (call number Mong. C 261). 

Different versions and translations of the Story are 
collated and identified in the introduction. On the basis of 
his examination, Dr. A. G. Sazykin has chosen for publi
cation a manuscript copy of the Story which is a translation 
from Tibetan by Blo-bzang legs-bshad dar-rgyas. This 
manuscript belongs to the library of the St. Petersburg 
branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (call number C 
24). In Dr. A. G. Sazykin's opinion, this version is the old
est one and dates back to the l 7th century. 

The book in question would be interesting not only to 
orientalists but to general readers as well. The translation 
of the text, an important source on the history of religion, 
makes a good reading. 

V. Uspensky 

manuscript on behalf of the St. Petersburg University. 
Though the fact of this acquisition has been mentioned in 
the Russia's greatest pre-revolutionary Brockhaus and 
Efron Encyclopaedia, the bKa'-'gyur became accessible to 
scholars only a hundred years later with the publication of 
the catalogue by Prof. Z. K. Kasyanenko. 

The general design of the catalogue is modeled after 
the catalogue of the printed Mongolian bKa'-'gyur by 
L. Ligeti (Budapest, 1942-4). But while the printed Mon
golian bKa'-'gyur of 1718-20 which is closely related to 
Peking editions of its Tibetan original, so the works it 
contains are easy identifiable, in the case of the 
St. Petersburg manuscript this task is much more compli
cated. For example, it contains some works from the 
bsTan-'gyur, such as No. 879, 880: 'Jig rten bzhag pa 
(Peking edition, No. 5587); No. 881: rGyu gdags pa (ibid., 
No. 5588); No. 882: Las gdags pa (ibid., No. 5589). 

In brief, the work accomplished by Prof. 
Z. K. Kasyanenko is a substantial contribution to the stud
ies of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, of which the Mongo
lian bKa'-'gyur is a special case. There is no doubt that 
this publication will stimulate new studies of the Buddhist 
literary heritage by making its most valuable texts easily 
accessible. 

V. Uspensky 
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Me'or 'aiin ("Svetoch glaza"). Karaimska1a gram
matika drevneevreiskogo 1azyka po ruko11isi 1208 g. 
Faksimile. Izdanie teksta, pere,·od s drevneevreiskogo 
1azyka, issledovanie i kommentarii M. N. Zislina. 
Moskva: Nauka, 1990 (Pam1atniki 11is'mennosti Vos
toka, XCVO (Me'or 'ayin ("The Light of Eye")). 
Karaite Hebrew Grammar. The Manuscript of 1208. 
Facsimile, edition of text, Russian translation from He
brew, research and commentary by M. N. Zislin. Mos
cow: Nauka Publishing House, 1990. - 215 pp. 
(Literary monuments of the Orient, XCVO. 

The publication contains a philological study and the text 
of the Hebrew grammar-book .. Me'or 'ayin" (Light of Eye), 
which fom1s a part of one of the unique Hebrew manu
scripts from the A. Firkovich collection. At present it is 
preserved in the Russian National Library in St. Petersburg 
[Evr. II A 132/1). The manuscript was written by scribe 
Jehudah ben-Jaacob ben-Jehudah in the town of Gagry 
(GGR; apparently it can be identified with the town of Ga
gry on the shore of the Black Sea, Georgia). 

The publication consists of the following parts: Intro
duction; "Light of Eye" (i. e., Russian translation of the 
text); Commentaries; Supplements (a List of terms and a 
List of abbreviations); the Text; its Facsimile, and Sum
mary. 

In the introduction M. Zislin presents a brief survey of 
the standard of Grammar knowledge and the development 
of Hebrew methodology of studies, a brief paleographic de
scription of the manuscript. Basing on the philological 
study of the text, M. Zislin is suggesting the date of its 
composition, its location, and the creed of its author. In 
M. Zislin's opinion, this grammar-book was composed in 
the Byzantine Empire in the late I Ith century. It was ad
dressed to a reader non familiar with the Arabic language 
(Arabic was the basic language of the Hebrew grammari
ans of the I0-12th centuries). The work was composed, 
in many aspects, under the influence of the grammatical 
works by Abu al-Faraj Harun ibn al-Faraj (the first half of 
the I Ith century). 

The Russian translation of the work is notable for its 
utmost accuracy. The commentary contains extensive bib
liography, takes into account possible variants, explanation 
of linguistic terms, a detailed argumentation on the vari
ants of translation chosen by the author. 

The publication of the text in the modem Hebrew 
script is an important supplement to the facsimile. It must 
be interesting to the students of paleography and it will be 
helpful for the further study of the text. 

Sh. Jakerson 
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